ONCE UPON A 'Q'
THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD

I don't want a nation of thinkers,
I want a nation of workers
~ John D. Rockefeller

On 27th October 2017, a group calling themselves Q Anon (anonymous) and claiming to be from the USA Department of Energy (D.O.E) started dropping vast, detailed, but cryptic posts on an almost daily basis onto popular internet Notice Boards, where, over the subsequent months, they would rapidly gather the attention of a huge, global audience running into the hundreds of thousands, and eventually reach the attention of the Mainstream Media (MSM).

They explained that the purpose of the drops/posts was to bring about an END to the global tyranny, wars, suffering, poverty, censorship, inequality and world leadership corruption that currently plagues and has a stranglehold on this planet, by exposing the perpetrators of mass crimes against humanity, particularly those involving children, animals and the destruction of the planet itself.

The goal was/is to be achieved by a collective ‘people power’ team effort by waking up the masses to some very hard truths, as well as largely unknown, fascinating historical and advanced technology information, by encouraging people to decipher/decode the material for themselves and then spread the word to others.

They warned that the current degree of evil ran/runs so deep, with Artificial Intelligence (Bots) algorithms controlling every single media platform such as Youtube, Twitter, Facebook, Google and of course the MSM itself, that the information could ONLY be presented cryptically in order to reach us at all, and, to take the Deep State enemy by surprise.
It has been no easy task because the majority of people, including those who already consider themselves to be ‘in the know’ are GOOD and therefore incapable of believing the extent of the evil. All people have been trained from birth to trust and support the very people that are, in fact hurting and betraying us. They have also been trained to have short attention spans and to fear being free thinkers or to think outside of the box. They subsequently fear peer ridicule more than evil itself, thus as long as their immediate status quo and personal situation is comfortable and bearable enough, they would rather not know ‘reality’ as that means taking responsibility and action.

However what they do not realize is that the Q Team HAD to make their appearance when they did because they, Q, having access to classified information, plans, and a conscience, discovered that the current Powers That Are were/are planning to commit the ultimate and final mass crime against humanity using advanced technology weapon systems that few have any interest in or know about.

These weapon systems have all been reported in the MSM but because people wrongly believe the Deep State manufactured illusion that there is a constant ‘enemy’ threat, people believe these vile weapons are a good thing, and there to protect us, when in fact their sole creation and purpose is to use them against us, the people, to create never ending fear, profit, control and war.

It did not take long for the Deep State to work out what was occurring and suddenly people coming even close to decoding Q and then trying to share the information on the internet found themselves being shut down overnight, no longer being able to upload Youtube videos, blogs, articles or comments across all platforms and the MSM and ‘concern trolls’ attacking Q as a mad conspiracy being followed by equally mad conspiracy theorists.

Here is a most excellent message (thank you Praying Medic) to all ‘concern trolls’ and a description of what their real agenda is:

---

Dear concern trolls [and clowns]:
If you think you’ll get me to give up on #Qanon by expressing your sincere concerns, I have news for you:
After everyone else has bailed, I’ll be the last man standing with Q.
You’re wasting your time and mine.
Go bother someone else.
However they completely underestimated the **Q team** who are clearly a huge, global body of military intelligence operatives with the project years in the planning, and bringing about massive, rapid political change starting with the North Korea Peace deal and the beginning of the breaking up of global child/refugee trafficking rings.

The task is extremely difficult and complex because they must execute the ‘Deep Clean’ as they call it, of the Top Tier of World Government Leadership, whilst preventing a complete social breakdown, backlash and mass panic, especially in countries, such as the USA, where people are armed. The public are conditioned to believe in and treat as superior ALL Authority/Monarchy/Leadership figures even when they do not like that figure or suspect that figure is compromised.

Thus the **Q Team** (who are taking control behind the scenes) have to keep some of the most powerful world figures and leaders in their positions (albeit now stripped of their previous powers, and having to obey Q military orders) in order to maintain public order whilst this Deep State dismantling and mass transition takes place. Lower level ones are suddenly made to announce their own retirement/resignation and go off the radar (to possibly face prosecution and trial at a later date).

Hence their admitted need to use disinformation where necessary. It is an elaborate, carefully planned chess game. They also need us the people to be fully acquainted with the crimes they intend to ultimately prosecute. They cannot however, publically reveal the crimes en masse until they have replaced the corrupt Mainstream Media, Judiciary and Military courts with honest, uncompromised people. So in the meantime, the information is being revealed cryptically to the few who are awake enough and interested enough in working it out and then be ready to assist the rest of the public when it is released in a more direct fashion.

So what is Q revealing? (From hereon in I will refer to Q as ‘he’ although we know it is a global team). Who the real enemy and terrorists are, how to recognize them (by their signatures/modus operandi), their past crimes, their future planned crimes, their hidden/misunderstood advanced technologies which are of MAJOR IMPORTANCE because of the theme and execution of future planned crimes. Then lost, distorted and concealed World History, again of EXTREME IMPORTANCE and the bulk of Q’s posts because of the theme and execution of ALREADY committed, and planned future crimes. And then the SOLUTION-an entire new system rolled out across the globe that **ends** unaccountable, corruptible 2 party political Leaderships, campaign donations, human trafficking, trillionaires, oligarchs, billionaires, institutional child abuse, corruption, hardship, wars, inequality, withholding of advanced technologies including advanced healing technologies, planet destruction, animal cruelty, weapons spending, banksters, dictators, censorship, secret societies, secrecy, poverty, slavery, Celebrity and Authority figure worship.

Here are just some of the **most important** and earliest (paraphrased) quotes from **Q**:

- **POTUS**- apart from meaning President of the United States a lot of the time, it also means **PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES**. This has not been picked up by many and has thus caused huge confusion. Here is a **Q** post to prove the point:

- **“Show the world the truth. Don’t let POTUS (People of the United States) suffer from the Soros/Loser Bots that continually flood.”** (sic-the internet).
• **WH** is (most of the time) referring to the initials of **TWO** researchers, who between them, are responsible for the biggest disclosure being provided here. Again few, if any, have realized this point, thus causing more confusion.

• Learn to use **LOGIC** and which information is the most relevant.

• You are being provided with the biggest drop in the History of the World. (Note World and not just one country).

• A huge Cover Up.

• It’s critical to get the information archived offline and into the right chronological order.

• **MISSPELLINGS MATTER**.

• Everything has meaning.

• What are the **CARDS**? And **WHEN** are they from?

• Future Proves Past

• This is not solely about USA politics. This is not about USA politics between Democrats and Republicans. This is about **GOOD** v **EVIL**, across the World, starting in the USA and moving onto Europe, Asia and the rest of the World.

• This also goes way **BEYOND** Politics, $$s$$, and Trade-meaning secret, withheld **World History** and **Mysteries**.

• Snow White, Godfather III and Alice & Wonderland.

• **It’s a tiny tiny world.**

• You have more than you know.

• The Choice is yours to know.

• This is not a Game. (He’s right there).

• Up is down, left is right.

• The fix is always in.

• Watch the Water- Multiple meanings, One really serious.

• Tidal wave incoming.

• Follow the pen-multiple meanings.

• V.11.9

• @[1][19]

• Remember this Day- (2 dates-one not yet occurred).

• 5:5

• Steel

• Beam

• Pens

• Zebra Zebra

• We cannot make mass arrests until the people KNOW what the crimes are.

• **RED RED**

• Castle Runs Red

• Sky Fortress (2 Meanings)

• Castle LOCK

• Follow the glowing rabbit.

• Extractions are Good. Extractions are Complete.

• As the World Turns

• Declas ATL

• NK- 4 meanings believe it or not!

• LARP -3 Meanings

• (1)OWL(1)

• One day people will know that (they) (the Deep State) were planning another **MASS EXTINCTION EVENT**.
Tick Tock. Clock is activated.
Ha Ha Ha
What does the BOOM really mean?
MOAB
Nearly all the posts have DOUBLE even TRIPLE Meanings and one must EXPAND ones thinking.
It is not about fame and profiteering and there are no direct communications between Q and individuals.
((They)) want us DIVIDED, HATING each other, FIGHTING each other in meaningless religious, class and race wars. Patriots have no skin colour.
How many coincidences do you need before you believe.
Learn the Map. It is CRITICAL to understand the MAP.
The Map currently has 43 confirmed connections.
If you really knew who controlled NK the people would riot. Kim was just an actor. We’ve said too much.
The MEMO- (not the one that everyone thought it was).
Dopey- (not the only Dopey meaning that everyone else thought it was, but a second, far more important one).
Seriously, where are the children?
What does it mean to be covered in gold?
Can you locate one other pic with Y head covered in Gold?
What is a LASER POINTER used for? 2 Meanings here.
Projection and, Learn the term PROJECTION.
When is the next sequence?
Phase 2
Apple
Why does the real prince sleep on a MATTRESS on the floor? (Major double meaning here).
No One Person is Above Another.
SERT
CASPER
Simba-LION Symbolism.
Runway Lights being turned on. (My absolute favourite!)
Play the Video. Times Square.
DEFCON and BDT.
Find the Roll. 1-4
Missile Fox Splash
Blue Wave
What are they sitting on?
Less than 10 People know, of which only 3 are not military.
Few understand. Few know the Plan.

Finally the MAP Q is talking about (which will be proven) is a REAL Map as in starting at point A to reach destination B.

With the introduction now completed we can move on to the Q decodes which form a story like no other with a jaw dropping twist at the end.

If you still think this is solely about US Politics/Celebrities, and world freedom only requires some big US names arrested, and, you have a limited attention span with no interest outside local politics or your own country, then you will be sorely disappointed.
If on the other hand, you want the evidence based why, when and how of past and future crimes, the full depth of the evil, discovering the REAL secret behind Freemasonry and the Rothschilds (of which 99.99% of Freemasons themselves do not know), the biggest reveal of World History ever told that takes you on a fascinating, stellar journey to multiple countries, details of the Advanced Technologies (that have both positive & negative uses), finding out where the children REALLY are, finding out the exact time, date and theme of the next Deep State Mass Extinction Event False Flag (that is early next year), understanding the many Q posts that others have not been able to decipher, and discovering the details of the Q Plan and SYSTEM that will replace the current one, then you will be very satisfied! And will end up knowing MORE than even many current world and monarchy leaders. This is not an exaggeration.

The story unfolds, and is presented with images that contain text and images, the Q drop/post, the source information, with highlighted areas, arrows and some with commentary. A tiny number of the drops come from Anonymous but have been marked as from Q has they (Anon) and (Q) frequently work in tandem with each other, having context, relevance and a connection to a Q drop. They also include drops that the Trolls and paid Deep State operatives tried to say are not from Q for obvious reasons. Always the most damaging ones! The Protocols, Mystery Machine, Why does the real prince sleep on a mattress on the floor? And the Wormhole goes Deep are just four examples. You and you alone must decide what is Q. That is why Q says the choice is yours to know.

Rather than random unconnected posts, there is a definite flow and build up. The story is so huge that it has to be presented as a story with a very specific order, otherwise it would not make sense. You may therefore come across a graphic/ new direction and ask yourself what on earth it has to do with the story? Or it might not make sense at that point. As already stated every single graphic is necessary and most contain a Q post. You have to treat each one like a piece of a jigsaw puzzle, and it is only when the puzzle is completed will you get the full picture, jaw dropping twists and solution! Take your time. Q wants you to learn all this information as you will see!

Some very positive research is also presented early on so that one can later understand how it relates to the solution presented at the end, being both achievable and realistic.
++TAKE YOUR TIME READING EACH GRAPHIC OTHERWISE YOU WILL NOT UNDERSTAND. THE STORY UNFOLDS AND EXPANDS ONLY WHEN EVERYTHING HAS BEEN READ ++AND IN THE RIGHT ORDER++ ++

ZOOM IN IF YOU NEED TO AS THE SMALLPRINT IS IMPORTANT...

IT IS VITAL TO UNDERSTAND THERE ARE DOUBLE & TRIPLE MEANINGS IN MANY OF Q's POSTS (AS HE SAYS).

AND THAT DISINFORMATION IS REQUIRED IN ORDER TO GET THE SECRET MESSAGE OUT THERE.

++ THIS REALLY IS NOT A JOKE. THE Q MESSAGE IS SO SERIOUS YOU CANNOT EVEN BEGIN TO IMAGINE IT...

Q:UW.yye1fxo 02/11/18 (Sun) 14:47:56 ID: 5bc869 No.339123
Expand your thinking.
This is not a game.

The story unfolds in 4 stages (otherwise you would not believe it):

1) Learning who the enemy really is, THEIR PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE PLANNED CRIMES.

SHOCKING IS AN UNDERSTATEMENT

2) Understanding CURRENT TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES AND the main THEME of the Q drops which no one on the internet has grasped except here.

3) HISTORY REWRITTEN- The big reveal-and the identity of the research source who proves the big secret IN A WAY THAT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO DENY OR QUESTION.

SHOCKING, BUT ABSOLUTELY FASCINATING AND MIND BLOWING.

4) THE ENEMY REVISITED, SOLUTION AND CONCLUSION.

The actual big deal secret was dropped with just two words 8months ago. (NOV17) SNOW WHITE and confirmed with GODFATHER III and ALICE. It'll all make sense but only if you read the FULL report here....

IT IS A HUGE PICTURE BEING PAINTED AND SHOCKING IN THE **EXTREME**

WARNING: NO APOLOGY IS MADE FOR GRAPHIC CONTENT....ONE NEEDS TO KNOW THE TRUTH.

WHICH IS WHY Q SAID THE SHOCK WILL PUT 99% OF THE WORLD'S POPULATION IN HOSPITAL... BETTER TO FIND OUT NOW RATHER THAN LATER, SO YOU CAN HELP OTHERS COME TO TERMS WITH IT WHEN IT IS PUBLICLY REVEALED... WHICH IS THE WHOLE POINT OF Q'S PLAN.

Q(Anon) (Sun 05 Nov 2017 21:34:15)
The complete picture would put 99% of Americans (the World) in a hospital.

"The price good men pay for indifference to public affairs is to be ruled by evil men"-PLATO.

Follow the money, itâ€™s the key.
The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed.
Also many are thinking from one point of view. US only. This evil is embedded globally. US is the first domino.

IT INVOLVES THE ROTHSCHILDs HUGE SECRET WHICH IS NOT WHAT YOU THINK......IT WILL BLOW THE MIND......

SPREAD AND SHARE ASAP.......

++PAY PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE 'DOPEY' STORY, +REMEMBER THIS DAY+ AND LOOK OUT FOR ++CASPER++

POTUS has 3 meanings= one of which is People Of The United States

YOU CAN LEAD A HORSE TO WATER BUT YOU CANNOT MAKE IT DRINK......It is up to you and you alone to do the follow up research or forever remain confused and in the dark which is the Deep State's intention....
"The CIA owns everyone of any significance in the major media."
– William Colby, former CIA director

“We’ll know our disinformation program is complete when everything the American public believes is false.”
– William Casey, CIA Director (from first staff meeting, 1981)

“Deception is a state of mind and the mind of the State.”
– James Angleton, head of CIA counter intelligence from 1954-1974

Learn to distinguish between relevant/non-relevant news.

Learn to read the map.
Everything has meaning - EVERYTHING.

Learn double meanings.
The 13 most powerful members of 'Skull and Bones' - Business Insider


1. Cached
2. Similar

6 Dec 2015 - In 1832, Yale students — including future President William Howard Taft’s father — founded one of America’s most famous secret societies, Skull and Bones. Since then, the group has come to signify all that both mesmerizes and repels the public about the elite.
These Illuminati CARDS were published between 1985-1995 and they blatantly predict nearly all of the major terrorist events and other world nasties YEARS BEFORE THEY HAPPENED, including of course 9/11 and even Pizzagate....

How was a 2000 Bart Simpson episode and an Illuminati Card able to predict President Trump's Presidency 16 years in advance.....?
The Illuminati Card for the Boston Bombing featuring a green clad lady jogger said: 'No one ever suspects a harmless jogger.' When the bombing footage is slowed down one can clearly see this green clad lady jogger throwing what is believed to be a detonator or signaling device to the old man running behind her, who subsequently falls to the ground. They were both later interviewed together as unrelated witnesses to the Bombing.....
Well Alex Jones appears on one of the Cards so we should not be surprised at the latest turn of events concerning him...

---

Pizzagate: A slice of fake news | Reveal  

18 Nov 2017 - This week, we teamed up with Rolling Stone and The Investigative Fund to explore how fake news starts, snowballs and sometimes erupts into gunfire. The conspiracy theory Pizzagate alleged that top Democrats were running a child sex-trafficking ring out of Comet Ping Pong, a Washington, D.C., pizza...
Thoughts on Disney:

Why do the Monsters IN Charge need children?

It's a tiny tiny world.

Monsters on the Loose!

October, 1978

EPISODE AIRED 1997

NEW YORK $9

Back To the Future: Did the time travel film predict the 9/11... - Metro
Metro.co.uk • Film • Back to the Future •
20 Oct 2015 - And Back To The Future predicted the 9/11 terrorist attacks and the collapse of the Twin Towers. They go on to suggest that writer and director Robert Zemeckis planted key themes within the film that point toward the attack that took place 16 years after the film's 1985 release.

hl'hsp21003-conspiracy | Metro UK

Back to the Future predicted 9/11? Synchronistic, apophenia and... - Metro
Metro.co.uk • Film • Back to the Future •
20 Oct 2015 - Here's the link: http://metro.co.uk/2015/10/20/back-to-the-future-predicts-911-3108317/...
MADE IN 1985.....16 YEARS BEFORE 9/11

THE GREATEST HOLLYWOOD CONSPIRACY EVER TOLD

FLIP THE CLOCK TO GET 9:11

UP IS DOWN.
LEFT IS RIGHT.

"I HAVE TO TELL YOU ABOUT THE FUTURE"

"YOU WILL BE SHOT BY TERRORISTS"

"TWIN" TWIN PINES MALL

REPLACEMENT TOWER IS CALLED 'ONE' WORLD TRADE CENTER
Here President Obama SIGNED a steel beam commemorating the construction of the ONE World Tower (that replaced the destroyed Twin Towers) with the number 666....
Here 9/11 President Bush was in a children's classroom when the Towers were attacked. In the background is a picture of a Zebra above the Teacher's Board. President Bush is reading from a book called 'My Pet 'GOAT' which is UPSIDE DOWN in his hands, whilst the children are being made to recite/chant the words 'Kite, HIT, STEEL PLANE MUST by the Teacher S.K Daniels literally as the attacks are happening....
Here we discuss whether Loretta Fuddy may have been murdered during a plane hop that resulted in a sea ditching where everyone survived except her. Why?

She apparently verified former President Barack Obama's Birth Certificate which is supposed to be a fake. He is really supposed to have been born in Kenya which would make him ineligible to have been a US President as they must be American born.

She took off on a short flight from Hawaii with 8 other passengers on board. Shortly after takeoff the aircraft engine failed and the aircraft landed on the water about a mile offshore. A passenger (who many believe to be a US Marshall) filmed the entire event using a water proof camera. You see all the passengers safely leave the aircraft wearing lifejackets.
Then whilst bobbing up and down in the water waiting for rescue, an unbelievable sight occurs and lasts just seconds. A black clad diver suddenly appears from under the water and appears to drag L.Fuddy under the water. She had been fine up until that point. It was then reported that she had drowned. The sequence is so quick that it can only be seen by viewing the split second footage several times or studying still images (seen below) from the footage.

The question is was she murdered because she was such a risk after being in a position to verify Obama's real Birth details, if indeed the story is true.

The passengers seemed unnaturally calm and some therefore believe it was a staged, 'hit' of a future, dangerous witness.

And Q also once posted DIVE (666 -coincidence?). For those who have read the Q book, Obama signed a steel beam on the new ONE World Trade Centre with 666 -the number of the Beast... and Q's PEN decode...

You decide...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9v636A1aVmE&feature=youtu.be
The birth certificate is proven to be a manufactured document by its many layers produced by Photoshop. An authentic document would have only 1 layer. Apparently the stooge who did the leg work forgot to flatten the document.

But why did Fuddy cooperate in the forgery? We believe that the best answer was supplied by Simon News and Ministry which identified a common link between Fuddy, Ann Dunham, and Barack Obama.

Fuddy and Ann Dunham, Obama’s alleged mother, were both members of the Indonesian Subud cult, and by extension, so was Obama. Consequently, Obama had a natural ally in preserving his fraudulent pretensions. In the cult, Loretta was known as Delina Fuddy.

Doug Vogt, an attorney who has proven the birth certificate fraud, and an accountant who has analyzed Fuddy’s financial disclosure statements, has noted discrepancies in her financial filings amounting to 70-100,000 USD. The most likely explanation is that she received a bribe in that amount for services rendered.

Once Fuddy produced the information and certification, she became expendable, especially if she were deemed to have loose lips. As the noose has tightened around Obama, she was deemed a liability and murdered.

Many have died to continue the hoax and fraud upon the American people, and many more will be murdered to keep the secrets of state.

Copyright 2014 Tony Bonn. All rights reserved.
DESK SHOT SAME ANGLE AS BEAM SIGNED BY OBAMA AND PENS....

Follow the pen. Already written? Letters left visible to match. WWW 666

IS IT A GOOD MATCH?

IS Q GUIDING US TO THIS EARLIER Q POST DECODED WHERE THE OBAMAS SIGNED THE ONE WORLD TRADE CENTRE STEEL BEAM WITH THE SATANIC 666 AS PREVIOUSLY DEMONSTRATED

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/beam-signed-president-obama-installed-wtc
RED RED 9/11
Funds raised vs distributed?
Oversight?
7/10 plane crashes are targeted kills.
Those in the know never sleep.
Q

Anonymous 04/02/18 (Mon) 22:31:24 ID: a43a2b No.874

>>874017
post time 22:17:17
10:17:17
oh
Colgan Air Flight 3407
17-17 = 34
17-10 = 7
3407

Mar 28 2018 22:17:17 Q: bcoxAT4Z3VQ 826929

>>825909
HRC 2:12.09 =HILLARY R CLINTON
Very BAD!
Q

Hillary Clinton served as the 67th United States Secretary of State, under President Barack Obama, from 2009 to 2013, overseeing the department that conducted the foreign policy of Barack Obama. She was preceded in office by Condoleezza Rice, and succeeded by John Kerry.

Beverly Eckert - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beverly_Eckert
Beverly Eckert (May 29, 1951 – February 12, 2009) was an activist and advocate for the 9/11 Truth Movement. She died at age 57 on February 12, 2009, in the crash of Colgan Air Flight 3407 in Clarence Center, New York. She had met with President Barack Obama.

Nationality: American
Cause of death: Plane crash Colgan Air Flight
Fatalities: 50 (49 on the aircraft and 1 on the ground) "50 PEOPLE MURDERED DUE TO ONE TARGET"
The murder of Beverly Eckert - by John Kaminski
falsificationofhistory.co.uk/geopolitics/the-murder-of-beverly-eckert/
24 Apr 2017 - Beverly Eckert was murdered by Zionist operatives who were.
The plane crashed just 6 days after the meeting with Obama and Beverly

Beverly Eckert was murdered by Zionist operatives who were threatened by her relentless pursuit for justice regarding the death of her husband, Sean Rooney, whom she had loved dearly. Rooney had died a terrible, heart-rending death as WTC-2 collapsed around him and it was a truly horrendous event. Beverly was actually speaking on the phone with Sean, who was trapped in the building, and while she was speaking to him, saying a tearful goodbye, he died in the collapse.

In her own words, she said: “I guess I wish I wasn’t here, because it was such a different life before September 11th. I never envisioned myself speaking to the public having to say anything other than about my own little life. I was just like everyone else, very compliant, very content. World events didn’t seem to affect me, that’s what I believed at the time. All that changed on September 11th, and I guess I just found that I couldn’t just sit back and be a victim. My husband Sean worked in the South Tower, his office was on the 98th floor with a couple of hundred other people and he didn’t really have a good understanding of evacuation and escape options and so they went up, only to find that the doors were locked. They had a window of opportunity to escape down Staircase A, there were three staircases in the South Tower. I think they thought that the rooftop was an option, and so they went up and they were trapped because the roof doors were locked. Beverly had also issued this statement...

“My Silence Cannot Be Bought Beverly Eckert, Friday, 19th December 2003
I’ve chosen to go to court rather than accept a payoff from the 9/11 victims compensation fund. Instead, I want to know what went so wrong with our intelligence and security systems that a band of religious fanatics was able to turn four US passenger jets into an enemy force, attack our cities and kill 3,000 civilians with terrifying ease. I want to know why two 110-story skyscrapers collapsed in less than two hours and why escape and rescue options were so limited.

By suing, I’ve forfeited the $1.8 million average award for a death claim I could have collected under the fund. Nor do I have any illusions about winning money in my suit. What I do know is I owe it to my husband, whose death I believe could have been avoided, to see that all of those responsible are held accountable. If we don’t get answers to what went wrong, there will be a next time. And instead of 3,000 dead, it will be 10,000. What will Congress do then?”

Eckert was one of the few surviving relatives who refused to accept the ‘hush money’ offered by Kenneth Feinberg and took her own action, ultimately leading to the White House and beyond. She sought only justice for her husband and in so doing publicly referred to the Zionist-sponsored Project for the New American Century, as the “most sinister” of all documents she had ever seen. Eckert had gathered evidence that former President Bush knew all about the attacks in advance and had even contributed to the planning of them. Because of her relentless activism she was “allowed” to meet with Barack Obama, informing him that she would not rest until justice was served, and also demanded that George Bush be investigated for conspiracy and complicity in mass-murder.

Less than a week later, Beverly Eckert was dead.

She had met with Obama in 2009 at the White House asking him to open a new 9/11 investigation. Obama shook her hand on TV, then sent her on a speaking tour. She went to Buffalo to celebrate her late husband’s 50th birthday anniversary. The plane crashed just 6 days after the meeting with Obama and Beverly Eckert was silenced forever! SILENCE WILL NOT LAST FOREVER!

Suspiciously, there was a strong FBI presence at the crash scene. The FBI only investigates cases where the NTSB has determined that ‘foul play’ is involved. They stated that criminal action was ruled out, yet their presence proved otherwise. This suggests that they knew there was foul play and that their only purpose at the scene was to enact a cover-up operation.

The forensics team was led by the same man who led the forensics recovery efforts for Flight 93 in Shanksville. This man was a FEMA operative who had also worked with the UN on the crash of Egyptian Airlines 990 (another black-op.)
**9-11 Attacks: The Five Dancing Israelis Arrested on 9-11**

Network news reports on the *five dancing Israelis* arrested on 911. ... The Jerusalem Post later reported that a white van with a *bomb* was stopped as it ... Having thus pre-framed the Palestinians with this *phone* call, the Israeli bombers then ...

*VAN BELONGING TO 'FIVE' CELEBRATING MEN ON DAY OF 9/11*...
Almost 10,000 people have a cancer diagnosis that is somehow linked to breathing in hazardous particles following the September 11 Twin Tower terrorist attack in New York City, the Post has learned.

Inhaling particles from the leaked jet fuel, asbestos, cement dust and glass shards following the destruction of the World Trade Center has led to cancer proliferation among at least 9,795 first responders and other New Yorkers, the federal World Trade Center Health Program revealed to the New York Post.

The numbers continue to grow exponentially ever since the program at Mount Sinai Hospital kicked off in 2013. In 2015 the number of 9/11 cancer-linked patients stood at 3,204 while the next year it jumped to 8,188.

“We get these referrals 15 to 20 times a week,” said Dr. Michael Crane, medical director of the WTC Health Program, noting that 17 years following the tragedy older people tend to turn for medical help more often. “In an aging population, you’re going to see a rising cancer rate, no matter what.”

Since the tragedy, more than 1,700 affected persons have died, including 420 of those stricken with cancer, officials told the publication. First responders tend to suffer from thyroid cancer and skin melanoma and also face a higher risk of bladder cancer. The rest of New Yorkers exposed to toxic dust exhibit higher-than-normal rates of breast cancer and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Leukemia and other blood-cell disorders have also been noted to be on the rise, Crane said.
The official image of the 2017 Las Vegas Shooter clearly shows him with a number 13 on his neck. The opening credits of the 2009 Movie Hangover feature a song with the lyrics:

‘Gotta a number 13 tattooed on my neck’, whilst the camera momentarily pans to the Las Vegas Mandalay Bay Hotel. Also the pyramid next to the Mandalay Bay Hotel where the shooting occurred, was featured in a 1996 Movie called Mars Attack where it comes under attack from an Alien Mars themed Space Launched Laser Weapons Invasion. And finally in 2002 you have Robbie Williams singing about a shooter checking into the very same hotel with a gun.....in fact the 32nd Floor. If you include the ground floor, you have your #33....
HEAR NO EVIL Las Vegas shooting's chilling similarity to lyrics of Robbie Williams hit Me and My Monkey

Gone from 2002 is about a man checking into the 33rd floor of the Mandalay Bay hotel - while nudist gun

The massacre documented on YouTube and on the web features a glowing "illuminati" capstone that bears an image of a man in a suit. The caption reads, "How many coincidences do you need before you believe? This is the biggest insider drop in the history of the world.

Why is Big Pharma essential?
Expand your thinking past cures.
Think Google [new Pixel phone].
Think Apple [vs. Samsung].
Why was Blackberry destroyed?
We can guide but you must organically uncover the TRUTH.
ARCHIVE EVERYTHING OFFLINE.
Their symbolism will be their downfall....
Did you know that almost every single USA $, when folded in a specific way, depicts a terrorist event on it? Jonathan Kleck has a very short video called 'It's on the Money' where you can see it for yourself. 9/11 is obviously there as is an event that HAS NOT YET OCCURRED...
Pentagon paid PR firm $540mn to make fake terrorist videos — RT US...
https://www.rt.com/usa/361386-pentagon-pr-firm-terrorist-videos/>
2 Oct 2016 - PR firm Bell Pottinger, known for its array of controversial clients including the Saudi government and Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet’s foundation, worked with the US military to create the propaganda in a secretive operation. The firm reported to the CIA, the National Security Council and the Pentagon...
US government spent over $500m on fake Al-Qaeda propaganda...
www.independent.co.uk/ - News - World -
6 Oct 2016 - They received $540m between May 2007 and December 2011, but could have earned as much as $120m from the US in 2006. Lord Tim Bell, a former Bell Pottinger chairman, confirmed the existence of the contract with the Sunday Times. The Pentagon also confirmed that the agency was contracted...
Lord Bell ran $540m covert PR ops in Iraq for Pentagon | News | The...
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/.../lord-bell-ran-540m-covert-pr-ops-in-iraq-for-pentagon...»
2 Oct 2016 - Bell, the founder of Bell Pottinger, said last week he was “proud” of the work done in Baghdad to try to prevent further bloodshed. He said the firm had reported on its work to the CIA, the Pentagon and the National Security Council. “It was a covert military operation,” he said.
The US military gave Bell Pottinger $540m to run ‘covert’ Iraq war PR...
www.thedrum.com/.../the-us-military-gave-bell-pottinger-540m-run-covert-iraq-war-...
2 Oct 2016 - At the peak of the Iraq war, the London-based consultancy was hired by the US department of defense to orchestrate a mammoth $540m campaign, in what is... In order to help America win over civilians and combat militias Bell Pottinger produced reams of material for the Liveleak.com - Iraqis made fake video for car suicide bombing (stage)
https://www.livleak.com/view7=4341784036760/0
1 Nov 2016 - 3 Iraqis made fake video for car suicide bombing (stage). CCTV camera debunked what Shiite militias said that there was a suicide attack in Residential area (Baghdad). Due time 30.

Iraq WMD inspector David Kelly’s body removed from graveyard - The...
https://www.thenational.ae/.../iraq-wmd-inspector-david-kelly-s-body-removed-from-...
29 Oct 2017 - Iraq WMD inspector David Kelly’s body removed from graveyard. It is believed the action was taken after the grave was “desecrated” by conspiracy theorists and campaigners who believe the scientist did not commit suicide but was murdered.

Book exposes eleven mysterious questions surrounding the death of... https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/uknews/951147/dr-david-kelly-death-theories/
2 days ago - THE death of Dr David Kelly is one of the most mysterious episodes in recent British history. In 2003, the universally respected chemical weapons expert was accused of being the source of a BBC news report that Tony Blair's government had "sexed up" the case for invading Iraq. Dr David Kelly appearing...
HE FOUND NO EVIDENCE OF WMDs TO JUSTIFY WAR IN IRAQ...
The betrayal of Dr David Kelly, 10 years on - Telegraph
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/.../The-betrayal-of-Dr-David-Kelly-10-years-on.html
21 Jul 2013 - Andrew Gilligan, the journalist at the centre of the ‘dodgy dossier’ row, reflects on the shocking facts that have emerged since Dr David Kelly’s death. ... Intelligence Staff at the time of the dossier, we could find no evidence of planes, missiles or equipment that related to weapons of mass destruction (WMD).

Body of Iraq weapons inspector David Kelly moved by family after...
https://www.independent.co.uk/ - News - UK - Home News -
29 Oct 2017 - The body of the late David Kelly, a weapons inspector who became central to the infamous “dodgy dossier” claims about the Blair government’s case for war in Iraq, has been dug up and removed after claims that campaigners “desecrated” his grave. Dr Kelly’s family said they decided to exhum the body...
Why do you seal canned goods? Moron

‘Moron’ SEAL Team Six Operatives Based Mutations Of Off Fictional Nazis: Report

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=1475726791

George C. Denniston, Marilyn Payne Millos - 2013 - Psychology

For the women of the sect, the initial ritual mutilation involved the amputation of the nipples. This mutilation was called "the little seal." The so-called "great seal" involved the total ablation of the breasts, the ablation of labia minora, and sometimes the ablation of labia majora and the clitoris. Some castrates underwent a third ...

FEMALE CASTRATION

Q: November 5, 2017, 6:14 pm UserID: L8qQ99 PosNo: 14819234

10 days

In Kabul, Afghanistan

Words by Larry Sierra

There were 30 cells inside the prison, each a stand-alone concrete box. In 16, prisoners were shackled to a metal ring in the wall. In four, designed for sleep deprivation, they stood chained by the wrists to an overhead bar. Those in the regular cells had a plastic bucket, those in sleep deprivation were given sips. When sips weren’t available, guards used atomizers with scent spray, or prisoners were chained naked in their cells. The cold block was unheated, pitch black day and night, with music blaring around the clock.

The atmosphere was very psychological. The ‘Braves’ served a CIA investigator in January 2001, two months after he interrogated a prisoner named Gul Rahman in the facility. "Nasty, but safe.”

List of parties to the Geneva Conventions - Wikipedia

Is the United States part of the Geneva Convention?

The United States signed the 1977 Protocols, but Congress refused to ratify them. Recent interest in the Geneva Convention has come from the treatment of Taliban and Al Qaeda prisoners of war held by the United States at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba. 4 June 2009

What does the law say about torture? — Absolutely prohibit torture
Q (4Chan) (Thu 09 Nov 2017 21:56:14)

Why is it important to keep your enemies close *tracked*?
Why do you seal canned goods?
Why does the real prince sleep on a mattress on the floor?
Who supplies security for the nuclear facilities not controlled by the swamp?

Deposed Saudi princes 'sleeping on floor', as Trump says purge ...
www.telegraph.co.uk > News
7 Nov 2017 - Pictures have emerged showing deposed Saudi Arabian princes and ministers sleeping on the floor of the Ritz-Carlton. ... The palace can become a prison." ... US President Donald Trump receives the Order of Abdulaziz al-Saud medal from Saudi Arabia's King Salman bin Abdulaziz al-Saud at the Saudi ...

This post is what it is. Q is drawing your attention to an article written by a UK Bedding and Mattress Company talking about how strange it is that clever public relations made Donald Trump, (who once made a 2009 commercial/advertisement for SERTA Mattresses), a US President. They compare him to a Prince Casper, Eve or Simba character. As you will find out later, Simba refers to the Lion King character because the Lion is the symbol used by the Monarchy (whereby the Monarchy definition means a Ruler/Sovereign which therefore encompasses ALL Leaders & Rulers as well as Kings, Queens and Popes). **What is the big deal about his Commercial you may ask?**

Well he addresses SHEEP characters in a Hotel Corridor of one of his many Buildings (remember he was a Buildings Real Estate Developer before becoming President), who just happen to have the numbers 9 & 11 on them, whilst standing on pillars that could be deemed to be representing the twin towers. He addresses them:

"Why don't you come and WORK for me? Something you were BORN to do...."

Q clearly counters the UK Bedding mantra 'Head and Shoulders Above the Rest' with 'No One Person Is Above Another.'
Why is it important to keep your enemies close *tracked*?

Why do you seal canned goods?

Why does the real prince *sleep on a mattress in the floor*?

President Donald Trump is just like a Casper, Eve or Simba Mattress. There are some crazy things going on in the world right now. Donald Trump becomes the 45th President of the United States of America, the UK vote to leave the EU, political and religious changes all around us. Can this be attributed to marketing and the digital age? The power of marketing has always been accepted, and the advancement of technology has changed the face of marketing. Donald Trump, a 'love him, hate him' self-promoting egotistical billionaire, entrepreneur, some describe him as narcissist, others a new face of a man...

Tags: 45th President USA, casper mattress uk, Donald Trump, eve or simba, Jerry Cheshire, Mattress marketing, President Trump, Surrey Beds, The Bedulator
**Q:** Why is it important to keep your themes close together?

**Q:** Who makes the cards? When are they from?

**Q:** LEARN THE DOUBLE MEANINGS

**Q:** Why does the real prince sleep on a mattress (on the floor)?

**Q:** Why is President Donald Trump like a Casserole Bite or Serta Mattress?

**Q:** NO ONE PERSON IS ABOVE ANOTHER.

**Q:** Still don’t believe you are SHEEP to them?

**Q:** Future proves past.

---

**Mocking Post 9/11 Symbolism**

Trump mattress AD 2009

WHERE’S YOUR DIGNITY?

& DT: WHY DON’T YOU COME AND WORK FOR ME?

DT: SOMETHING YOU WERE ’BORN TO DO.’

Stock market DIVE [666 - coincidence?]

9/11 Trillions [Follow The Money] Top Documentary Films

https://topdocumentaryfilms.com/911/

Could 9/11 have been planned, at least in part, as an insurance scam? What are the facts behind the strange and illegal money transfers which were conducted from the World Trade Center on the morning of the attacks? For some, 9/11 Trillions: Follow the Money will surely result in an incendiary viewing experience.


https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/03/economist-asks-who-made-money-on-9-11_n_4043302.html

In 2013, some economists asked: Did 9/11 happen as a result of a conspiracy? Could the attacks have been planned and executed for financial gain? This is a question that has been explored by some, including Dr. Robert D. Kaplan, a former economist at the World Trade Center.

September 11 attacks advance knowledge conspiracy theories…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11_attacks

Finally, in April 2010, an international team of experts showed that there was a significant abnormal increase in trading volume in the options market just before the 9/11 attacks in contrast to the absence of abnormal trading volume over periods long before the attacks, concluding that their findings were consistent with.

---

**Did Bin Laden Short The Market?** Forbes


19 Sep 2001 - Did Osama bin Laden Osama bin Laden profit financially from the terrible events of Sept. 11? Can investigators now unravel his terrorist network by probing anybody who bet against certain airlines and insurance stocks just prior to the attacks? It’s too soon to tell, but the odds do not favor such a satisfying conclusion.

---

9/11 Trillions
Here Q is explaining in his own words that there is no such thing as a genuine Election result because the (Deep State) 'FIX' is/has always been in no matter who wins/won an Election.
Anonymous P3lk4PKG

Open your eyes.
It finally came out that Rod/Bob were key players in the Uranium scandal.
Donâ€™t you think POTUS would be tweeting about removal given clear conflict.

The fix has always been in - no matter which party won the election.
Misspellings matter.

REMEMBER THE GAME CARD
ANNOUNCING TRUMP'S PRESIDENCY IN 1995.

SECRET SOCIETIES & REVEAL OUR TRUE HISTORY

Who killed JFK? And why?
You really think justice will be made?
You really believe in politicians?
They just waste [resources]
WEAPONS
Who is waiting [with open ARMS] for you to give up your guns?

They will not listen to your voice [ignored 55 years!]
Mugen Hunt! TAKE ACTION

DISTRACTION >> WAKE UP
Corrupted actors / repeal = replace
BRUTE FORCE will be NECESSARY
Think ORGANIZE
Think PREPARATION
ME; verse 9.31
(1) Anons shall work together in the dark night,
For the next day, true light shines again.

FIGHT-FIGHT-FIGHT

What this really means is that:
They never had to give it
Any thought that she would lose...........because it was 'already decided that she was going to lose....
REMEMBER THE OUTCOME WAS ALREADY INSCRIBED ON THE TRUMP PRESIDENCY 'ILLUMINATI CARD' FROM 1985-1995

Migrants. SLAVE LABOURERS
Why are migrants important?
Assets.

Dubai, UAE
1990

2008

4 Mar 2016 - But there's an ugly side to Dubai that you won't read about in its tourist brochures - its army of migrant workers. The workers, who are largely from South East Asia, are paid well below the prices charged in the city's expensive boutiques and glamorous hotels. The migrant workers are not only at greater risk...

Unpaid Indian workers fight for survival in UAE labour camps - Khaleej Times

https://www.khaleejtimes.com/138866/unpaid-indian-workers-fight-for-survival-in-uae-labour...

11 Aug 2016 - The workers have not been paid for 10 months, they are looking towards their country and Minister Susma Swaraj for help....
How many people realized that Q’s ‘HUMA’ was also referring to the HUMA Cancer Society in India. They are renowned for CURING Cancer using harmless, natural cures. Who has recently spent a lot of time in India? Hillary R Clinton.......
Did you know that the Fluoride added to drinking water and toothpaste is derived from Nuclear Atomic Waste.....

The Fluoride Deception: How a Nuclear Power And Atomic Bomb

Toxic Waste Byproduct Made Its Way Into the Nation’s Drinking Water, Via The Debunked Hormesis Theory: Poisons Are Good For People Fluoride Is A poisonous toxic waste product from the chemical and nuclear industry.

Fluoridation: A Horror Story - Wade Frazier

Those unique properties also made fluorine indispensable for refining uranium to extract its most radioactive isotope, which made the nuclear age possible. Compulsory .... The fluoride compounds artificially added to the water supply are sodium fluoride and fluorosilic acid, which are industrial waste byproducts. By the ....

Tide of plastic rubbish discovered floating off idyllic Caribbean island

Shocking images have captured a Caribbean island’s clear blue seas being choked by a tide of plastic. Taken off the Honduran coast, sea weed One picture, taken from below the waterline, shows the sun being blocked out by the sheer weight of the pollution dumped into the ocean.

'Dead Trapped Seal'

The vast patch of garbage floating in the Pacific Ocean is far worse than previously thought, with an aerial survey finding a much larger mass of fishing nets, plastic ... The full scale of plastic pollution was revealed in 2014, when a study found there were more than 5tn pieces of plastic floating in our oceans.
A large ‘dead zone’ in the Gulf of Oman is increasing in size, according to scientists who warn the oxygen-scarce area is worse than previously thought and poses a threat to the environment. But what does that mean?

The dead zone in the Arabian Sea is now the world’s biggest Oxygen Minimum Zone (OMZ). About the size of Sicily or Florida, the dead zone almost covers the entire Gulf of Oman, which borders Iran, Oman, Pakistan and the United Arab Emirates.

**What is a dead zone?**

A dead zone is an area of the sea or a large body of water that is almost entirely devoid of oxygen. The low-oxygen areas are called dead zones as they can’t sustain marine life. Fish, animals and plant life in the zones suffocate as a result, as low oxygen levels, while some marine life manages to swim away from the area, leaving it empty.

Scientists began noticing increasing areas of dead zones in the 1970s. In 2008, 405 dead zones around the world were reported by Sweden’s Umeå University.

**Conditions in Gulf of Oman**

The existence of the Gulf of Oman dead zone has been known for about 50 years, but the extent of the area has recently been confirmed thanks to the use of underwater robots, called Seagliders.

“The Arabian Sea is the largest and thickest dead zone in the world. But until now, no-one really knew how bad the situation was because prawn and prawn conflicts in the area have made it too dangerous to collect data,” Dr Bastien Quevillon from UEA’s School of Environmental Sciences said. “We barely have any data collected from the Arabian Sea for almost half a century because of how difficult it is to send ships there.”

**What causes dead zones?**

Dead zones can occur naturally, but also grow as a result of excessive nutrient pollution from human activities, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration explains. Many chemical, physical and biological factors combine to create dead zones, but nutrient pollution is the primary culprit. Nitrogen and phosphorus in fertilizers run into the water, and then act as nutrients which fertilizer algae.
150 people treated in a UK Hospital after a 'Chemtrail' incident off a UK Beach, where, on a blue sky, clear sunny day, a mysterious chemical cloud suddenly rolled in from over the sea leaving people choking, vomiting, and suffering from burning and watering eyes....guess they put just a tad too much in the spray on that mission...
They believe they get to decide who lives and who dies because they are somehow superior and more important than anyone else...
And Bill Gates confidently announces that 30 million can be killed by some mystery virus at any minute......
According to the Pope, who billions believe is God's representative, all of us reading this type of information here are indulging in some foul, depraved sexual fetish called 'cophrophagia' where we get sexually aroused by 'eating' faeces or poo....
BISHOP (cult)

Peter Ball (bishop) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Ball_(bishop)
Peter John Ball CCA (born 14 February 1932) is a retired British bishop in the Church of England and convicted sex offender. He was formerly the suffragan Bishop of Lewes and then the diocesan Bishop of Gloucester. He and his twin brother (Michael Ball) established a monastic community, the Community of the Glorious
Criminal charge: Misdemeanor in public office in... DIOCESE = Diocese of Gloucester
Convicted(s): 8 September 2009 (guilty plea) In office: 1952–1993
Former Bishop of Tuoro Michael Ball and his paedophile ex-bishop... https://www.comserverline.com/News /Cornwall News /Tuoro
Boo... 11 Dec 2017 - A former Bishop of Tuoro and his convicted paedophile ex-bishop twin now want to become Catholics so they can live in anonymity. Peter Ball, the former Bishop of Lewes and
12 Dec 2017 - Disgraced sex abuse bishop Peter Ball used links to Prince Charles to help escape from prison, a damning report has revealed. A major independent review found the Church of England concealed evidence of child abuse against Ball for more than 20 years.

Fake news is like getting sexually aroused by faeces...
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/uk-news/
7 Dec 2016 - Writing fake news and stories about scandals is like being sexually aroused by faeces, Pope Francis has said. And since people tend towards coprophagia, or eating faeces, then the media should avoid spreading it, he said in an attack on the spread of disinformation.
The Pope's bizarre rant about eating faeces makes me wonder if he...
https://www.spectator.co.uk/2018/12/coffee-house/
7 Dec 2018 - That's a nice touch, just before the successor of St Peter tells humanity that they have a tendency to coprophagia - that is, a sexual fetish for eating_shit. This is not the first time he's used this revolting image, by the way - he did so a year before being elected Pope. The context to these editing reflections.

Cardinal George Pell to seek legal advice after Pope-appointed commission labels him 'almost sociopath'
Cardinal George Pell to seek legal advice after Pope-appointed commission labels him 'almost sociopath'

Peter Saunders: Vatican abuse commission wants... - Catholic Herald
www.catholicherald.co.uk/peter-saunders-vatican-abuse-commission-wants-compliance/
29 Mar 2017 - Peter Saunders told the Catholic Herald that he will never stay quiet about the issue of child protection. Peter Saunders: 'Vatican abuse commission wants compliant survivors, so I'm unlikely to return'. By Madeline Tahan. Posted Wednesday, 29 March. He added: "We are the Church."
Abuse survivor resigns from Vatican child protection... - Catholic Herald
www.catholicherald.co.uk/abuse-survivor-resigns-from-vatican-child-protection
13 Dec 2017 - Peter Saunders said he was 'disappointed that the commission didn't do what I thought it was set up to achieve'. Sexual abuse survivor Peter Saunders has resigned from the Pontifical Commission for the Protection of Minors, set up by Pope Francis to make recommendations on the Church's role in child...
Catholic Archbishop Says Pedophilia Is 'Spiritual Encounter With God'

One of the highest-ranking officials in the Catholic Church says sexually abused children can experience “a spiritual encounter with God through the priest” while being molested.

Australia’s most powerful clergy, Archbishop of Melbourne Denis Hart, says the Catholic practice of confession is satisfactory for dealing with pedophiles in the church as it helps priests absolve “their own guilt” after sexually abusing children.

Asked whether he was prepared to be jailed for failing to report child sex abuse by Catholic pedophile priests, Archbishop Hart confirmed he was willing to serve prison time. He also claimed the right to cover for pedophiles in the church is an “absolutely sacrosanct communication of a higher order.”

He made the shocking statement in response to the Australian Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse which stated there should be “no excuse, protection or privilege” for Catholic clergy who failed to alert police of abuse within the church.

But Archbishop Hart disagreed and insisted that sexual abuse was “a spiritual encounter with God through the priest” and was “of a higher order” than criminal law.

---

**'sex slave' scandal that exposed pedophile billionaire Jeffrey Epstein**

https://nymag.com/.../the-sex-slave-scandal-that-exposed-pedophile-billionaire-jeffrey...

9 Oct 2016 - According to a 2011 court filing by alleged Epstein victim Virginia Roberts Giuffre, she saw Clinton and Prince Andrew on the island but never saw the former president do anything improper. Giuffre has accused Prince Andrew of having sex with her when she was a minor, a charge Buckingham Palace ...

---

**The one weird court case linking Trump, Clinton, and a billionaire...**

https://www.politico.com/story/.../jeffrey-epstein-trump-lawsuit-sex-trafficking-23798...

4 May 2017 - A woman suing in connection with Jeffrey Epstein’s underage sex ring claims she was first approached while working as a towel girl at Trump’s ... Over the years, Giuffre has claimed that while traveling with Epstein she saw Clinton on Epstein’s private island and once ate with Vice President Al Gore and his ...

---

**OCCULT TEMPLE ON LITTLE SAINT JAMES, PEDOPHILE JEFFREY EPSTEIN’S PRIVATE ISLAND**

UK QUEEN’S SECOND SON PRINCE ANDREW WITH ACCUSER V.R.GIUFFRE
This has to be one of the most IMPORTANT posts Q has ever made. Why? Because it reveals the Deep States insidious plan to create their N.W.O (New World Order), whilst murdering billions of us with the wrong ethnicity and enslaving further the few survivors deemed suitable and worthy enough to be their slaves. They plan to stage a ‘fake’ Awakening playing out a Biblical theme so the Masses fall for it. By reading the Protocols you will know exactly what their game is and how Q is thwarting it...

**Q** absolutely means for you to read them so you realize ALL GOVERNMENT & ALL LEADERS ACROSS THE GLOBE ARE DEEP STATE.

ONLY WE ENMASSE CAN GAIN FREEDOM BY STOP ‘VOTING.’

2. Subjects, I repeat once more, give blind obedience only to the strong hand which is absolutely independent of them, for in it they feel the sword of defense and support against social scourges .... What do they want with an angelic spirit in a king? What they have to see in him is the personification of force and power.

3. Certain members of the seed of David will prepare the kings and their heirs, selecting not by right of heritage but by eminent capacities, inducting them into the most secret mysteries of the political, into schemes of government, but providing always that none may come to knowledge of the secrets.
Was the money worth it?
Titanic.

Funny how this 'Illuminati Card Game' style Titanic sinking prediction 14 years ahead coincides with the date the Protocols of the Elders of Zion were written..... Who owned the shipyard? Who was onboard? Was it even the Titanic that sank or was the name switched with a vessel no longer deemed seaworthy..... Maritime insurance scam?..... Do your research....

This book recounting the exact detail of the sinking was published 14 years "Before" in 1898 when the Titanic sank in 1912. How is that possible??

Author 'Predicts' Titanic Sinking 14 Years Earlier | TIME.com
newsfeed.time.com/2012/04/14/author-predicts-titanic-sinking-14-years-earlier-
14 Apr 2012 - Name: In fact, the boat is described as the largest ship of its day and was called the Titan. Size: The ships were practically the same size, with the Titanic measuring only 25 meters

MAP OF MAIN WW2 NAZI CONCENTRATION CAMPS IN POLAND MAKE A PENTAGRAM...

SECRET GEOMETRY

WASHINGTON D.C., USA PENTAGRAM

GBP 20 POUND NOTE 2006
Ian Cameron

Ian Cameron, who died on September 8 aged 77, was a successful stockbroker in the City of London and the father of the Prime Minister, David Cameron.

Ian Donald Cameron was born in London on October 12, 1925, the son of Donald Ewen Cameron and his wife, Edith, and came from a distinguished Polish banking family. The Camerons had worked in the City for several generations.

His great-great-grandfather, Sir Ewen Cameron, came south from barefootedpeasants in the 1930s to work for the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, and helped the Rothschilds to sell war bonds during the Russo-Japanese war.

Ian Cameron's grandfather, Ewen Ivan, became Senior partner of the stockbroking firm, Panmure Gordon, as did Ian's father, Donald.
56

SATANISTS WORSHIP THE OWL - GODDESS LILITH KNOWN AS MOLOCH, MOLECH

Q Predicting these Vatican 'May' events early April

All Chile's 34 bishops offer resignation to Pope over sex abuse ... - BBC
1 day ago - All of Chile's 34 Roman Catholic bishops have offered Pope Francis their resignations in the wake of a child sex scandal and cover-up. NOTE HIS JAN 2018 BEHAVIOUR BEFORE INTERVENTION. VICTIMS ARE ACCUSED OF SLANDER

Pope Francis accuses Chilean church sexual abuse victims of slander
https://www.theguardian.com/.../pope-francis-victims-church-sexual-abuse-slander-chi...
This is the MEMO of Understanding that is of critical importance. Why? Because it confirms that ALL the biggest Nations/Powers signed an Agreement to co-operate on large scale MUTUAL Space Projects and Ventures, something that could not be achieved, if, as we have always been lead to believe these same Nations 'are enemies and at war with each other.' It was signed in 1998 between the USA and Russia and every other major Nation including China. In reality it's one big 'Club' behind the scenes and facade of enemy nations...to keep us fooled and under control...
Now you know what Q means when he talks about Ds & Rs....

Again more secret cooperation between Nations behind the scenes...
Now we deal with Future Events predicted on the cards and a detailed examination of the Advanced Technologies, that once understood, not only demonstrate the TRILLIONS of our money that has been wasted, but also the ludicrous notion that dangerous enemies exist that could somehow attack us...
US taxpayers are paying for it all.
Paris accord = scam (trillions)
Red Cross = scam (billions)
Foreign Aid = scam (trillions)
WAR = scam (trillions)
..........on...and...on.......
Who audits where the money actually goes?
Who actually receives the money?
The US taxpayer is funding the very people we are engaged in taking down.
Sixth funds everywhere
Think OS pays for Antifa out of his own pocket?
The hole is deep.
Feel sick yet?
Q

(Dawn Luger) Leave it to the government to break the very rules they themselves have put into place. The Pentagon is supposed to keep an accounting record of monetary transactions, yet they can't account for $21 trillion of spent money.
For the fiscal year of 2015 alone, the Army failed to provide adequate support for $6.5 trillion in journal voucher adjustments, according to Forbes. That’s not exactly in line with the rules they laid out for themselves.
The following infographics are a very important part of Q's story because it helps to explain in layman's terms, not only how advanced weapons work, but more importantly, how our group consciousness works so that we can feel confident that Q's plan is going to work due to just a small number of people required to start the 'awakening' ball rolling via the ripple effect in the human consciousness.
"The day science begins to study non-physical phenomena, it will make more progress in one decade than in all the previous centuries of its existence." — Nikola Tesla

"If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration." — Nikola Tesla

Tesla's oscillator - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla%27s_oscillator

Tesla's electro-mechanical oscillator is a steam-powered electric generator patented by Nikola Tesla in 1893. Later in life, Tesla claimed one version of the oscillator caused an earthquake in New York City in 1898, gaining it the popular culture title "Tesla's earthquake machine".

Tesla's Earthquake Machine Method @ Things Of Interest - qntm
https://qntm.org/tesla

10 Jan 2011 - Lessons well learned. Some very tall structures in earthquake zones are now built with tuned mass dampers at the top, to cancel out such resonance. (Conspicuously absent from these examples is the Tacoma Narrows Bridge collapse. The Tacoma Narrows Bridge wasn't, strictly speaking, demolished by...

Supposedly, he once took this device to a building site and attached it to the girders of a half-started building, causing it (after some minutes) to start vibrating so alarmingly that the builders abandoned it, fearing an earthquake. Tesla never used the machine again, out of fear.

Collapse of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge - American Physical Society
https://www.aps.org/publications/apsnews/201611/physicshistory.cfm
When the Tacoma Narrows Bridge over Puget Sound in the state of Washington famously collapsed on November 7, 1940, it was captured on film for posterity. The footage became the basis for a textbook example of resonance, which is a standard topic in high school physics. But that classic explanation is incorrect.

IF IT WAS CAPTURED ON 'FILM' IN 1940 THEN IT CERTAINLY DID NOT HAPPEN NATURALLY.... IT WAS DONE ON PURPOSE TO TEST THE 'TESLA' 'EARTHQUAKE MACHINE.'
Here we have Hans Jenny who coined his discovery 'CYMATICS.' He discovered that soundwaves form all matter (even thoughts), and the frequency and pitch/tone determine very precise geometric shapes/patterns. Similar to Nicola Tesla's 'earthquake machine' where he stated 'everything is frequency and vibration.'

Thus soundwave therapy can be used to heal or to kill if it is weaponized into Electromagnetic Pulse (EMPs) laser weapons. Remember Q asked what is a LASER POINTER used for. That was one of the 2 decodes for Laser.
It's incredible to think that sound literally makes mountains or hexagonal shaped stones! Just go to YOUTUBE and type in CYMATICs to see stunning experiments where different sounds turn sand, water, oil or metal filings (placed on a flat metal surface) into perfect patterns depending on the frequency applied.

Here a wine glass is shattered simply by a human voice!
Trump has a strange connection to Nikola Tesla’s deadly ‘impenetrable wall of force’

Nikola Tesla’s Surprising Connection to Donald Trump and Hillary...
bighink.com/.../nikola-tesla-predicted-hillary-clintons-nomination-and-has-a-surprise...

1. Cached
2. Similar

Trump’s uncle was, by all accounts, a very accomplished and intelligent man, an M.I.T. ... John G. Trump’s analysis of Tesla’s papers concluded that: ... Donald Trump himself often refers to his Uncle, invoking John Trump’s intelligence as a sort of voucher for his own genetic and ...
Elon Musk's growing empire is fueled by \$4.9 billion in government...

1. Cached
2. Similar

30 May 2015 - And he's built those companies with the help of billions in government subsidies. ... Tesla Motors Inc., SolarCity Corp. and Space Exploration Technologies Corp., known as SpaceX, together have benefited from an estimated \$4.9 billion in .... "Are we really in need of another high-performance sports car?"

Anonymous 12/22/17 (Fri) 01:04:31 ID: f6add3 No.146142 >>146268 >>146278

>>146127
Missile tech/guidance cap is SpaceX tech, methinks. Via Obama possibly?
Amirite q?

Post last edited at 12/22/17 (Fri) 01:05:07

Q iuw.uye1fxo 12/22/17 (Fri) 01:13:36 ID: 5902e7 No.146268
>>146306 >>146306 >>146307 >>146308 >>146309 >>146310 >>146311
>>146365 >>146367 >>146368 >>146373 >>146375 >>146386 >>146396

>>146142 ELON MUSK (WHO OWNS TESLA & SPACE X) WELFARE FOR THE RICH/FUNDING SECRET SPACE PROGRAM
Why is EM provided BIG WW subsidies?
No subsidies = \$4.9 Billion of OUR MONEY
Clown contribution in exchange for access code?
Why relevant?
Amazon Echo?
Google Home?
Clown contributions?
Apple Face ID Tech?
FB Face ID Tech?
Catching on?
Bombs Away.
Q

BECAUSE JOHN G TRUMP, DONALD TRUMP'S UNCLE TOOK CONTROL OF ALL OF GENIUS NIKOLA TESLA'S RESEARCH UPON HIS DEATH WHICH INCLUDED ANTI-GRAVITY ZERO POINT ENERGY & CANCER CURES. NIKOLA ONLY EVER WANTED HIS DISCOVERIES USED FOR THE BENEFIT OF MANKIND, NOT HIDDEN, MILITARISED AND WEAPONIZED.
Uber and the US Army team up to make flying cars

Published time: 9 May, 2018 02:24
Edited time: 9 May, 2018 10:31

The US Army and ridesharing company Uber have signed an agreement to develop technology that could be used for flying cars – or military aircraft.

Uber and the US Army Research, Development and Engineering Command said that they would be spending $1 million to develop and test a rotor system that could allow vertical takeoff and landing. By utilizing two rotors stacked on top of each other and rotating in the same direction, they hope to minimize operating noise.

The partnership was announced this week at the Uber Elevate Summit in Los Angeles, a two-day event showcasing flying car technology. Uber has already taken strides towards developing a network of flying taxis, and through more partnerships with government agencies, hopes to launch a prototype of a flying taxi by 2020, Reuters reported.

Did Nikola Tesla discover the secrets of AntiGravity? - YouTube

Tesla started working on a Anti-Gravity flying machine in 1910. In 1928 he patented flying machine...
This one is very important as it reveals and discusses 'cloaking' technology where they can make anything appear invisible by simply removing its light source...very effective for concealing drones for example...

This is why Q was drawing our attention to the APPLE Company and PROJECTION. Apple's new phone is called the Apple Black Phone and is a HOLOGRAPHIC Phone that can PROJECT Holographic images. A hologram can look completely real, when all it really is, is an illusion...
Oh dear. The Deep State secret concerning the 9/11 Planes is about to be revealed...they were Holographic PROJECTIONS using 'cloaked' drones projecting them onto the buildings...a real life Hollywood Special Effects stunt...Real Passenger Jets cannot fly at that speed at that altitude, which is why you see them HIGH IN THE SKY....

And now you also know what the first meaning of Q's LASER Pointer is. Electromagnetic Tesla LASER Weapons simply 'dematerialize solid steel.'
With cars parked 7 blocks away, but in the path of the LASER weapon getting destroyed yet their plastic parts remaining intact....
Here we have the FED Building Bombing clearly depicted on a 1985 $20 Bill 10 years before it's 1995 destruction using a TESLA Laser Weapon...

They don’t hesitate to practice and test their Laser Weapons on innocent, defenceless animals....here a flock of sheep, a description they also afford us as already demonstrated....
This is majorly important. Recently Q showed an image of the APPLE Headquarters both in China and the US. This was to demonstrate the use of Holographic Projections being used to create scary illusions in both China and Russian Siberia...
Enormous glowing ball is seen over northern Siberia after fuel from four Russian rockets tested overnight created an illusion in the sky (but locals thought it could be a UFO).

THE HOLOGRAM 'PROJECTION' MACHINE BEING USED IN RUSSIA TO SCARE THE PEOPLE... FURTHER PROOF IT IS EVERYWHERE & THAT THEY ARE ALL 'IN' ON IT.....

Holographic Medical Pods

What if cures already exist?
What about the billions (public/private/govt) provided to fund cure dev?
Sheep. These people are sick!

Q
What do all these images have in common? They are ALL 'PROJECTED HOLOGRAMS'..... The new 'APPLE' phone is HOLOGRAPHIC.

Google Employees Resign In Protest Of Pentagon AI Project

05/24/2018 SS IN THE STORM

U.S. employees at least a dozen Google employees have resigned in protest over the company's collaboration with the Department of Defense by supplying artificial intelligence for a controversial military pilot program for the DoD known as Project Maven. After thousands of employees signed a letter last month asking the company to cancel the Pentagon contract and institute a policy against working for the military.

“We can no longer ignore our industry’s and our technologies’ harmful biases, large-scale breaches of trust, and lack of ethical safeguards. These are life and death stakes,” the petition read.

Project Maven, developed to scan images in drone footage and identify targets and classify images of objects and people—was launched in April 2017, and according to a Pentagon memo, aims to “augment or automate Processing, Exploitation and Dissemination (PED) for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in support of the Defeat-ISIS campaign” in order to “reduce the human factors burden of full-motion video analysis, increase actionable intelligence, and enhance military decision-making.”

More than 5,000 academics and researchers penned an open letter in support of the Google employees and calling on the company to cease work on Project Maven. The letter touches on the implications of Google working with the Pentagon:

With Project Maven, Google becomes implicated in the questionable practice of targeted killings. These include so-called signature strikes and pattern-of-life strikes that target people based on known activities but on probabilities drawn from long range surveillance footage.

While the reports on Project Maven currently emphasize the role of human analysts, these technologies are poised to become a basis for automated target recognition and autonomous weapon systems. As military commanders come to see the object recognition algorithms as reliable, it will be tempting to attenuate or even remove human review and oversight for these systems. According to Defense One, the DoD already plans to install image analysis technologies on-board the drones themselves, including armed drones. We are then just a short step away from authorizing autonomous drones to kill automatically, without human supervision or meaningful human control, if ethical action on the part of tech companies requires consideration of who might benefit from a technology and who might be harmed, then we can say with certainty that no topic deserves more sober reflection – no technology has higher stakes – than algorithms meant to target and kill at a distance and without public accountability.

The DoD contracts under consideration by Google, and similar contracts already in place at Microsoft and Amazon, signal a dangerous alliance between the private tech industry, currently in possession of vast quantities of sensitive personal data collected from people across the globe, and one country’s military. They also signal a failure to engage with global civil society and diplomatic institutions that have already highlighted the ethical stakes of these technologies.

YOU COULD BE TARGETED & KILLED BY A 'ROBOT' AI DRONE...
Family Removes Alexa Devices After a Stranger in Another Town Heard
Everything They Were Saying

by Rachel Blevins, May 24th, 2018

(Rachel Blevins) ‘I’m never plugging that device in again because I can’t trust it,’ a homeowner said after her Alexa sent an audio recording from inside her home to a stranger.

A concerned family is speaking out after they claim that their Amazon Alexa device recorded a conversation they were having in their home, and sent it to a random contact who alerted them to the fact that they had heard everything they said.

A homeowner named Danielle, who asked for her last name to remain anonymous, told KIRO 7 that she and her husband were in their house, discussing home improvement projects and hardwood floors when they received an urgent call from one of her husband’s employees in Seattle.

‘The person on the other line said, “unplug your Alexa devices right now, you’re being hacked”’ Danielle said.

‘We unplugged all of them and he proceeded to tell us that he had received audio files of recordings from inside our house’ she said. ‘At first, my husband was like, “no you didn’t!” And the recipient of the message said “You sat there talking about hardwood floors.” And we said “I beg you, you really did hear us.”

‘My husband and I would joke and say I’d bet these devices are listening to what we’re saying,’ Danielle said, noting that they never imagined the smart device would record their private conversations and then make them public.

After unplugging all of the devices, Danielle said she called Amazon multiple times before she received a response. When an Alexa engineer finally looked into Danielle’s claims, she said he acknowledged that the device had recorded conversations inside her home and emailed them to a random contact, and then apologized profusely.

‘They said “our engineers went through your logs, and they saw exactly what you told us. They saw exactly what you said happened and we’re sorry.” He apologized like 15 times in a matter of 30 minutes and he said we really appreciate you bringing this to our attention. This is something we need to fix,” Danielle said.

However, one of the most alarming factors in the ordeal was that the Alexa device made a recording and chose to send it to a contact on its own, without alerting the homeowners to what it was doing or asking for permission. Danielle said the engineer did not explain why it happened, or if it was happening to other Alexa users.

In response to a request for comment on the issue, Amazon claimed that it ‘takes privacy very seriously. We investigated what happened and determined this was an extremely rare occurrence. We are taking steps to avoid this from happening in the future.’

Danielle is now seeking a full refund from Amazon on her Alexa.

Newsweek Is The Latest to Warn about Cell Phone Radiation, WiFi, and 5G Technology Causing Harm

by B.N. Frank, May 23rd, 2018

On May 19, Newsweek published “Radiation From Cell Phones, WiFi are Hurting the Birds and the Bees. 5G May Make It Worse.”

Technology is quite literally destroying nature, with a new report further confirming that electromagnetic radiation from power lines and cell towers can disorientate birds and insects and destroy plant health. The paper warns that as nations switch to 5G this threat could increase.

In the new analysis, EKLIPSE, an EU-funded review body dedicated to policy that may impact biodiversity and the ecosystem, looked over 97 studies on how electromagnetic radiation may affect the environment. It concluded this radiation could indeed pose a potential risk to bird and insect orientation and plant health. The Telegraph reported.

This is not a new finding, as studies dating back for years have come to the same conclusion. In fact, one study from 2016 even suggested that this electromagnetic radiation may be playing a role in the decline of certain animal and insect populations. The radio waves can disrupt the magnetic “compass” that many migrating birds and insects use. The creatures may become disoriented. AFP reported.

Pregnant women and children urged to be cautious
Doctors Shocked When Cannabis Oil Cures Woman of Terminal Cancer by Vicki Batts, April 5th, 2018

(Vicki Batts) There is no shortage of patients curing their cancer on their own, with a little help from a medicinal plant we call cannabis. Recently, a 52-year-old woman from the United Kingdom revealed that cannabis oil saved her life.

Related The “Deadly Breast Cancer Gene” Is A Myth, Lancet Study Confirms

After a terminal cancer diagnosis and failed chemotherapy treatments, Joy Smith says that she was willing to try just about anything — including cannabis.

In spite of her initial skepticism, Smith took a leap of faith that seems to have paid off in huge dividends. Two years after beginning treatment with cannabis oil, her stomach cancer is in complete remission and the last bits of cancer are just about gone.

Smith, who hails from Coventry, says that doctors predicted she had just six weeks to live when they first diagnosed her stomach and bowel cancer. Many of the tumors were deemed inoperable, and experts pushed her to try chemotherapy to extend her life. But, as is
so often the case, chemo just made her condition worse: She developed sepsis and her line had to be taken out.

It was then that she learned some of her friends had been looking into alternative treatments for her — including cannabis.

Smith told the *Coventry Telegraph*, "When you’re told you have six weeks to live you’ll try anything, trust me."

“I was a bit sceptical about the oil at first as I’d never taken drugs or anything like that – but I know I would not be here today without it. I want to tell everybody," she continued.

“Cannabis oil should be legalised for medical purposes – people are dying and the chemotherapy isn’t curing them," the cancer survivor contended.

While Joy may have been apprehensive about cannabis oil initially, learning about other people who had success treating their cancer with it inspired her to be more confident. Soon, she saw her own results — which ultimately convinced her of the plant’s potency against one of the world’s leading killer diseases.

“I was taking it on and off. But when I’d been having it three to five times a week, the scans were getting better and then when I stopped taking it the scans showed no change," she explained."
Why are governments continuing to outlaw this safe, affordable and highly effective solution against cancer?

"Widespread awareness and legalization of cannabis as anti-cancer medicine would collapse the for-profit cancer industry which depends on a never-ending supply of cancer patients for their profits and government funding," explained Mike Adams, the "Health Ranger," publisher of Cancer news and other medical science news sites. "For millions of people around the world, the answer to cancer is literally a weed that grows for free, yet tyrannical governments around the world are beholden to the financial interests of the corrupt cancer industry, and they enforce prohibition against natural medicine, denying the populations of the world a basic human right: access to natural medicine," Adams added.

Joy has described herself as a "walking miracle" after doctors in Spain confirmed that the cannabis oil was healing her cancer.

But, unsurprisingly, other members of the mainstream medical community have shunned her treatment protocol. Julie Frater, from Cancer Research UK, reportedly commented, "We don't advise patients to use cannabis oil or any alternative therapies to treat cancer. Standard medical treatments for cancer are all evidence-based so have been tested to see how safe and effective they are."

Of course, recent research has shown that chemotherapy is anything but safe: it can actually make cancer spread faster and become more virulent than it was before. As Joy Smith's case has shown, chemo isn't the godsend the medical community purports it to be.

The truth may be suppressed by mainstream medicine, but many people are turning to cannabis oil and other natural remedies in an effort to fight off their cancer — and there is no shortage of success. In September 2017, another brave woman revealed that cannabis oil had cured her "incurable" brain cancer. As usual, where modern "medicine" fails, plants rule.

Another cancer survivor came forward earlier this year, to tell the world that plant medicine had cured her breast cancer in just five months.

Despite the clear volume of people successfully treating cancer with cannabis, the mainstream medical establishment refuses to even consider the possibility of plant medicine. Who is truly being anti-science here?

For more stories about plant medicines and other natural remedies, check out NaturalMedicine.news and HealthFreedom.news.
Here is a very important researcher that Q is alerting us to; Biologist Rupert Sheldrake who coined the term 'Morphic Fields.' He proved that our habits and reactions from birth are not our own, but from the collective consciousness that acts as a stored 'library' of instructions already created by the behaviours of all previous humans. The behaviours/reactions are constantly evolving based on current behaviours. He did some amazing research involving animals knowing when their owners were coming home the second the owner entertained the thought of returning home.

It might also explain how animals knew to escape to higher ground well before the Thai tsunami, alerting some lucky locals who took heed and followed them.

---

Here is another Q 'Follow the Pen' decode alerting us to some very important, positive and uplifting research. It was discovered by CIA Lie Detector expert Cleve Backster in the sixties. One day he decided to hook up a plant to his lie detector. He then dipped a plant leaf in coffee and nothing happened. He then directed an intense ‘thought of burning the leaf’ towards the leaf. The lie detector
'pen' went wild and registered the same distress that a human would. He was stunned. He then dropped brine shrimps into boiling water in front of the plant, which again registered severe distress same as a normal human would if they had to observe (or think about) a fellow living being or animal being placed live in boiling water.

He went on to perform many more experiments and concluded that everything from plants to human cheek skin cells seem to share a sentient consciousness and telepathy.

This is uplifting because it also proves that 'WE' are all consciously connected, and just a small number of us all focusing on a very specific outcome-such as The Great Awakening, Freedom and World Peace, can cause it to happen, by our collective thoughts rippling out into the global consciousness so that everyone starts thinking it as well. Then it is achieved!
So moving on we come to Masuro Emoto's discoveries concerning WATER! This is one of Q's multiple WATCH THE WATER & Sea To Shining Sea decodes. And one of the two Q's 'Lord's Prayer' decodes. Emoto discovered that not only does water hold memory, but that it too, responds to good or bad thoughts/words directed at it by forming either beautiful crystalline geometric patterns (like snow flakes do) or ugly, patternless messes. This is so important because we humans are mainly made up of water and our blood also holds memory.

Many have tried his famous cooked rice experiment where he placed water over cooked rice in 3 sealed jars for 28 days. He then attached the word 'Love' on one, 'Nothing' on another, and 'Hate' on the last one. Each day he would project the word with his thoughts on each jar for a minute or so.

After the 28 days, the jar with the word 'Hate' contained very advanced, black mould on the rice. The 'Nothing' jar had some mould, whilst the 'Love' jar had none!

So imagine the power of all our collective thoughts directed at everyone else to assist in waking them up and the tyranny ending.
The result was that we always observed beautiful crystals after giving good words, playing good music, and showing, playing, or offering pure prayer to water. On the other hand, we always discovered crystals in the opposite situation. Moreover, we never observed identical crystals. 

I published these results as a photograph collection: "Messages from Water 1" (1999), "Messages from Water 2" (2002), "Messages from Water 3" (2004), and "Messages from Water 4" (2008). All of them are published by Hado Kyokai-Sha.

Then in November 2001, "Water Knows the Answer" (Sunmark Publishing) was published not as a photograph collection but as an explanatory book. Many of you may know that these books became bestsellers not only in Japan but also in overseas. It is "beauty" if we were asked about the selection criteria of crystals.

This world is filled with wonders and mysteries that get more incomprehensible if we try to think of a reason. In a familiar situation, for example, why do dogs exist and why do cats exist? Why do mice exist and why do snakes exist? Why are cherry blossom trees and why are there willow trees? What is a human being in the first place? As such, there are so many incomprehensible things that we cannot understand at all.

Thus, except for some of truly basic things, no one disagrees that there are still so many unknowns. Probably we understand 3%. In other words, I think 97% is unknown. The reason why the number is 3% is that the research of geneticists revealed the level of our DNA activation is 3%. I believe the original idea of creation by the creator of this universe was "the pursuit of beauty." Everything is combination of energetic vibration. As vibration resonates, it makes some tangible objects.

Combination of non-resonating vibration can result in destructive energy, and nothing can be created out of it. When some vibration and the other resonate each other, it always creates beautiful design. Thus, most of the Earth is covered with beautiful nature. That is why scientists, philosophers, and religionists pursue for unknown facts. Is it presumptuous to suggest them taking paths with "the pursuit of beauty" in mind as a means to confirm their right paths?

There are approximately 7 billion people exist on this Earth now. I think there is one common standard we share although our skin colors, languages, religious beliefs may be different. I think that is the standard of "beauty". However, the deep pursuit of beauty is slightly different depending on experience, age, and personality. That is why many types of wonderful artists who pursue the secrets of beauty always appear in the human history one after another.

Therefore, the photograph of crystals is neither science nor religion. I hope it is enjoyed as a new type of art. Nevertheless, the world it shows is truth. and there is no doubt that many messages essential to our lives are hidden in it.

Masaaru Emoto

Water has a memory and carries within it our thoughts and prayers. As you yourself are water, no matter where you are, your prayers will be carried to the rest of the world.

Masaaru Emoto

This is the famous cooked rice & water experiment which anyone can try. After 28 days of daily focusing of each thought per jar, the hate jar of rice started to rot the quickest.
The effects may be used for psyops. For instance, a targeted individual may be made to hear ‘Allah’s voice in his head,’ telling him to go on a shooting rampage...
REVEALED: US army’s plans to create a generation of SUPER SOLDIERS

THE US military is working on creating a generation of SUPER SOLDIERS which have been genetically modified and given technological implants.

By SEAN MARTIN

DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency), which is part of the US Department of Defense has revealed a plethora of plans to create an elite fighting force. One of the projects on the horizon is to create software which could be uploaded directly to the brain to give their soldiers heightened senses while also attempting to cure ailments such as blindness, paralysis and speech disorders creating an army of Captain Americas.

DARPA will plough £50million into researching the role neural networks play in operating the brains in order to decipher how it processes sensory input.

They will then hopefully create technologies and algorithms which can interpret and generate signals in the brain.

A statement from DARPA said the programme, known as the Neural Engineering System Design (NED), “aims to develop an implantable neural interface able to provide advanced signal resolution and data-transfer bandwidth between the brain and electronics”.

The implant will act as a translator, converting digital communication like binary code into an electrochemical language used by the brain. NED project manager Phillip Alvelda said that its brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) “program looks ahead to a future in which advanced neural devices offer improved fidelity, resolution, and precision sensory interface for therapeutic applications.”

Another project boffins at DARPA are working on is the ability to give super-human sight to its soldiers.
The **Soldier Centric Imaging via Computational Cameras** (SCENIC) program is attempting to create a small contact lens which would improve fighters vision tenfold.

Research began on this project in 2011, and DARPA hopes to “develop novel computational imaging capabilities and explore joint design of hardware and software to give war fighters access to systems that greatly enhance their awareness, security and survivability.”

DARPA is also working on technologies outside of the body to make their soldiers stronger and faster, such as the **XOS** range. **THERAPY** takes **XOS** to the next level by breaking the mind into a functional/programmable device.

The **XOS 2** is an **exoskeleton**, that is currently being developed in conjunction with **UK technology firm Raytheon**, that soldiers will one day be able to wear and make them 17 times stronger.

Raytheon VP of operations Fraser Smith told Time: “This got started mostly because of the need that the military has for lightening the soldiers’ load.

“It’s a big deal, both from the point of view of the size of the backpacks that they carry, and also the logistics support that’s basically mandatory for all of the operations that people carry out.”

However, due to the immense amount of power that is required to run the **exoskeleton**, it needs to be charged constantly, but work on a **cordless model is underway**.

---

**US Army researchers think 3-armed super-soldiers are the future of ...**

4 Jun 2018 - What's more dangerous than a two-armed soldier? A three-armed soldier, of course. Engineers at the US Army Research Laboratory are ...

[https://www.nextbigfuture.com/Military](https://www.nextbigfuture.com/Military)
'Super soldiers': The quest for the ultimate human killing machine

Guilt, tiredness, stress, shock – can specialised drugs help to mute the qualities that make soldiers human, asks Michael Hanlon? Thursday 17 November 2011

US Army researchers think 3-armed super-soldiers are the future of...
$3 billion super soldier program: 10 times muscle endurance, 7 foot ...

The ancient Spartans believed that battlefield training began at birth. Those who failed the first round of selection, which took place at the ripe old age of 48 hours, were left at the foot of a mountain to die. The survivors would, in years to come, often wonder if these rejects were the lucky ones. Because to harden them up, putative Spartan warriors were subjected to a rigorous regime involving unending physical violence, severe cold, a lack of sleep and constant sexual abuse.

As with the English public schools, which used similar tactics to produce the warriors who carved out the British Empire, the Spartan regime worked; the alumni were the most feared soldiers in the eastern Mediterranean. And ever since then, military chiefs have wondered whether it may be possible to short-cut the long and demanding Spartan regime to produce a soldier who kills without care or remorse, shows no fear, can fight battle after battle without fatigue and generally behave more like a machine than a man.

Efforts to understand the brain of the soldier and put this knowledge to good use have been going on for some time. Professor Jonathan Moreno, a bioethicist at Pennsylvania State University, studies the way neuroscience is being co-opted by the military. "Right now, this is the fastest-growing area of science," he says.

The Pentagon is currently spending $400m a year researching ways to "enhance" the human fighter. The defence giant Lockheed recently unveiled its "Hulc" (Human Universal Load Carrier), a science fiction-like, battery-powered exoskeleton that allows a human to lift 100kg weights and carry them at a fast run of 16kph (10mph). The videos of the Hulc in action are truly impressive. Superman strength is one thing, but soldiers still need to sleep. In Afghanistan the average soldier in combat gets only four hours' rest a day and sleep deprivation is the single biggest factor in reducing fighting performance. Not only are tired soldiers less physically able to fight and run, they make more mistakes with the complex weapons systems at their disposal – mistakes that can prove deadly to themselves and their comrades.

Using chemistry to attack fatigue is, of course, nothing new. Two centuries ago, Prussian soldiers used cocaine to remain alert
and Inca warriors used coca leaves to stay alert long before that. Since then, nicotine, amphetamines, caffeine and a new class of stimulants including the drug Modafinil have all been used successfully, to the extent that American soldiers can now operate normally even after 48 hours of sleep. Now the chemists are trying to tweak the molecular structure of this drug so that it will switch off the desire for sleep for even longer.

Tiredness is not the only psychological problem faced by soldiers. Combat is immensely stressful and although proper training means that men and women can remain focused while in mortal danger, it is afterwards that problems begin. During the Vietnam War, one in three soldiers was treated for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and in the Second World War a significant proportion of Allied conscripts never fired a shot in anger because of stress and fear before the battle had even begun. Up to now, PTSD has been treated by a mix of psychotherapy and antidepressants—effective techniques but expensive and time-consuming. But as with fatigue there may be a chemical shortcut for PTSD.

The trick is to erase unwanted memories, or at least take away their sting. Professor Roger Pitman, a psychiatrist at Harvard Medical School in the US, has been experimenting with a drug called propranolol, a “beta blocker” normally used to treat high blood pressure, which he believes can erase the effects of terrifying memories.

Professor Pitman has given the drug to young volunteers who have suffered extreme trauma in, for example, road accidents.
Those given placebos suffered nightmares, and remained fearful of the road. When exposed to recordings describing their accidents they suffered typical stress responses—sweating, beating heart, dilated pupils—but those who had been on a course of propranolol showed no response at all. It was as though the trauma had not happened. For a soldier, memory-altering drugs such as this could mean violent combat becoming no more troubling, retrospectively, than a visit to the gym. “The problem is,” Professor Moreno says, “what else are they blocking when they do this? Do we want a generation of veterans who return without guilt?” You may not even need drugs to short-cut the unwanted side effects of battle. Dr Albert “Skip” Rizzo, a psychologist from the University of Southern California, has created a “virtual Iraq” video game, in which veterans have been able to re-enact their experiences to release pent-up stress.

Generals not only want stronger, more alert and less stressed soldiers; they want smarter ones, too. One of the most bizarre neuroscience findings in recent years is that by immersing the human brain in a powerful magnetic field, its powers of reasoning and learning are almost magically enhanced.

No one knows exactly how “transcranial magnetic stimulation” (TMS) works, but the Australian neuroscientist Professor Allan Snyder believes that magnetic fields in some way “switch off” the higher levels of mental processing that normally cloud our thoughts, allowing a “pure” form of reasoning to take over.

“Each of us could draw like a professional, do lightning-fast arithmetic,” he says. In fact, some subjects in TMS experiments have acquired (temporarily) similar abilities to the rare “autistic savants”, people who are able to perform astounding arithmetical feats and memorise whole telephone directories (an autistic savant was played by Dustin Hoffman in the film Rain Man).

In 2009, a US Academy of Sciences report concluded that within 20 years we could be using TMS to enhance soldiers’ fighting capabilities. As Professor Moreno says, “there is talk of TMS machines being used on the battlefields within ten years in vehicles and in 10 years more in helmets.” Why? Being a soldier demands a high level of technical expertise. It is no longer just a case of pointing a gun and shooting. Even combat rifles are now “systems” and mastering battlefield electronics requires a lot of training.

It may seem clear that if you could create a man with no scruples, who feels little pain and no fear, you would have an excellent fighting machine, but...

this may be a case of be careful what you wish for

We get scared for a reason — to avoid danger to ourselves and others. Fatigue may force us to rest before sustaining

Forget the Russia set up [1 of 22] damaging injury. Even post-traumatic stress disorder may have a beneficial role. Moral scruples help soldiers to act as an effective team — in battle, troops will always say they are fighting for their mates before Queen and country. 60% must remain private (at least) — for humanity.

MAYBE THE WORLD TURNS.

Take away the humanity of the soldiers and there is a danger that the battles and wars we fight will become inhuman as well. Most of all there is, surely, a danger that these...

Could messages such as those be publicly disclosed? What happens to the FBI?
Army Yanks Voice-To-Skull Devices’ Site | WIRED
https://www.wired.com/2008/05/army-removes-pa/ - 9 May 2008 - The Army's very strange webpage on "Voice-to-Skull" weapons has been removed. It was strange there, and it's even stranger it's gone. If you Google it, you'll see the entry for "Voice-to-Skull device," but, if you click on the website, the link is dead. The entry, still available on the Federation of...

Microwave auditory effect - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_auditory_effect - The microwave auditory effect, also known as the microwave hearing effect or the Frey effect, consists of audible clicks induced by pulsed/modulated microwave frequencies. The clicks are generated directly inside the human head without the need of any receiving electronic device. The effect was first reported by persons...

9/4/15: VOICE 2 SKULL: THE TRUTH ABOUT ARTIFICIAL...www.groundzeromedia.org/voice-2-skull-the-truth-about-artificial-telepathy - 4 Sep 2015 - Concerns about microwaves. V2K (Voice to Skull technology) and how it creates, artificial telepathy and mind control date to the 1960s, when the U.S. government discovered that its embassy in Moscow was being bombarded by low-level electromagnetic radiation. In 1965, according to declassified...

Recent Shootings And "Voice To Skull" Technology | Northwest...
www.covertearreport.com/recent-shootings-and-voice-to-skull-technology - Recent Shootings And "Voice To Skull" Technology. January 15, 2017. There seems to be a recurring theme to some of the recent shootings in the past few years: Voices in the head tell the individual to commit an act of violence. Now, this type of mental illness is as old as society itself, but when the shooters are military...

HERE ARE 3 RECENT CASES: THE SEPT 2013 NAVY YARD SHOOTING, NOV 2016 FLORIDA NIGHTCLUB & FEB 2018 FLORIDA SCHOOL SHOOTING... MOST WITH MILITARY/FBI CONNECTIONS...

Navy Yard shooter reported hearing voices through walls - USA Today
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013/09/17/shooting/2825349/ - 17 Sep 2013 - Alexis, a former Navy reservist who was killed by police responding to the massacre, reported symptoms of paranoia including hearing voices, said the official who is not... His commanders noted that a "pattern of misconduct" while serving, including a 2008 incident at a night club in Georgia.

U.S. Navy was warned that Washington shooter 'heard voices' - Reuters
https://www.reuters.com/.../shooting/u-s-navy-warned-that-washington-shooter-he... -

Pulse nightclub: Chilling 911 tapes capture killer's voice - CNN
31 Oct 2016 - Pulse nightclub killer Omar Mateen sounded alternately angry, frazzled, and

Noor Salman trial: Pulse gunman's father revealed as FBI informant...
www.orlandosentinel.com.../pulse.../nightclub-shooting/.../noor-salman-pulse-911-worker...

Florida suspect said he heard voices telling him to carry out massacre... https://abnews.go.com/us/florida-school-shooter-methodically-moved-classrooms/story/.../16 Feb 2018 - The voxes Nikolas Cruz, 19, allegedly heard were described as "demons." Florida suspect said he heard voices telling him to carry out massacre: Sources. By JULIA... 15, 2018, in

Demon voices told school gunman how to pull off shooting | Daily Mail...
https://www.dailymail.co.uk.../Demon-voices-school-gunman-attack-cops-called-39-times.htm...
16 Feb 2018 - According to authorities, the gunman who killed 17 people inside a school in Florida

The Emotional Moment Parkland Students Met Pulse Shooting Victims... https://www.huffingtonpost.com.../emotional-moment-parkland-students-pulse-shoot... 21 Feb 2018 - "Y'all strong. Make sure yo..." the Pulse survivor told Parkland...
ROBERT DAVID STEELE: “WE’VE BECOME A LUNATIC ASYLUM.”
"The Secret Meeting that Changed Rap Music and Destroyed a Generation"

This anonymous letter landed in my inbox about a minute ago:

Hello,

After more than 20 years, I've finally decided to tell the world what I witnessed in 1991, which I believe was one of the biggest turning points in popular music, and ultimately American society. I have struggled for a long time weighing the pros and cons of making this story public as I was reluctant to implicate the individuals who were present that day. So I've simply decided to leave out names and all the details that may risk my personal well being and that of those who were, like me, dragged into something they weren't ready for.

Between the late 80's and early 90's, I was what you may call a "decision maker" with one of the more established companies in the music industry. I came from Europe in the early 80's and quickly established myself in the business. The industry was different back then. Since technology and media weren't accessible to people like they are today, the industry had more control over the public and had the means to influence them anyway it wanted. This may explain why in early 1991, I was invited to attend a closed door meeting with a small group of music business insiders to discuss rap music's new direction. Little did I know that we would be asked to participate in one of the most unethical and destructive business practices I've ever seen.

The meeting was held at a private residence on the outskirts of Los Angeles. I remember about 25 to 30 people being there, most of them familiar faces.

Speaking to those I knew, we joked about the theme of the meeting as many of us did not care for rap music and failed to see the purpose of being invited to a private gathering to discuss its future. Among the attendees was a small group of unfamiliar faces who stayed to themselves and made no attempt to socialize beyond their circle. Based on their behavior and formal appearances, they didn't seem to be in our industry. Our casual chatter was interrupted when we were asked to sign a confidentiality agreement preventing us from publicly discussing the information presented during the meeting. Needless to say, this intrigued and in some cases disturbed many of us. The agreement was only a page long but very clear on the matter and [consequences] which stated that violating the terms would result in job termination. We asked several people what this meeting was about and the reason for such secrecy but couldn't find anyone who had answers for us. A few people refused to sign and walked out. No one stopped them. I was tempted to follow but curiosity got the best of me. A man who was part of the "unfamiliar" group collected the
agreements from us.

Quickly after the meeting began, one of my industry colleagues (who shall remain nameless like everyone else) thanked us for attending. He then gave the floor to a man who only introduced himself by first name and gave no further details about his personal background. I think he was the owner of the residence but it was never confirmed. He briefly praised all of us for the success we had achieved in our industry and congratulated us for being selected as part of this small group of “decision makers”. At this point I begin to feel slightly uncomfortable at the strangeness of this gathering. The subject quickly changed as the speaker went on to tell us that the respective companies we represented had invested in a very profitable industry which could become even more rewarding with our active involvement. He explained that the companies we work for had invested millions into the building of privately owned prisons and that our positions of influence in the music industry would actually impact the profitability of these investments. I remember many of us in the group immediately looking at each other in confusion.

At the time, I didn’t know what a private prison was but I wasn’t the only one. Sure enough, someone asked what these prisons were and what any of this had to do with us. We were told that these prisons were built by privately owned companies who received funding from the government based on the number of inmates. The more inmates, the more money the government would pay these prisons. It was also made clear to us that since these prisons are privately owned, as they become publicly traded, we’d be able to buy shares. Most of us were taken back by this. Again, a couple of people asked what this had to do with us. At this point, my industry colleague who had first opened the meeting took the floor again and answered our questions. He told us that since our employers had become silent investors in this prison business, it was now in their interest to make sure that these prisons remained filled. Our job would be to help make this happen by marketing music which promotes criminal behavior, rap being the music of choice. He assured us that this would be a great situation for us because rap music was becoming an increasingly profitable market for our companies, and as employees, we’d also be able to buy personal stocks in these prisons.

Immediately, silence came over the room. You could have heard a pin drop. I remember looking around to make sure I wasn’t dreaming and saw half of the people with dropped jaws. My daze was interrupted when someone shouted, “Is this a f****** joke?” At this point things became chaotic. Two of the men who were part of the “unfamiliar” group grabbed the man who shouted out and attempted to remove him from the house. A few of us, myself included, tried to intervene. One of them pulled out a gun and we all backed off. They separated us from the crowd and all four of us were escorted outside. My industry colleague who had opened the meeting earlier hurried out to meet us and reminded us that we had signed an agreement and would suffer the consequences of speaking about this publicly or even with those who attended the meeting. I asked him why he was involved with something this corrupt and he replied that it was bigger than the music business and nothing we’d want to challenge without risking consequences. We all protested and as he walked back into the house I remember word for word the last thing he said, “It’s out of my hands now. Remember you signed an agreement.” He then closed the door behind him. The men rushed us to our cars and actually watched until we drove off.

A million things were going through my mind as I drove away and I eventually decided to pull over and park on a side street in order to collect my thoughts. I replayed everything in my mind repeatedly and it all seemed very surreal to me. I was angry with myself for not having taken a more active role in questioning what had been presented to us. I’d like to believe the shock of it all is what suspended my better nature. After what seemed like an eternity, I was able to calm myself enough to make it home. I didn’t talk or call anyone that night. The next day back at the office, I was visibly out of it but blamed it on being under the weather. No one else in my department had been invited to the meeting and I felt a sense of guilt for not being able to share what I had witnessed.

I thought about contacting the 3 others who wear kicked out of the house but I didn’t remember their names and thought that tracking them down would probably bring unwanted attention. I considered speaking out publicly at the risk of losing my job...
but I realized I'd probably be jeopardizing more than my job and I wasn't willing to risk anything happening to my family. I thought about those men with guns and wondered who they were? I had been told that this was bigger than the music business and all I could do was let my imagination run free. There were no answers and no one to talk to. I tried to do a little bit of research on private prisons but didn't uncover anything about the music business' involvement. However, the information I did find confirmed how dangerous this prison business really was. Days turned into weeks and weeks into months. Eventually, it was as if the meeting had never taken place. It all seemed surreal. I became more reclusive and stopped going to any industry events unless professionally obligated to do so. On two occasions, I found myself attending the same function as my former colleague. Both times, our eyes met but nothing more was exchanged.

As the months passed, rap music had definitely changed direction. I was never a fan of it but even I could tell the difference. Rap acts that talked about politics or harmless fun were quickly fading away as gangster rap started dominating the airwaves. Only a few months had passed since the meeting but I suspect that the ideas presented that day had been successfully implemented. It was as if the order has been given to all major label executives. The music was climbing the charts and most companies were more than happy to capitalize on it. Each one was churning out their very own gangster rap acts on an assembly line. Everyone bought into it, consumers included. Violence and drug use became a central theme in most rap music. I spoke to a few of my peers in the industry to get their opinions on the new trend but was told repeatedly that it was all about supply and demand. Sadly many of them even expressed that the music reinforced their prejudice of minorities.

I officially quit the music business in 1995 but my heart had already left months before. I broke ties with the majority of my peers and removed myself from this thing I had once loved. I took some time off, returned to Europe for a few years, settled out of state, and lived a ‘quiet’ life away from the world of entertainment. As the years passed, I managed to keep my secret, fearful of sharing it with the wrong person but also a little ashamed of not having had the balls to blow the whistle. But as rap got worse, my guilt grew. Fortunately, in the late 90's, having the internet as a resource which wasn’t at my disposal in the early days made it easier for me to investigate what is now labeled the prison industrial complex. Now that I have a greater understanding of how private prisons operate, things make much more sense than they ever have. I see how the criminalization of rap music played a big part in promoting racial stereotypes and misguided so many impressionable young minds into adopting these glorified criminal behaviors which often lead to incarceration. Twenty years of guilt is a heavy load to carry but the least I can do now is to share my story, hoping that fans of rap music realize how they've been used for the past 2 decades. Although I plan on remaining anonymous for obvious reasons, my goal now is to get this information out to as many people as possible. Please help me spread the word. Hopefully, others who attended the meeting back in 1991 will be inspired by this and tell their own stories. Most importantly, if only one life has been touched by my story, I pray it makes the weight of my guilt a little more tolerable.

Thank you.

Fukushima Accident - World Nuclear Association

1. Cached
2. Similar

Following a major earthquake, a 15-metre tsunami disabled the power supply and cooling of three
Fukushima Daiichi reactors, causing a nuclear accident on 11 March 2011. ... Eleven reactors at four nuclear power plants in the region were operating at the time and all shut down.

Japan Earthquake & Tsunami of 2011: Facts and Information

Deaths. The number of confirmed deaths is 15,894 as of June 10, 2016, according to the reconstruction agency. More than 2,500 people are still reported missing. Less than an hour after the earthquake, the first of many tsunami waves hit Japan's coastline. 13 Sep 2017

IS NEW YORK THE NEXT TARGET XITY.......?
THEY ENJOY 'COUNTING SHEEP'
ESPECIALLY DEAD ONES....
Pawns to be sacrificed.

Reality is labeled as conspiracy.
You are made to feel crazy.
You are told to obey.
You are SHEEP to them.
Pawns to be sacrificed.
This one is so very important. Why? Because its one piece of the NEXT False Flag planned for next year. It should now be obvious that the Deep State meticulously plan and surreptitiously advertise these False Flag Terror events YEARS in advance as you have now seen, therefore the urgency of Q’s appearance is because of the upcoming, NEXT one. It involves a tsunami just like the Japan one hitting the entire US East Coast. After that you would have hundreds of thousands of drowned ‘sheep’ (as they call us) reaching 7 stories tall in height. This is why they were mockingly projecting images of sheep on big screens in Times Square. This is the video that Q is directing you to...and look what President Obama declared on FOX News to confirm the plan....
And it is again printed on the Money.....Now you know why Q says 'These people are sick.'
WATCH JONATHAN KLECK YT VIDEO 'ITS ON THE MONEY.'

NEW YORK PLANNED TSUNAMI

AND THE CURRENCY WAS PRINTED MANY YEARS BEFORE THE EVENTS OCCURED...

TIDAL WAVE INCOMING.
So here is Q's Blue Wave.......
MORE WEAPONS SPENDING DUE FAKE ENEMY THREAT STOCK MARKET RIGGING INSURANCE SCAMS INFRASTRUCTURE REBUILD INVESTIGATION TRIBUNALS THAT BANKROLL LAWYERS FOR YEARS...

JUST LIKE POST 9/11...

MILITARY SPACE NEWS - US AIR FORCE DECLARES SPACE A NEW ‘WARRIORS’ DOMAIN’ & NASA TO TEST ‘SPACE LASERS’ WITH LATEST LAUNCH

US AIR FORCE DECLARES SPACE A NEW ‘WARRIORS’ DOMAIN’

LASER WEAPONS DEVELOPERS ‘RIDING THE WAVE’ CREATED BY TESLA (TSLA) AND OTHERS ARE NOW BEING BORROWED TO HELP THE PENTAGON GET HIGH-POWER LASER WEAPONS THAT CAN KILL EVERYTHING FROM ENEMY DRONES TO MISSILES. THE WORK ON LASER WEAPONS UNDERWAY INCLUDES AN AIR FORCE RESEARCH LABORATORY CONTRACT.
Here Q has mentioned 5:5 three times. It is quite clear that he is confirming that the Tsunami plan is REAL and will be preceded by an earthquake. How amazing that he found an earthquake story from ‘Q’uebec to make his point. Q There are no coincidences. However he also says that the plan is ‘impossible to defend.’ One hopes that here he means that the perpetrators will not have a defense. Let’s hope so for all our sakes.
First Steps toward US Space Dominance

The value of outer space in future battle management in wartime for intelligence gathering, targeting, and weapons guidance, was lauded during the 2003 Iraq War. The US military makes no secret of its goal to become “Masters of Space.” It is clearly stated in the “Long Range Plan (LRP) of the US Space Command”.  

The US has recently deployed ground-based missile defense systems in Alaska and California, which are designed to impact missiles in outer space. Meanwhile, it is spending billions of dollars to research and eventually deploy anti-satellite and bombardments weapons in space. In addition to aspirations to explore innovations and extend defense planning horizons, as stated in the Plan, another justification for this expansion – Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s invocation of a “space Pearl Harbor” – appears a thin argument for such expenditures of treasure and good will. This exceedingly fearful posture ignores the fact that the US has more than sufficient force to dissuade any nation, including China and Russia, from attempting such an attack. It also ignores multilateral efforts, strongly supported by China and Russia and by virtually all US allies and friends, to pass a treaty outlawing space weaponization. U.S. opposition to treaty based approaches to outer space was reiterated in the 2006 National Space Policy. Nor does the threat of terrorism justify the full weaponization of space, as terrorists have access to only the most primitive means of obstructing outer space activities.

QUOTE FROM JOHN PILGER DOCUMENTARY: ‘WEAPONS NEED ENEMIES’

An excellent documentary that all should watch “The Coming War on China.”

Great work, this documentary should be watched by all the people in the world, for peace and safety of our children and planet earth.

Bikini Atoll nuclear test: 60 years later and islands still unbearable...

https://www.2014marathonearthtide.com/1946-bikini-nuclear-test-60-years-

1 Mar 2014 - Bikini Atoll nuclear test: 50 years later and islands still unbearable. Part of the intense cold war nuclear arms race, the 16-nights Bright test on 1 March 1946 was a thousand times more powerful than the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima. It exposed thousands in the surrounding area to radioactive fallout.
A missile launch site near Chelyabinsk in the USSR is outlined in this 1969 image.

The Corona program was a series of American strategic reconnaissance satellites produced and operated by the Central Intelligence Agency Directorate of Science & Technology with substantial assistance from the U.S. Air Force. The Corona satellites were used for photographic surveillance of the Soviet Union (USSR).

Technology Discoverer Declassification Launches

Cold War Spy-Satellite Images Unveil Lost Cities | Innovators

25 Apr 2014 - But the new Atlas of the Middle East, unveiled Thursday at the Society for American Archaeology's annual meeting, moves spy-satellite science to a new level. Surveying land from Egypt to Iran—and encompassing the Fertile Crescent, the renowned cradle of civilization and location of some of humanity's earliest cities—the atlas reveals numerous sites that had been lost to history.

"Some of these sites are gigantic, and they were completely unknown," says atlas-team archaeologist Jesse Casana of the University of Arkansas, who presented the results. "We can see all kinds of things—ancient roads and canals. The images provide a very comprehensive picture."

Prophecy - Treason From Within

2012 London Olympics

NEW YORK TSUNAMI CAUSING 'NUKE PLAN...
Orbital Weapon Lancet (OWL) by Greg Bear: A kinetic energy weapon placed in Earth orbit. (Text quote, book citation included.)

North Korea's Possible Satellite Launch Can Only Mean One Thing... nationalinterest.org.../north-korea-s-possible-satellite-launch-can-only-mean-

"Militarization" refers to any systems that enhance the capability of forces in a conventional setting, such as intelligence, communications and surveillance. "Weaponization" is the physical deployment of weapons in outer space or in a ground mode where they can be used to attack and destroy targets in orbit. The United Nations Treaty on Outer Space prohibits the deployment of weapons of mass destruction in space, but the US has blocked efforts to ban space weapons outright. In 2007, Washington said it would "preserve its rights, capabilities, and freedom of action in space." «BECAUSE THEY WANT TO KILL US»

HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE SHAKEN AFTER ANOTHER MYSTERIOUS "BOOM" SOUND ROCKS PENNSYLVANIA

Mysterious sounds heard all over the world have researchers completely stunned. They've been happening for quite some time, with the latest example coming from Pennsylvania, with multiple towns being affected by these mysterious sounds, swelling their vibration and waking them up in the middle of the night. It wasn't long ago when residents in Alabama were left baffled when a loud boom resounded across much of the state.

Speaking to ABC 33/40, Bill Cooke, head of NASA's Meteorological Environment Office, said that the Alabama boom could have been caused by a super sonic wave, a ground explosion, or a ball lightning large that explodes in the atmosphere. The noise picked up by the US Geophysical Survey data suggests the boom was not the result of an earthquake. The boom may have been caused by a military flight of a supersonic jet, although the US Air Force did not confirm it.

The day after the boom in Alabama, a similar noise was heard in New Mexico. The year alone, similar noises have been heard all over the world, similar noises have been heard, including Michigan, Iceland, St. Ives, Swansea and Tuscany.

ARE THE MILITARY TESTING THEIR EMP TESLA LASER WEAPONS OR FLYING SECRET ANTIMAVITY CRAFT?

A loud explosion was reported in St Ives this morning, shaking homes and offices. Dozens of people have turned to social media to query the source of the so-called 'sonic boom'. Steve Cross, who owns Cross Estates in the town, said: "It was a massive explosion. Our office shook. I don't know what it is. A sonic boom, possibly."

"It happened at about 11-11.30am. The windows shook. Proper shake. The windows shook and doors shook. It was a big old bang. A single big boom."
Syrian President Says US Presidents Don’t Control Foreign Policy - The Deep State Does

In a recent interview with the Greek newspaper Kathimerini, Syrian President Bashar Assad said that it would be pointless to speak with Donald Trump about the current tensions between his country and the US because the foreign policy is not controlled by the president, but “the deep state,” and that “the president is only one performer in this theater.”

“The deep state” is a term that is growing in popularity, and used to describe the powerful interests that work to influence US policy, such as the military-industrial complex and the network of intelligence agencies that are far more powerful than any president, Assad specifically said that it was the military, financial and intelligence interests who make up the “real regime” in the United States.

When speaking about the potential of a meeting with Trump, Assad said:

“The first question you should ask is: What can you achieve? The other: What can we achieve with someone who says something before the campaign, and does the opposite after the campaign, who says something today, and does the opposite tomorrow, or maybe in the same day? So, it’s about consistency. Do they have the same

frequency every day, or the same algorithm? So, I don’t think that in the meantime we can achieve anything with such an administration. A further reason is that we don’t think the president of that regime is in control. We all believe that the deep state, the real state, is in control, or is in control of every president, and that is nothing new. It has always been so in the United States, at least during the last 40 years, at least since Nixon, maybe before, but it’s becoming starker and starker, and the starkest case is Trump.”

A large portion of Trump’s base voted for him because they were convinced that he would fight against the “deep state.” However, Trump has continued the wartime policies of Obama and Bush, despite making empty promises on the campaign trail.

Assad also spoke about how the US government uses chaos as a military strategy, saying that,

“The US usually has an agenda and it has goals. If it cannot achieve its goals, it resorts to something different, which is to create chaos. Create chaos until the whole atmosphere changes, maybe because the different parties will give up, and they will give in to their goals, and this is where they can implement their goals again, or maybe they change their goals, but if they cannot achieve it, it’s better to weaken every party and create conflict, and this is not unique to Syria. This has been their policy for decades now in every area of this world.”

To people who are victims of US foreign policy, many of the ideas that Americans dismiss as “conspiracy theory” are obvious truths and are openly discussed. Most of the world is well aware that US military action has nothing to do with humanitarianism, and everything to do with conquest and power.
Imagine thousands upon thousands of innocent New Yorkers unknowingly carrying copies of their own 'death sentence' in their wallets & purses.........
URGENT MESSAGE:
PLEASE 'SAVE' THE TSUNAMI WARNING GRAPHICS ONTO YOUR COMPUTER BY RIGHT CLICKING & SELECT SAVE. THEN ARCHIVE THEM ONTO A MEMORY STICK OR DISC. IF THEY TRY AND PULL THE TSUNAMI STUNT OR ANOTHER 322 FALSE FLAG, THEN ALL OF US WILL BECOME 'WITNESSES' WITH 'TIME STAMPED' EVIDENCE. THAT'S WHY Q SAID ARCHIVE EVERYTHING OFFLINE. THIS COULD BE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SAVING THOUSANDS OF LIVES....THEY CANNOT 'PROCEED' WITH SUCH EVIL IF TOO MANY OF US KNOW THE PLANS... THIS REQUIRE A TEAM EFFORT....
IS THERE AN EXACT TIME, THEME & DATE FOR THIS EVENT, GIVEN THAT THE 9/11 DATE WAS BLATANTLY MADE CLEAR IN THE BTTF MOVIE FROM 1985...?  YES.....READ ON....
For now we leave the False Flag Plan to learn a bit of History, but will return to it later, since the new History about to be unveiled is a critical element to the East Coast False Flag. The tsunami is just one small part of a MOAB Plan like no other, if that wasn't bad enough...

On 25th November 2015 President Obama enacted The Space Competitive Act which is about the Laws governing MINING THE ASTROID BELT and other Planets. **You read correctly.** It was barely reported in the USA....You don't enact such Laws unless you ALREADY have the technology and knowhow to be carrying out such activities. At this point if you are using LOGIC (like Q says) you might be asking yourself how exactly are they 'Mining the Astroid Belt?' How are they getting the mined material back to Earth? Who is doing the actual Mining? Is it machines or people....How did they get the machinery/people up there? Here is your FIRST Snow White meaning....since in the famous Grimm story, Snow White's 7 dwarfs used to go Mining all day till night.....Q Dig Deeper....
New Space Mining Legislation Is 'History in the Making' - Space.com

https://www.space.com

20 Nov 2015 - The bill, known as the U.S. Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness Act (CSLCA) was approved by the Senate on Nov. 10 and by the House on Nov. 10.

House Passes Commercial Space Bill - SpaceNews.com

spacenews.com/house-passes-commercial-space-bill/

16 Nov 2015 - The House passed on a voice vote the amended version of H.R. 2262, the U.S.

Congress Says Yes to Space Mining, No to Rocket Regulations | WIRED

https://www.wired.com

18 Nov 2015 - Yesterday the US Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness Act soared.... And Congress agrees—so, with the space bill, it gave the industry...
Get ready for an interplanetary GOLD RUSH: Space mining laws set to spark explosion in extraterrestrial extractions \textarrow{DEC 2015}

- President Barack Obama signed legislation at the end of November
- Allows commercial extraction of minerals and other materials
- Expected to kick off an extraterrestrial gold rush

By AFP
PUBLISHED: 07:19, 8 December 2015 | UPDATED: 09:46, 14 December 2015

Flashing some interplanetary gold bling and sipping ‘space water’ might sound far-fetched, but both could soon be reality, thanks to a new US law that legalizes cosmic mining.

Asteroid mining made legal after passing of ‘historic’ space bill in US

The dawn of the space mining age could soon be upon us thanks to the passing of a new space bill in the US
And what did SNOW WHITE’s 7 dwarfs do in the daytime? Mining

Dig deeper. Source: "Mighty Ho!" is a song sung by the seven dwarfs in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs as they come home from (and go to) work. It is one of the most. In a mine in a mine! Where a million diamonds shine We dig dig dig dig dig dig From early mom to night We dig dig dig dig dig dig up Everything in sight

Means they are ALREADY mining the Asteroid belt for TREASURE TROVE.

Treasure from trash: how mining waste can be mined a second time. How mining waste can be mined a second time. 28 Jun 2016 - Mines typically follow a path from prospecting, to development, to extraction and finally closure as the finite resources are exhausted. But does that really need to be the end of the mine’s productive life? A new type of mining, known as "tailings." Opens new avenues, one of which is known as "tailings." Once closed, these tailings are left behind, often containing valuable metals and other minerals. The idea behind tailings mining is to recover these valuable materials from the waste products of previous mining operations.

Extractions are complete.

Mining is the extraction of valuable minerals or other geological materials from the earth, usually from an orebody, lode, vein, seam, reef or placer deposit. These deposits form a mineralized package that is of economic interest to the miner.

Mining - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mining

Q:

1229
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NASA Concept to use 100 MW beamed power for ion drive that is 20 ...

https://www.nextbigfuture.com/ Space

1 CACHED

12 Apr 2017 - John Brophy at NASA Jet-propulsion laboratory combines a near term 100 megawatt laser beamed power system to enable an ion drive with 70 ... They propose to study the implementation of an innovative thrust producing technology for use in NASA missions involving in space main propulsion.

Advanced Automation for Space Missions - Google Books Result

https://books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=1365764699

Robert A. Freitas, Jr. - 2017 - Fiction

Such background is necessary to identify terrestrial and lunar resources, asteroidal materials, and various additional sources for space manufacturing feedstock. ... It is anticipated that largescale solar thermal power stations can be built for 0.11 metric ton equipment per megawatt (t/MW) and 110 t/MW for solar electric power ...

(NOTB) Nuclear Tunnel Boring Machines - Switzerland Has Nothing on US

DUMB DEEP UNDERGROUND MILITARY BASE FOR 2012

Trans-Planetary Subway Systems (Rand Corporation PDF)

Nuclear Powered Military Tunnel Boring Machines Construct Underground Cities And Nuclear Proof Subterranean Installations—Pictures of $13 Million Boring machine

NEVADA DEC 1982

Q: CAPTURE THE FLAG

REMEMBER THIS FROM NOV 2015

Q!UW.ye1fxo 12/22/17 (Fri)

1439AM

Definate Shutdown. Was AT$ shutdown? ATLANTIS Will NK be shutdown? Who controls NK? Leverage? Remove leverage to capture the flag? Capture the flag to end the rule? End the rule of who? Who controls NK? TRUST.

Q: GOLD

NASA

An evil billionaire man sets a plan to fly to the moon, mine its minerals, and steal the American Flag put there by the Apollo XI team, Mike goes on an adventure to stop him by hiding in the space shuttle with his grandfather, Frank, and his friends Amy and Marty and a clever chameleon, Igor.

Mike blasts off to the moon to capture the flag and reunite his family!

Luxembourg's asteroid mining bid is Europe's first | New Scientist

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2076253-luxembourgs-asteroid-mining-bid-is-europ...

3 Feb 2016 - Luxembourg's asteroid mining bid is Europe's first. Three satellites surround an asteroid. There's gold in them there asteroids! NASA's outer space mining has now gone global. This morning Etienne Schneider, the deputy prime minister of Luxembourg, announced a space resources initiative to encourage ...

THIS IS ALL ABOUT 'OFF PLANET' GOLD MINING

Q: Bunker Apple

https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/yellow_sky

Yellow Sky (1948)

Q: Bunker Apple And Apple tried to buy a former WW2 'bunker' in Stuttgart,Germany but city officials refused the purchase

23 May 2006 - William Wellman's westerns always seemed a little claustrophobic, but in Yellow Sky the director's technique works to the film's advantage. ... Barton reveals that there's gold hereabouts; prompting a few of Peck's companions—especially Richard Widmark—to plot the old man's demise and claim the treasure ...
**Spooky Space 'Sounds' | NASA**

https://www.nasa.gov/vision/universe/features/halloween_sounds.html

**26 Oct 2017** - The Case of the Relativistic Particles Solved with NASA Missions ... *Spooky Space 'Sounds'* ... *Spooky* Sounds from Across the Solar System ... instrument aboard NASA's Van Allen Probes — we can hear across space.

**NASA Has Made a Playlist of 'Spooky Space Sounds' - VICE**


**31 Oct 2017** - NASA Has Made a Playlist of *Spooky Space Sounds* ... After 20 years in space, NASA decided to send Cassini on a kamikaze *mission* into the ...
We will return to the Mining story later. Now onto the HISTORY! Here is the SECOND meaning for Q’s Snow White.

**Q: WHO IS THE QUEEN OF ENGLAND?**

**Q: SNOW WHITE**

*follow the breadcrumbs*

Together, they must journey through the galaxy following the breadcrumbs left by Snow’s father to find the means to bring down the Queen for good, with or without Hunter’s help.

**THE HUNTER BECOMES THE HUNTED.**

---

**Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs – Our Expanding Universe In...**

https://www.astroimagejournal.com/articles/102067.shtml

1 Feb 2018 - In continuing our study of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs let us... the Pleiades comprised of seven key stars archetyped as the Seven.

The Pleiades (also known as the Seven Sisters and Messier 45) are an open star cluster containing middle-aged, hot B-type stars located in the constellation of Taurus. It is among the nearest star clusters to Earth and is the cluster most obvious to the naked eye in the night sky.

**Brown Dwarfs – University of Leicester**

https://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/departments/physics/research/reo1/1red-and-brown-dwarfs

The first genuine brown dwarfs were discovered in 1995 in the field and in the Pleiades, the same year as the first extrasolar planet around a solar-type star (the the Pleiades

**THE STAR 'SIRIUS' IS KNOWN AS SNOW WHITE WITH HER 7 DWARF PLANETS OF THE PLEIADES**
How a Small Nuclear Reactor Could Power a Colony on Mars or Beyond (Op-Ed)

By Patrick McClure and David Poston, Los Alamos National Laboratory | January 18, 2018
02:00pm ET

Patrick McClure is the Kilopower project lead at the U.S. Energy’s Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico and chief reactor designer, also at Los Alamos. They contributed.


When we imagine sending humans to live on Mars, the moon or other planetary bodies in the not-so-distant future, a primary question is: How will we power their colony? Not only will they need energy to create a habitable environment, they’ll also need it to get back to Earth. For distant planetary bodies, like Mars, it’s inefficient to bring fuel for the trip home; it’s just too heavy. That means the astronauts need a power source to make liquid oxygen and propellant.

NOTE IT IS NOT 'IF' BUT 'WHEN'...

HOW DO THEY KNOW???

KEEP READING...
This is the man that coined Q’s term The Great Awakening. Wayne Herschel.
And here is the SECOND meaning for Q's: 'What is a LASER Pointer used for?'
Wayne Herschel discovered that ALL 50 Egyptian Pyramids (that is the entire length of Egypt from top to bottom) MIRROR the entire Milky Way. How is that possible? They are positioned to match all the constellations around Earth, even down to the size of the stars involved. Meaning a small star will be represented with a matching small pyramid, a big star with a big pyramid in perfect mathematical and geometrical alignment with the stars that make up constellations. Many of the constellations, if you join the stars/dots together using a LASER Pointer form shapes like animals. Hence the constellation of Taurus the Bull as an example. BUT...some of the stars represented with matching pyramid ruins cannot be seen with the naked eye and have never been able to be seen with the naked eye.......only with powerful Telescopes such as the Hubble Telescope..
ARCHAEOASTRONOMER WAYNE HENDRICKS TOOK ROBERT WAGNER'S DISCOVERY THAT THE GIIZA PYRAMIDS TOOK ORION'S CONSTELLATION TO THE NEXT LEVEL BY DISCOVERING THAT ALL 50 EGYPTIAN PYRAMIDS MIRROR THE ENTIRE MILKY WAY WHEN VIEWED FROM ABOVE.

HERSCHEL'S 50 PYRAMID STAR MAP BREAKTHROUGH MAPS 360° OF THE BRIGHTEST STARS ALONG THE MILKY WAY, THE SPHINX WATCHES THE STAR OF RA RISE IN THE EAST... IT IS A SUN... BUT IT IS NOT OUR SUN

THEHIDDENRECORDS.COM

thethehiddenrecords.com
How many coincidences do you need before you believe?
This is the biggest insider drop in the history of the world.

12/05/17 (Tue) 18:23:09 ID: 1568d
Q: Dig deeper.

New Orion theory - Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records...
www.thehiddenrecords.com/orion.htm

One has to query the inevitable here: What if there is a whole new interpretation that answers all these questions? And if so, would it reveal an age old secret behind the pyramids? interpretation. It was this prime question that inspired Wayne Herschel to dig deeper. Given the huge distance between the Giza 'belt' pyramids...

Nov 5 2017 19:16:51 Q: Anonymous L8quGPl9 149139464
>>148136656
Graphic is good.
Please update and continue to log.
Important more than you know.
Review each sentence post happenings.
Big picture.
Signatures have necessary meaning.

Snow White: Godfather III.

Q

Nov 2 2017 12:54:59 Q: Anonymous zGyR4yl 147041320
Alice & Wonderland.


>>149123755
Confirmed.
Go deeper.
Signatures are IMPORTANT.
Q has mentioned 'As the World Turns' over and over again...this is why....the constellation of ORION (also known as Orion's Belt and the Hunter (wearing his belt)), forms a cross shape when all its dots/stars are joined together using a Laser Pointer. It acts as a POINTER to one of THREE tiny EXOPLANETS that are located near the 7 DWARF PLANETS of the Pleiades. The brightest star in the Milky Way is called Sirius, and thus nicknamed SNOW WHITE. Therefore Snow White and her 7 dwarfs has ALWAYS BEEN SECRET CODE for the star Sirius and the 7 dwarf planets of the Pleiades. An exoplanet is a planet not in our Solar System. The 3 exoplanets in question, that each have their own sun just like we have our own sun, are positioned in space to form a triangle shape. The one positioned at the BOTTOM is the one of extreme importance.

As the World Turns is Latin for the Globus Cruciger which is held by a Monarch or Pope. It is a Monarchy Power Icon. The rounded part represents our Earth, the cross part the constellation of Orion while the 7 pearls on top represent the 7 dwarf planets of the Pleiades. It is basically an Elite, Secret Icon concealing the WORLD's BIGGEST SECRET. It acts as a MAP -Q's Map- pointing to this one, very special Exoplanet that has its own Sun and is historically called Sol 1 with its official Astronomical number HD283271. This is Q's Tiny Tiny world....You will find out shortly what the big deal is about this tiny, tiny world!
It is also the Freemason’s BIGGEST SECRET (which nearly all of them (99.99%) know NOTHING about). Below is a recently released Masonic document which depicts the 3 exoplanets with their own suns. You can see the top right hand one is by 7 stars that represent the 7 dwarf planets of the Pleiades. The all important SOL 1 is represented at the top of the ladder. The 3 Pillars act as pointers/markers to the 3 exoplanets: -3 pillars= 3 exoplanets. The Rothschilds made sure they got their hands on all the most important, historic documents to ensure the secret would never be revealed....Trouble is Wayne Herschel archaeoastronomer, researcher extraordinaire worked it out all on his own about 20 years ago, and has been trying to reveal it publically ever since. The 3 exoplanets are collectively called a Trinity which simply means 3.
This is the 'map' that Q is referring to. The Rothschild's huge secret since they own and control all the ancient artifacts and documents. This is the secret that will put 90% of people in hospital with shock.
Marina Bay Sands is an integrated resort fronting Marina Bay in Singapore. It was opened in 2010 and is billed as the world's most expensive standalone casino property at $5.7 billion including the land cost.[8] The resort includes a 2,561-room hotel, a 120,000-square-metre (1,300,000 sq ft) convention-exhibition centre, the 74,000-square-metre (600,000 sq ft) The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands mall, a museum, two large theatres, “celebrity chef” restaurants, two floating Crystal Pavilions, art-science exhibits, and the world largest atrium casino with 500 tables and 1,600 slot machines.

The complex is topped by a 540-metre-long (1,770 ft) SkyPark with a capacity of 5,900 people and a 150 m (490 ft) infinity swimming pool, set on top of the world's largest pair of cantilevered platforms, which overhangs the north tower by 67 m (220 ft).[9] The 20-hectare resort was designed by Moshe Safdie, architects.[10] The architecture was Aedas,[11] and they were responsible for employing all consultants and for developing, co-ordinating and implementing the design. Engineering was provided by Arup and Parsons Brinckerhoff (MEP). The main contractor was Ssangyong Engineering and Construction.[12]

Trump-Kim summit in Singapore: Rooms at likely venues, Shangri-La ... 
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/rooms-at-two-likely-trump-kim-summit-hotels

1 day ago - Rooms at Shangri-La Hotel and Marina Bay Sands were snapped up within a day of the announcement that the meeting will take place on...

ELITE MASONIC STAR MAP = Q's MAP

HAND GESTURE

IN ASTRONOMY AN ASTRONOMER USES A LASER POINTER/DEVICE TO POINT OUT STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS BY JOINING THEIR DOTS TOGETHER...

FREEMASON SECRET... We are not alone.

IN THE UNIVERSE...

CROSS OF THE CHURCHES IS REALLY THE CONSTELLATION OF ORION FORMING PART OF Q MAP

In fact there are a lot more present day maps in connection targeting the same important target area but the image below is hard to follow. Fees showed all of them. The image above is astronomical evidence that they are the "dumb Sun" dots shown in the positions that advanced cargo/aliens use programs...

Q: "SNOW WHITE & CO THE BREADCRUMBS"...
VERY IMPORTANT:

WAYNE HERSCHEL—Author of THE HIDDEN RECORDS, Archaeoastronomer, Historian, Scholar, Researcher and Expert in decoding/deciphering ancient glyphs, texts, scrolls, and seals, has had to present his earth shattering work and discoveries in a deliberate, low key way possible, to enable it to reach only a few people at a time, in order to avoid being shut down altogether by those that don’t want you knowing about it.

Following the SELF-PUBLICATION of his only book The Hidden Records in 2003, (using private investors), whose findings slowly spread word of mouth, his 15 years worth of stunning, follow up material appears on his website thehiddenrecords.com, which is camouflaged as a colourful, new age website in appearance so as not to be taken seriously by those who do not realize what is really hidden there. As a personal safety protocol it is a desperately sad strategy which has been very effective so we are blowing it open. The secrets are spread about the interlinking articles, with deliberate repetition, editing and spelling errors.

The sequel to all of this work is then tied together with startling, irrefutable evidence in his PDF Book: The Alpha Omega Taurus Star Gate Revelation.
It makes for the most uplifting, fascinating and compelling read you will ever experience.

Several thousand people, most of whom are outside of the USA, have had full access to this work, so it is high time the doors are opened to everyone else.

Wayne Herschel P.127 PDF Book: The Alpha Omega Taurus Star Gate Revelation.

"All that I learned from this light source I make freely available to bring it forward. I had to strive to secure copyright definitions on it to avert it being smeared and tarnished. Everything I learned there, and about it in earliest history led me to finding a safe way that one can measure and present everything about it.

SAFE PRESENTATION PROTOCOLS It has been a risky journey so far on this quest writing on a forbidden topic. I could write a book on just the interference and losses this project has endured. I keep only these matters on record for legal purposes and have no intention of revealing anything ever endured. Since I am no scholar by any means, a first safe mode protocol chosen has been the popular less serious New Age-style formats you see in my presentations. A second safe mode style chosen has been the use of very arty graphics that Scholars would never ever consider.

The writing style protocol is another that needs mentioning. It must remain easy to comprehend whilst avoiding a 'scholarly' tone.

More often than not, to the horror of my co-writers involved, I have thrown in masses of my poor writing style so the powers that be would be less inclined to take action in the interference of my work that can hence be taken less seriously.

Only important pieces of material would get their 'special edit', so apologies in advance for a lot of my errors and some intentionally semi-encoded oddly worded segments. Also, my intentional irritating repetitive material that I am guilty of inserting to an already edited portion of work. It is all an intentional SAFE protocol since we have to be as safe as possible on this daunting quest.

I set off with a secure protocol and safest possible modus operandi compared to the thousands before me who have most likely been murdered for this same quest. I was driven with this sense of responsibility to show references how to measure it all and compare it to the historical remnants of definitions of everything that is found in the mysteries of civilizations and Creation claims made all over the world."

---

Q: Map currently has 43 confirmed connections. Important to understand. When this breaks many won't swallow.

Safely my discoveries identify and refute previous published works but this should not be a reason to smear and mock others. Security measures for this work have been set up in case I am removed and funds set up to make ALL my work more viral and the evidence so far of those identified with destructive activity.

Q: MAP CURRENTLY HAS 43 CONFIRMED CONNECTIONS

There are currently 43 GLOBALLY REPEATING academic graded and tested accounts of ancient star maps of the stars seen in the image above and animation below. ALL have the SAME theme and ALL identifying the SAME Sun-like catalogued listed stars, portrayed as the places of origin of their star ancestors.

---

Q: HTPb.Qhheq ID: q8sHxh8q Fri 24 Nov 2017

Make the connection.

Map currently has 43 confirmed connections. Important to understand. When this breaks many won't swallow.

(Looks like a ring?)

There are currently 43 GLOBALLY REPEATING academic graded and tested accounts of ancient star maps of the stars seen in the image above and animation below. ALL have the SAME theme and ALL identifying the SAME Sun-like catalogued listed stars, portrayed as the places of origin of their star ancestors.

---

Q: THE HIDDEN RECORDS

Q: 15069 8169

Make the connection. Map currently has 43 confirmed connections. Important to understand. When this breaks many won't swallow.

(Looks like a ring?)

There are currently 43 GLOBALLY REPEATING academic graded and tested accounts of ancient star maps of the stars seen in the image above and animation below. ALL have the SAME theme and ALL identifying the SAME Sun-like catalogued listed stars, portrayed as the places of origin of their star ancestors.
I'm guessing that the Freedom Statue & Freedom Day have to do with Q strings for FREEDOM...

Ref: Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records
www.thehiddenrecords.com/forbidden_starmap.htm

I believe the seven-pointed star in the 'Hierem Ahiif star map' celebrates its close proximity in the sky to the seven stars of the Pleiades. I also believe there could be a connection here to the crown of the seven points of light seen on the statue of Liberty in the USA.

Ref: Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records
www.thehiddenrecords.com/washingtonTest2.php

It appears to have been the first attempt at building a star shaped monument, like the base of the Statue of Liberty in traditional Roman style.

grail - Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records
www.thehiddenrecords.com/grail.php

Listed as Sol 1 in the star map that is depicted all over the world with seven rays of light, like on the Liberty Statue.
128

**1. Cache**

**11 May 2015** - Here you can watch the stars and planets from the telescopes, or just enjoy the night sky firsthand. Castles and fortresses in Armenia and NK Erebuni. Erebuni fortress. The history of the foundation of an ancient but at the same time modern city of Yerevan, which according to historians is older than Rome.

**2. Similar**

**14 Aug 2017**. Wayne Herczeg - Author - The Hidden Records. Spotted 2 ancient star map cases around the world showing human origins from one of three suns near the Pleiades. ... Swastika and the fish were secret symbols of a Jewish secret cult, later called Christianity (the Christian Cross came later). ...
In all four of the star maps, I will now compare with universal personifications once thought to be ancient Greek astronomical mythical representations of Orion hunting a bull turned out to be found in an older Zodiac star disc in Dendera Egypt ref predating it by thousands of years. Orion as a man, the sacred masculine and...
Mystery of the Nazca Lines deepens:

Grafixs and sandstorms reveal geoglyphs of a ‘snake and llama’ in the Peruvian desert

- The geoglyphs, known as Nazca Lines, were spotted from the air in 1939
- Some 750 geoglyphs are thought to have been drawn by the ancient Nazca people between the first and sixth centuries
- The new lines were revealed following geoglyphs and sandstorms in Peru
- Experts believe one of the geoglyphs shows a 900-ft-long (300-meter) snake
- Another appears to show a camelid, zigzag lines and an unidentified bird

They stretch for hundreds of miles & can only be viewed from above.....

Here is a completely flattened mountain top. How is that possible??
The Spider Geoglyph & The Stars Of Orion - The Morien Institute
www.morien-institute.org/nazca8.html

"Mystery on the desert: A study of the ancient figures and strange delineated surfaces seen from the air near Nazca, Peru"... "Ancient Nasca culture of the south coast of Peru is famous for its magnificent polychrome ceramics, textiles, and other works of art, as well as the geoglyphs, and their nearby spiral structure help explain why they were built... Found in the southern desert region of Peru, the Nazca lines are massive drawings in the soil, also known as geoglyphs. Lasaponera co-authored a study last year that used..."
WHEN ONE SIDE OF THE 1$ BILL IS OVERLAID ONTO THE OTHER SIDE YOU GET Q’S ‘MAP’ WITH THE
3 SUNS AND THE WORD ‘MASON’

SO BILLIONS OF PEOPLE CARRY A COPY OF THE MAP AT ANY GIVEN TIME, WITHOUT EVEN REALIZING IT, OR ITS SIGNIFICANCE.

THE EGYPTIAN METHOD OF PORTRAYING THE 3 EPIPHANIES AND THEIR SUNS AS A WOMB ON A GIANT MAP OF THE MILKY WAY (DEPICTED AS A WOMAN’S BODY) IS OBVIOUSLY METAPHORIC IN NATURE AND AN INGENIOUS WAY OF ENSURING THE TRUTH WOULD TRANSCEND LANGUAGE BARRIERS INTO MILLENNIA TO REACH FUTURE GENERATIONS

AS ABOVE SO BELOW

WHEN THE TWO TRIANGLES MERGE YOU GET A 6 POINTED STAR.....THE REAL MEANING OF 666

THIS IS THE REAL MEANING OF AS ABOVE SO BELOW... THE ENTIRE MILKY WAY & Q’S MAP IS PERFECTLY GEOMETRICALLY MIRRORED ON THE EARTH’S SURFACE USING GEGALPHYS AND MONUMENTS CARVED FROM MANKINDS’ VERY BEGINNING USING ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY...

’SOL 1’ WAS NEVER AND IS STILL NOT ‘VISIBLE’ USING THE HUMAN NAKED EYE...YET THE EVIDENCE FOR IT GOES BACK THOUSANDS OF YEARS AND IS ONLY VISIBLE FROM ‘SPACE’.
WAYNE HERSCHEL:

"Few people realize that Sun-like stars like the size of our sun out there in their thousands are not possible to be seen at all in our night sky. Not even one!"
GOBEKLI TEPE IS 12,000 YEARS OLD AND LOCATED IN THE "TAURUS MOUNTAINS..."
Horus is originally written on.

Horus originally written on.

Horus & Isis showing that they came from Exoplanet HD283271 located by the Pleiades & Taurus Bull constellation.

Hence the horns... the disc represents HD283271.

Q's tiny tiny world.

Isis has the map on her head.

What the 'horns' really mean is that they are symbolizing their human origins from the 'Taurus Bull constellation' area...

Moses

Isis

Pleiades & Taurus Bull constellation.

Alpha/Bull/V

The Hidden Records

Religion - Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records - discovered.

www.thehiddenrecords.com/reigion

I have added in the image above the two astronomy images of Pleiades and 3 sun stars that actually exist and catalogued, and with Scorpio when viewed on a star program viewing from Pleiades area.

Major Big Deal.

Thanks to modern satellites & computer star mapping programs, one can now know what our Earth & Sun look like from any position in outer space.

So if one were to be standing on SOL 1 (HD283271) which is Q's final destination on the map, the image above is how our Earth & Sun would appear to the onlooker.....our Earth & Sun always appear between the 'pincers' of the Scorpion constellation....
How bad is the corruption?
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World Cup dung beetles | Cakehead Loves Evil
https://cakeheadlovesevil.wordpress.com/2010/06/12/world-cup-dung-beetles/  
12 Jun 2010 - Performers carried a replica of a dung beetle during the opening ceremony of the 2010 World Cup at Soccer City stadium in Johannesburg - so many questions I have no idea where to start!
Great Pyramid of Giza discovery: 2,500 year old burial site and rare artefacts revealed

THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA has remained one of the biggest mysteries in the world, but a new discovery surrounding the pyramids has revealed a burial site over 2,500 years old and a rare silver mask.

By Kara Godfrey PUBLISHED: 17:46, Mon, Jul 16, 2018 | UPDATED: 20:41, Mon, Jul 16, 2018

The Great Pyramid of Giza, found in Cairo, Egypt, is home to a number of mysteries regarding its origin and its design. A recent discovery by a team of archaeologists from Egypt and Germany has revealed an ancient burial ground.

It is thought to date back 2,500 years, Antiquities Minister Khaled al-Anani explained in a press conference.

“A joint Egyptian-German mission of archaeologists have discovered a new meter-deep shaft dating back to the 26th dynasty,” he said, reported Reuters.

“This is the beginning of a new discovery... we still need a lot of work in the site.”

Great Pyramid of Giza: A 2,500 year old burial ground has been discovered in Cairo (Image: Getty)

The discovery was made near Saqqara, an ancient burial ground, found in the south of Cairo. It is located in Memphis which was the first capital of ancient Egypt and a UNESCO World Heritage Site and also home to the three pyramids of Giza.

Archaeologists found a mummification workshop which can be used to learn more about the origin of the oils used to mummify the dead.

It could go as far back as 264 BC with other discoveries including statues, jars and vessels.

A shocking discovery was of a silver mask gilded with gold, only the second time a rare silver piece has been found.

Khaled al-Anany confirmed: “This object is very rare, to have a silver mask gilded with gold, and as Ramadan mentioned now, we have only two of this kind, so it is a very nice discovery.”

The discoveries will later be placed at the Grand Egyptian Museum, which is still being built.
More is expected to be found as the area is excavated further. The new discoveries are hoped to entice more tourists to the region as the country has struggled. A 2,000-year-old tomb was recently opened in Egypt which is rumoured to be Alexander the Great. Located in the city of Alexandria in the Sidi Gaber district, it is the largest sarcophagus to be discovered there. It dates back to 305BC with the corpse still in the same position.

A black granite sarcophagus that measures 9.5ft long has been uncovered deep within the ground of an Egyptian city. The ancient mummy dates back to the Ptolemaic period between 305BC and 30BC. It was dug up and delicately removed from the ground more than two weeks ago. Archaeologists have carefully tried open the ancient artefact, and have been amazed by what they've seen.

Who is inside the 2000-year-old tomb?
The mumified bodies of three skeletons and foul smelling sewage water were found when archaeologists opened the coffin. This sarcophagus is the largest ever to be uncovered in the city of Alexandria, where ancient ruins are rarely found.

"We found the bones of three people, in what looks like a family burial... Unfortunately the mummies inside were not in the best condition and only the bones remain," said Mostafa Waziri, secretary-general of the Supreme Council of Antiquities. Construction workers first made the discovery, before archaeologists took over the excavations. They have also unearthed the alabaster head of a man, which could possibly be the tomb's occupant.

A lack of inscription inside the tomb means that telling who is inside is left down to science. The tomb was found 16 feet underground, and luckily, no ancient curse was unleashed after opening the artifact.

Mr Waziri declared: "We've opened it and, thank God, the world has not fallen into darkness.

Anonymous 02/11/18 (Sun) 13:13 ID: 6c863a No: 339453 >>339453
I would like to inquire of Q (with highest respect) whether RED OCTOBER refers to 1) the fictional submarine whose torpedo homed in on itself and destroyed itself or 2) the [RED OCTOBER] Красный Октябрь] cyberspionage malware discovered in October 2012-January 2013. It operated worldwide for up to 5 years before its discovery. It sent info ranging from diplomatic secrets to personal information, including from mobile devices. Red October was termed an advanced cyberspionage campaign intended to target diplomatic, governmental and scientific research organizations worldwide.

QiuW.0ye166x 02/11/18 (Sun) 13:23: Future news will highlight. Note [The Hunt For] was dropped. Details matter.
Q

"I was the first to put my whole head inside the sarcophagus... and here I stand before you... I am fine."

Could the mummy be Alexander the Great?
Due to the size of the sarcophagus, speculation of whom it holds has been rife. Many believed the eerie ancient coffin could hold the bones of Alexander the Great. However, the discovery of this mysterious sarcophagus could reinvigorate interest in the hunt for the final resting place of Alexander the Great. The ancient Greek king's burial place has been so far lost to history.

He was a member of the Argad dynasty and died at the age of just 32 in 323 BC.

It would have been a find-of-the-century level discovery if tests prove the lost Greek lies in the sarcophagus.

However, experts believe that the skeletons belonged to three soldiers.
As America's Mercury Seven astronauts were launched on death-defying missions, television cameras focused on the brave smiles of their young wives. Overnight, these women were transformed from military spouses into American royalty. They had tea with Jackie Kennedy, appeared on the cover of Life magazine, and ...
THE MONARCHY WHICH INCLUDES
WORLD LEADERS HAVE ALWAYS USED
THE 'LION' AS THEIR 'POWER' SYMBOL....
THE LOST SYMBOL
EGYPTIAN GLYPH
OF RA AND THE
OBELISK

THE SYMBOL OF RA
IS THE "X" THAT MARKS
THE SPOT ON THE GROUND
WASHINGTON DC

PYRAMIDS ON
MARS

Q: MAP IS ALSO ON "MARS"
AND WASHINGTON D.C
(CONSTRUCTED IN '791) IS A
"MIRROR IMAGE"........AS ABOVE
SO BELOW........

http://thehiddenrecords.com/mars

Q: Biggest cover up in our history.
01/13/18
YOU ARE BEING PROVIDED
THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF
INTEL TO EVER BE DROPPED
PUBLICLY IN THE HISTORY
OF THE WORLD

Q: SPACE AGENCY
11/30/17 (Thu)
SA controlled US puppets.
Strings cut.
UFO Hunters Discover 'Castle Ruins' On Mars

There are not buildings on Mars. But that doesn’t mean we can’t pretend there are by drawing squares around conventionally shaped rocks and giving them a 97% chance of being evidence of alien civilizations.

That’s just what UFO Sightings has done over this set of pictures taken by the Global Mars Surveyor Mission (a mission which ended in 2006).

Everyone’s favourite hyper-optimistic UFO website suggests the buildings “over millions of years in space, they get covered by cosmic dust particles and get buried”. That’s why they look so much like, you know, rocks.
Here is the second meaning behind Q’s MOAB! It was the ancient name for a part of Jordan (near the Israeli border) where Wayne Herschel discovered a gigantic FACE that is identical in geometry and proportions to the one on MARS...

Scholars do not recognise this mound as a face. However, they agree that it is a Bronze Age mound hill that they say is over 5000 years old. Still it remains a ‘mystery’ to them as to what this mound represents. What is more, it turns out to be the location where they found the earliest usage of the word that became accepted as ‘God’.

There was something more... something just as mind-blowing. My researcher colleague Martin Molnar-Göb found that Succoth the name is apparently named after a star constellation... the Pleiades! ref.
What is a legend? Why is a legend useful?

**THE HOLY GRAIL & SOLAR TRINITY DISCOVERY**

**AUGUST 2014:**

The Holy Grail legend is believed by millions to be a single chalice once tied to the Christ story that had some magic and powers. Once reading the history here you will probably begin to see every piece of the evidence on it appears designed by the powers that be to steer truth seekers off track from its secret.

But it truly does hold something much bigger and human uplifting that CAN change the world.

With great importance and the feeling of an overwhelming sense of responsibility, the time has come to reveal this mystery of 'The' Holy Grail.

I am aware there is already an 'official denial' protocol where any material that supports claims that we are not alone in the universe is outright rejected without reasons given until further notice by our powers that be.

This claim does cover sensitive material and I ask those of sensitive religious belief to be open minded to the purity that dwells in these hidden records.

The Holy Grail knowledge IS something that can create WORLD PEACE that the Christ no doubt also taught. The ritual teaching of what is meant by the Grail in heavenly communion is at hand here using a special designed chalice in a celebration of a human uplifting truth, the genesis of a holy bloodline proving ALL humanity are EQUAL and SACRED, because the star map evidence appears to have been given to ALL ancient civilisations by heavenly visitors. This is the greatest hidden secret on Earth.

They answer the mystery of the Solar Trinity legend.

---

1958 VIKING PROBE 1976

**THE FACE ON MARS**

**Against the Fall of Night**

A novel of the future—a brave new world is deadly trouble.

**PUBLISHED 1960**
There is a special gland that sits at the center of the brain called the pineal gland. In ancient cultures, it was known as the “third eye.” It is believed that the pineal gland could expand your consciousness, allowing you to transcend consciousness on the physical plane and merge with God on the spiritual plane. The pineal gland has more to do with the seat of the soul and consciousness than the actual brain, and thus, this type of experience with the pineal gland could expand your consciousness. At least this is what the spiritual men of many ancient cultures believed, and since even modern medicine still sees the pineal gland as an enigma, it wouldn’t be so quick to pass this off as ancient hogwash. We do know that the pineal gland regulates the body’s circadian rhythms and all of its natural hormones through its interconnection with the brain. It is the center for the power of thought.

**Thus the real secret of the Illuminati ‘Eye of Horus’ is actually the body’s *pineal gland**, which is located in the brain in the **forehead area** and is what the anomaly means on the carved statues and the all important **Jordan face** that is called **Pineal**. The sole purpose for adding atomic waste derived fluoride to drinking water & toothpaste is to destroy the pineal gland function.**

---

**The Devastating Effect of Fluoride on the Pineal Gland**

- **Quick Facts**
  - More people drink fluoridated water in the United States than the rest of the world combined.
  - Heavy tea drinkers risk fluoride-induced bone diseases.
  - 97% of western Europe has rejected water fluoridation.
  - Fluoride has been linked to male infertility.

**In point of fact, Fluoride causes more human cancer death and causes it faster than any other chemical.**

- Dean Burk, Congressional Record 21 July 1976

---

**Yet, this is OK in 1-2 glasses of Fluoridated Water?**
The Campus Martius (Latin for the “Field of Mars”, Italian Campo Marzio), was a publicly owned area of ancient Rome about 2 square kilometres (490 acres) in extent. In the Middle Ages, it was the most populous area of Rome.

**ROME, ITALY**

The beautiful and peaceful Field of Mars Park or Pedion tou Areos in ...
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/510347520194348996/

The beautiful and peaceful Field of Mars Park or Pedion tou Areos in Greek. (Walking Athens, Route 09 - Exarheia)

**ATHENS, GREECE**

The Champ de Mars (French pronunciation: [ʃɑ̃ d maʁ]; English: Field of Mars) is a large public greenspace in Paris, France, located in the seventh arrondissement, between the Eiffel Tower to the northwest and the École Militaire to the southeast.

**PARIS, FRANCE**

The Field of Mars is almost as old as St. Petersburg itself.
www.saint-petersburg.com › Sights & Attractions › Parks and Gardens ›
With its proud military traditions, the Field of Mars next to the Summer Garden in St. Petersburg dates back to the very birth of the city.

**ST PETERSBURG, RUSSIA**

Why the Name: Cairo? | African Heritage ▶ MARS IS POPULAR...
8 Sep 2014 - Well, Cairo’s official name is al-Qahirah, which means literally “Place or Camp of Mars”, in reference to the fact that the planet was rising at the time of the city’s foundation as well as, “the Vanquisher”, “the Conqueror”, “the Victorious” or “the Strong” (al-Qahirah) in reference to the much awaited Caliph Al-Mu’tasim. **CAIRO MEANS MARS IN ARABIC, EGYPT**
ANCIENT ASTRONAUT ARTIFACT EXHIBIT & TALK
CAPE TOWN ERIN HALL

An exclusive collection of 30 of the most famous and revealing ancient artifact museum replicas (exhibit list here) from all over the world on display with their decoded secrets. Replicas will be available to collectors to raise research funds. They all seem to be telling the same secret… who we are and where we come from.

Special reveal talk and slide show of some latest breaking new discoveries will launch on this day involving lost truths hidden in the big 4 religions, their star maps and a star gate device discovery.
But the best evidence for Orion Man Gilgamesh is because he has another constellation placed in orientation with him personally. The Rabbit constellation of LEPUS.

This small piece of the puzzle places the rabbit correctly depicted if Gilgamesh is personification of Orion that uses his belt stars to show the way to the Rabbit area.

A WORMHOLE IS SO NAMED BECAUSE THEY LOOK LIKE A PLASMA FILAMENT.

AND THUS WHY THE ANCIENTS DREW THEM AS SERPENTS...
Carbon-14 dating established that the book is a century older than scholars had previously thought. The enigmatic Voynich Manuscript, a mysterious book that has frustrated codebreakers and linguists for a century, was penned on 15th-century parchment pages, according to U.S. researchers. 11 Feb 2011

Mysterious Manuscript's Age Determined - Seeker
https://www.seeker.com/mysterious-manuscript-age-determined-1765178855.html

Q: Mar 08 2018 18:59:27 Q lUW.yye1fxo 592913
>>592945

NO DEALS!

Holy Grail - Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records...
www.thehiddenrecords.com/grail.php

The Voynich manuscript deals with secret writing still not deciphered and it looks a lot like Da Vinci's secret writing. The images on the manuscript depict nymphs - souls travelling the cosmos through cosmic wormholes, and records of plants that are probably not of this world.

Alice & Wonderland.

The Wonderland of ALICE: Q&A with Thomas M. Cormier | ORNL

23 Aug 2017 - The Wonderland of ALICE: Q&A with Thomas M. Cormier. Experiment sends physicists down cosmic rabbit hole in search of quark–gluon signal of Big Bang. Particles collide and stream through ALICE's detectors, such as the time-projection chamber shown here, and leave tracks that reveal their velocities. ...
ALICE detects quark-gluon plasma, a state of matter thought to have formed just after the big bang.

ALICE is the acronym for A Large Ion Collider Experiment, one of the largest experiments in the world devoted to research in the physics of
The Cosmic Dragon I established is the same as the Cosmic Serpent both representing the star gate wormhole and it has the open mouth conduit just like the Maya temple!

FROM: THE ALPHA OMEGA TAURUS STAR GATE REVELATION PDF BY WAYNE HERSCHEL

This tragic misunderstanding over centuries has caused billions to have no idea what the lion/dragon/serpent symbolism 'really means.' It means 'star gate' wormhole travel.......

The cover up has resulted in the dragon/serpent being demonized & millions believing in reptilian beings.....

Ideal monsters for a fake alien invasion...using Project Blue Beam......

Serpent Mound Ohio Reveals Its Archaeoastronomy Secret

Another example of Q's 'map'

Historical map reveals "Orions Belt"

Serpent Mound Ohio Reveals Its Archaeoastronomy Secret

Orions belt shows the way to Pleiades & primary ancestor star SOL 1

Historical map reveals "Orions Belt"
EXTRAORDINARY! ONE FROM SUMER-NOW SOUTHERN IRAQ-THE OTHER IN GUATEMALA CENTRAL AMERICA... BOTH WITH IDENTICAL CARVED IN STONE SUN TRINITY.... EACH ALSO DISPLAYING THE PLEIADES, EACH THOUSANDS OF YEARS OLD... AND EACH SEPARATED BY 7882 MILES...
What are they sitting on? Perfectly lined up? Why?

IN OTHER WORDS... Q's 'MAP'...

Astronomers have desisted from commenting after realising the patterns speak for themselves. But what is more daunting for scholars is that if these patterns so meticulously laid out by the ancients on the ground are indeed generating a very specific area in the night sky. Wayne believes in his conclusion it presents a very powerful case for our human ancestors having originating from the stars. Specifically the sun god Ra.

"The 3000 year old papyrus has everything I was looking for... the cosmic address of the ultimate Sun God "Ra" what his celestial ship looked like, and where it landed... all this in a well known Genesis portrayal of the beginnings of ancient Egypt."

I am being smeared with a 'google bomb attack' where a large psy-ops website called ATS 'Above top Secret' poses as a public research on paranormals cases. A short while ago when I released my UFO found on an Egyptian papyrus finding (click news at top of page) the ATS forums bells and whistles went off again in a...
What is the significance of the colors, design and symbol above the dome? Why is this relevant?

**IT IS AN ANTI-GRAVITY FLYING SPACESHIP DISC...**

**PAPYRUS DISCOVERY**

**ZEP TEPH - FIRST TIME IN EGYPT**

**DJDJKHONSUFANKH**

**UFO SPHINX PAPYRUS**

**MILKY WAY COSMOS PERSONIFIED**

**SOLAR TRINITY**

**COSMIC WOMB BIRTHS SUN FOR LIFE**

**DEITY SHOWN WITH WINGS AS ONE ABLE TO TRAVERSE THE HEAVENS**

**WORMHOLE**

**CELESTIAL SHIP LANDING NARRATED TWICE**

**TERRA FIRMA**

**WORMHOLE**

**CELESTIAL SHIP LANDING NARRATED TWICE**

**TERRA FIRMA**

**WAYNE HERSHEY (C) 2016**

---

**Q! ITPhb.qbjqo ID: 8G7G+UJ9 Mon 20 Nov 2017 01:29:00 No.150166904 View**

Who unlocked the door of all doors?

**Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records - discovered 35 ...**

www.thehiddenrecords.com/egypt-celestial-ship-landing-sphinx-ufo-papyrus-pleiades... ▼

I proposed in 2002 that it seems there was once an arched door in the back of the head of the Sphinx. You can clearly see how odd the back of the head is. It is flat and looks chopped off from a side elevation. Why have the landing place raised in the first place? Go back just 9000 years and it would be a green Sahara and ... thehiddenrecords.com

Go back just 9000 years and it would be a green Sahara and yes it was lion infested. But was this the choice for a lion monument. The answer is with the stars ... Leo... and how it is the key in unlocking the meaning of the Sphinx and pyramid layout ...?
What is the significance of the colors, design and symbol above the dome? Why is this relevant?

Sphinx... UFO = The Hidden Records
www.thehiddenrecords.com/egypt-celestial-ship-landing-sphinx-ufo-papyrus-pleiades...

DEIR EL MEDINA DOME CELESTIAL SHIP This mural above has a complete narration with it of how, why, when and from where. When I first saw the framework support I thought well this might explain Stonehenge as a circular frame landing port for a large flying disc to collect supplies etc, since Stonehenge layout plan is a ...

DOMED SHAPED ANTIGRAVITY FLYING DISC.

EGYPT GOSFORD AUSTRALIA

SOMERSET SCROLL SEAL

Why is it important to keep your enemies close *tracked*? Why do you seal canned goods?

ANOTHER DOMED SHIP DEPICTION

In Edfu another celestial ship relief carved in a Temple of Horus or Sokar according to scholars enters the presentation of evidence. Sokar is the deity depiction of just the Falcon face 'god' without any head crown decoration.

Two domed ship cases now are in contention with structural support beneath it and all the symbols explaining identical record as Deir el Medina.

It has the flock of birds on the front representing I believe the Pleiades of the ship and the Bull head of Taurus. A little more in the reasoning of the birds position as a cluster in context with the bull is that the pleiades cluster really is in this position with the bull's back in the sky.

The rope tethered cords are on the bull as previously and the ship rides its raised terrafirma 'floating' platform with feather of Maat truth and wisdom symbol. The whole ship again associated aboard a cosmic serpent. Riding a wormhole and passing through the opening veil as described earlier.

BLUE COLOURED BIRDS DEPICT THE PLEIADES

HORNS ARE THE TAURUS BULL constelllation STAR GATE

GREEN SERPENT DEPICTING WORMHOLE TRAVEL
A UFO on historical coins and the haratonohama Chinese depiction:

FROM: THE ALPHA OMEGA TAURUS STAR GATE REVELATION PDF - WAYNE HERSCHEL

If the grand secret involves extraterrestrial beings that once arrived on this world (our human ancestors from another star system) then did Washington leave any other clues proving how they got here? George Washington has presented so many clues that it is certain he wanted people of the future to crack his code. His story would not be complete until it depicts like the ancient civilizations some kind of celestial ship of those that came from above.

Did George Washington have ancient knowledge that also included the celestial ships of the gods?
Below scholar Mauro Biglino explains about his 30 years of work translating 23 books of the Bible (for the Vatican publisher), literally from the original Sumerian pictoglyphs and Amorite language once spoken in MOAB, which as we know was the ancient name for what is now Jordan by the Israeli border and where archaeoastronomer Wayne Herschel discovered the 'FACE.' Mauro's findings completely compliment and support Wayne Herschel's findings, and were controversial enough for the Vatican to suspend publishing his (Mauro's works) after 17 books. Out of HIS 23 books of translations 'they' only released 17. He translated the Sumerian pictoglyph RUASH to mean 'wind' or anything flying in the air quickly and causing wind- meaning an antigravity flying disc...The current, deliberately mistranslated word is spirit (as in spirit of God)...
What will the texts reveal?

MOAB or precursor?

Mauro Biglino translated 23 books of the Bible for the Vatican. He had to translate the Leningrad Codex (the version of the Bible which all three major monotheistic religions - Christian, Jewish and Muslim - recognize as the official Bible) from the Hebrew, word by word, literally and with no interpretation whatsoever. That is to say, he's not a wannabe kabbalist, conspiratorial or ufologist, since the official publishing organism of the Vatican approved and released those books, at least 17 of them. While working on the Bible, he realized that many of the stories this book tells were mistranslated, misinterpreted, mostly on purpose, in order to insert the notion of a spiritual all-mighty and unerring God. The picture he gives us of the bestseller of all times is surprisingly different from what we all were told. Actually, as soon as he released "THE BOOK THAT WILL FOREVER CHANGE OUR IDEAS ABOUT THE BIBLE - THE GODS COMING FROM SPACE" the Vatican suspended all further publications of Mauro Biglino's works. Let's discover why.

REMEMBER: MOAB IS THE FORMER ANCESTRAL KINGDOM OF WHAT IS NOW JORDAN & WHERE AMORITES SETTLED & SPOKE AMORITE.

Mauro Biglino is an Italian scholar in religious studies, for about thirty years he has been researching the so-called "sacred texts" in the belief that only knowledge and direct analysis of the ancient writers' message can lead to true and profound understanding of the religious thought expressed by humanity.

The later theological elaboration, when God's figure was created, led to attaching to RUACH the meaning of spirit that's how the RUACH was represented in the Sumerian pictograms, because this word isn't Jewish but of Sumerian origin. That's why my notes translate the first RUACH as "spirit" and the RUACH of the Hebrews came from an antigravity flying disc.
In this extraordinary next sequence from MAURO BIGLINO’S presentation, he then discusses how the VATICAN, quoting from the last edition of the LEXICON RECENTIS LATINITATIS, published by the LIBRERIA EDITRICE VATICANA, confirms the ‘RUACH’ SPACESHIP translation and meaning, by inserting and listing:

'NAVIS SIDERALIS'= STARSHIP
'AERIA NAVIS'= AIRSHIP
'AEREAUS VIATOR'= ASTRONAUT
'R.I.V'= RES INEXPLICATAE VOLANTES, meaning UFO (Unexplained Flying Object).

Then he continues by explaining the Biblical origin of the word 'HOLOCAUST' which he translates as meaning a BURNT ANIMAL OFFERING INCLUDING ITS FAT, and how the people offered it up to the visiting (human flesh and blood) Space Travellers (ELOHIM), worshipping them and considering them ‘GOD.’

He goes on to explain that the ELOHIM found the smell of the burnt offerings very appealing and soothing, because it reminded them of the smell of SPACE.

He concludes by explaining that at a conference that he attended he discovered that NASA commissioned a UK Perfume Company called OMEGA to produce a perfume that replicated this very same smell, in order to prepare Astronauts for the smell of SPACE, because, apparently, SPACE has a very strong and overwhelming smell/odour of burnt flesh or fried steak.

The Astronauts undertake 'antigravity' training in swimming pools laced with the perfume, in order to acclimatize them to this SPACE smell.
The NASA has CHARGED the Omega ingredients, an English perfume firm, Steven... 42:33 / 1:14:17

with the production of the essence... 42:10 / 1:14:17


18 Jul 2013 - Space is full of smells, but mostly the burning odor of hydrocarbons. ...Astronauts have reported smelling "burned" or "fried" steak after a space walk, and they ...three years ago, NASA reached out to Steven Pearce of the fragrance maker Omega ...

because they introduce it into the astronauts' environment as they dip into the water to exercise in absence of gravity

playing with water in zero-G zero-G NO GRAVITY

Watch the water... 42:10 / 1:14:17

Watch Astronauts Play Ping-Pong with Water in Ultra HD - Space.com
https://www.space.com › spaceflight

29 Apr 2017 - In the first live 4k video stream from the International Space Station on Wednesday (April 26), NASA astronauts Peggy Whitson and Jack Fischer wowed viewers by playing with water in zero-G and in ultra-HD. The duo started off with a game of space ping-pong, as Whitson called it, using a weightless ...

and they put it in because the astronauts have to get used to smell that stink

42:34 / 1:14:17

as they are going to smell it very often in the space.

Space smells like burning metal or steak when you www.businessinsider.com/what-does-space-smell-like-2016-3

27 Mar 2016 - Astronaut Scott Kelly smells space aboard the International Space Station.

And it's something that astronauts told, above all the ones who get out of the spaceship

that the stink of burnt meat is very strong... 42:45 / 1:14:17

Q's MAP

POPE COAT OF ARMS

FLYING DISC SHIP
The image below is a recreated portrayal of the Biblical epic of Ezekiel and his flying wheels within wheels:

WWW.ONEISM.ORG WAYNE HERSHEY

In Ezekiel chapter one it begins with these critical pieces of evidence as to what was seen in the sky:

"Each was a wheel within a wheel, that did not turn, BOTH upon their SIDES". 1:16,17 (Here is the ultimate description of a flying disc, not like wheels that run upright... they were on their sides in the sky!)

The text shown here is from editions of the Bible predating the year 1900. Scholars believed it was important to be changed! It reads in modern Biblical accounts now as a wheel INTERSECTING a wheel! How can this be allowed!

The balance of evidence is as follows with page references:

"There were crystal domes on the top of the flying wheels". 1:26 (firmament stretched forth over the beings heads).

"The rims of the wheels had eyes all around them". 1:18 (The edge of the flying disc rim perhaps describing illuminated port holes as seen in modern sightings).

"The strange fire beneath them was cold". 1:4, 10:2 (Common in modern sightings).

"Each produced a cloud and bright rainbow colour" 1:4, 1:28 (Common in modern sightings).
"Each of the four flying Cherubim made sounds like running water" 1:24 (Important ref to the same entities as my experience).

"There was 'something' that 'resembled' MEN (plural) on thrones on top of the four crystal domes" 1:26 (cannot possibly be God if there were four of them, but more importantly it was a shape that merely 'resembled' a man!)

The text shown on the Ezekiel Biblical epic image here is direct referencing of lines taken from copies of the Bible that were in circulation over a century ago. One has to question who and why the alteration was made in recent editions. The flying wheel within a wheel ‘both’ on their ‘sides’ is no longer a flying disc if it becomes a wheel INTERSECTING a wheel. Do religious authorities have the right to change it to be different to the flying discs of Egypt or Sumer, or are they trying to make their holy account different to the flying discs of other holy books? Perhaps more importantly they are trying to make it different to what many believe is the ultimate cover up conspiracy theory: Worldwide governments agreeing to hide all records of a secret truth, ... the subject of UFO’s.

Q: Biggest cover up in our history.

WWW.ONEISM.ORG WAYNE HERSCHEL
Another domed ship depiction

The apotheosis cycle is the latest in a series of ship landing cycles with apocalyptic themes.

VATICAN DOME DECODED.

All domed buildings across the world represent a space ship.

Aries

Best visible at 21:00 (9 p.m.) during the month of December.

As above so below...

The 'Aries' constellation is also near to the all important Pleiades/Taurus area of the map. Since the Egyptians depicted Earth's first colonization as a 'birth' event, & the Ram symbolically represents the human female reproductive system, some chose the Ram as a sacred honoring icon for mankind's first arrival on Earth from Sol 1.
The 'angel' showed Constantine and his army one night where the Cross of Christianity resides and pointed to the sky. The image below of an old manuscript with the Lamb of God on the hill...

VATICAN ALTAR
BIGGEST IN WORLD...

MONARCHY RAM
WITH 11 'MAP'

'This Ram symbolism refers to the Ram constellation that is near the Taurus constellation on the map.'

AS SHOCKING AS THIS MAY SEEM, WHEN THE VATICAN 'RAM' Constellation ALTAR IS TURNED UPSIDE DOWN, IT REVEALS O'S MAP WITH THE ORANGE STAINED GLASS WINDOW BEING SOL 1: THE WINDOW WHEN VIEWED FROM THE OUTSIDE ALSO REPRESENTS THE OPEN 'SERPENT/STAR GATE' MOUTH
WHAT LOOKS LIKE THE FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE PARTS IS REALLY SYMBOLIZING MANKIND'S FIRST EARTH/BIRTH ARRIVAL VIA A WORMHOLE... & CELEBRATED CHRISTMAS NIGHT
Ever wonder what the word 'KEY' has to do with King Solomon? The ancients used this icon in Elite society signifying that they were keepers of a grand secret... literally holding a 'key' in unlocking forbidden knowledge.
The word for God in biblical sources (Elohim) I believe can be decoded as advanced beings (plural). Advanced beings that came down from the sky! In its oldest account, the use of this word in plural form is found on a Face monument in Jordan identical in detail to the Face on Mars.

These people from the sky at Socoth are intrinsically linked to the deity founding the Sumerian civilisation. The goddess named Ashtar! Ashtar appears to be the embodiment of the sacred feminine mentioned earlier and the personification of the cosmos. Read on as more is explained and explored!
LARP stands for LHC (Large Hadron Collider) Accelerator Research Program.

ANOTHER ACRONYM FOR A.L.I.C.E:
- PORTAL/WORMHOLE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

THIS IS WHERE THE ELITES GET THERE BLUE BLOOD IDEA FROM....

7 OR SO BLUE BIRDS PlACED ON THE BACK OF THE COSMIC BULL... AS IT ENTERS THE VEIL CURTAIN GATE TO THE STARS...
SO THE ANCEINTS WERE OFTEN USING BIRDS TO DEPICT THE PLEIADES PART OF Q'S MAP, WITH THE GOBEKLI TEPE CLUSTER 17000 YEARS OLD. THEY ARE ALSO FOUND ON THE EGYPTIAN STONE CARVING OF A SPACESHIP, ROSSLYN CHAPEL CEILING, SCOTLAND & THE VATICAN MANUSCRIPT BELOW...

Q: [alpaca] Insider here (11/26/17 Sat) 04:38:33

Unicorn and fairy's ex-Jesus.
Some cowboys like me go out like that.

Tuba for eternity king-Terry

Alpha omega begin and the end.

ALPHA

OMEGA

DOUBLE CROSS

HIEROGLYPH FOR "TO RULE"

DOUBLE CROSS OF ORION

SARCOPHAGUS OF TUTANKHAMEN
Homo sapiens is the systematic name used in taxonomy for anatomically modern humans, i.e. the only extant human species. The name is Latin for "wise man" and was introduced in 1758 by Carl Linnaeus (who is himself also the type specimen).

This stunning 15th-century Italian banner called La Sapienza depicts a female coming through a star gate. Sapientia in Latin means wisdom...but the 'T' is highlighted. It therefore means a female Homo sapiens coming through/from the Taurus area constellation star gate...as it all over the globe represents the Taurus area by the Pleiades sol 1...

From: P.175 The Alpha Omega Taurus Star Gate Revelation pdf by Wayne Herschel

Q: (aQua) Insider here (11/12/27) Sat 00:38:33

Alpha omega the being and the end.

If Alpha = 'Taurus' & Omega = 'Star Gate'

Then, the 'God Creation Title of the Alpha & Omega reveals human genesis as an arrival from... The Taurus Star Gate
180

The Secret of Sion represents the culmination of William’s unique search in Gnostic literature and sacred art that maps the path, called the Way of Light, that leads to the gate of heaven. His quest led him through the worm hole, where he entered into the promised land of Sion, a place at the center of our galaxy that is inhabited by ascended humans. His journey is presented as an invitation to follow his path in the form of the greatest collection of third eye opening and soul rising ascension art ever assembled, one that illuminates the esoteric mysteries of the greatest cosmic story ever told.

The Secret of Sion reveals:

- Jesus is an avatar of a race of advanced and wise humans, known as Perfect Light Humans, who dwell at the center of our galaxy and travel via wormhole to and from this cosmic center.
- Jesus will return the same way he left, via a stargate.
- Members of the race of Perfect Light Humans have remained on earth for thousands of years. They are known as the most ancient of aliens.
- The Magi are representatives of the Perfect Light Humans.
- The Kit, an ascension art form in a Stargate technology called the Star Crown (of Rose Thorns), a mysterious anointing oil and a robe of light called the Beaming Garment.
- The Kit is periodically remembered in preparation for the return of the Avatars of Sion.

*Sign is rising and with it a new, new world order.*

The connection between the Mayan image of the serpent rope from the center of the galaxy and Christian Last Judgment art that shows a serpent linking earth and the Throne of God has been revealed. The old ways, the old days are over. Humanity is crossing a threshold and emerging into the light of Sion. It’s time to put our back behind us and embrace the Way of Light. It’s time to reveal The Secret of Sion.
They are inter-dimensional beings who came from an otherworldly holy place called Sion.

They crossed a forbidden barrier, transformed or morphed into human form and freely mingled with humans.

They intervened in human affairs.

They created a hybrid race with humans.
This is very curious. If you remember Q's post concerning ZEBRA ZEBRA where former President George W Bush was in a children's classroom when he was notified of the 9/11 attacks taking place.

At the precise moment the towers were being 'hit', the children were being made to recite words written on their teacher's board:

**KITE** HIT STEEL PLANE MUST.

The words have since been altered- you can clearly see where the word 'plane' has been photoshopped to now read 'playing,' 'hit' with 'kit,' and 'steel' to read 'steel.' But the audio recordings reveal the original words being chanted...

This post was decoded as identifying the attacks as being a Satanic Ritual.

The Author, Cynthia Hamil, whose article was used for the decode, points out that the word 'kite' apart from meaning a type of cheque fraud known as kiting, where, interestingly Donald Rumsfeld announced the day before 9/11 that $2.3 TRILLION was missing from the Budget, also has multiple spellings and esoteric (obscure) meanings.

C.H: "**KITE** is also an Egyptian bird that was linked with (the goddess) **ISIS**. ISIS is said in Egyptian Mythology to have taken the form of a 'kite' in various situations in order to resurrect the dead."

Author William Henry, in his many works decoding global, historic art, has discovered that the Ark of The Covenant which resembles a golden box, cube or footstool, is actually esoteric code for a fully operational 'STARGATE' where, before death or upon death, human beings can/do ascend a cosmic wormhole or light beam to return to and connect with the ultimate Creator.

In order to achieve this (before death) he believes a very specific 'beaming' garment, rod and special 'oil' was required.

He names the Ark, complete with this garment, rod and oil, the **KIT,'** as in tool kit.

He speculates that the Deep State Elites are only interested in accessing the 'STARGATE' because they wish to summon/commune with Satan who they believe is the Ultimate Creator. They want complete power and control over all of us. And because ALL the various end time religious beliefs involve the return of the Creator ONLY when the world is in complete war, suffering, chaos and turmoil, they want to create human sacrifice, chaos and turmoil utilising gross, false flag events to speed up the return of their 'God' Satan...

**STARGATE MOVIE 1994**

**PORTAL ACTIVATION SCENE**

WHY ARE FERRIS WHEELS (STARGATES) LOCATED IN CITIES EVERYWHERE?!
IS Q DRAWING OUR ATTENTION TO THE ‘LONDON EYE’ WHICH VERY FEW REALIZE, ALONG WITH ALL FERRIS WHEELS AROUND THE WORLD, SYMBOLIZES REAL LIFE STARGATES. THIS COULD EXPLAIN WHY ‘CERN’ THAT RUNS THE ‘A.L.I.C.E.’ PROGRAMME IN SWITZERLAND, HAS ONE AT ITS BUILDING ENTRANCE. HOW MANY TIMES DID Q POST ALICE...! WAYNE HERSCHEL HAS COMPLETELY DECODED THAT THE OMEGA SYMBOL REALLY REPRESENTS STARGATES AND PORTAL TRAVEL BY THE ANCIENTS.
Key of Solomon Parchment

Chinon Parchment

Ptolomys Clavicle of Solomon Parchment

ORION IS THE 'KEY'
The Sacred Cross

Job 38:31

Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades, or loose the bands of Orion?

True Cross... Belt... Band... Alignment
Just like the ‘real’ and innocent meaning of the 33rd and 666 was secretly encoded to mean something completely different (and negative) by the priesthood/monarchy/Elites; the same occurred with the Goat Headed ‘Baphomet’ Symbolism & Pentagram.

The truth of what it really means is the polar opposite of evil and proved historically from ancient texts, seals and other artifacts, but the deep state are desperate to maintain the secret from the masses. Many, if not most of the Satanists themselves will also have no idea that Baphomet has a sacred and honorable meaning.

It represents a feminine deity (hence the breasts) symbolically/metaphorically birthing/encoding ‘Mans’ human blueprint code and form during Mans’ first arrival on earth.

The elites wanted a male dominant hierarchy & system so they placed a ‘goat’ head on the deity and literally demonized it.
DEMONS = STARS. THE ELITE CONTINUED TO CONCEAL THE SECRET BY GIVING THE STARS DEMONIC NAMES SO EVENTUALLY THE 'STAR MEANING' BECAME DEMONIZED.

"BIND THE DEMONS"... UNLOCKS THE SOLOMON KEY SECRET

The Testament of Solomon manuscript speaks of the hidden knowledge in unlocking King Solomon's secret, and is without doubt of the very same theme with the talisman parchment with the lost symbol. I had realised that the ancient Hebrews encoded this manuscript with the complete layout of the star constellations using fictitious demonic characters. In much the same way as I had discovered in my book that...

50 pyramids of Lower Egypt are a group of joining constellations, so too are the 'demons' encoded in the Testament of Solomon manuscript.

To present it as 'work of the Devil'.

In fact, the very word 'demon' I have discovered actually has ancient Hebrew ties in the earliest Testament of King Solomon book which I discovered means... 'stars'!

We have been lied to for so long it seems. I have an article on the Solomon Key star map where King Solomon uses his ring with some sort of laser device and he teaches about following the stars of 'Ormis' (Orion) and seven 'demons' in Taurus (Taurus) to measure his house in the heavens.

"Demons" in this context are not evil spirit demons as one would imagine. The ancient scribes were telling the secret with a 'story' but for their Elite society encoding the stars and their names and positions, the secret is

Q! UW.yye1fxo 03/05/18 Learn double meanings, Q's PEN

Holy Grail - Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records ...
www.thehiddenrecords.com/grail.php
1. Cached
2. Similar

Theological scholars reading the altered gospels (already in Greek, not Hebrew or Aramaic) believe it was suicide. Such a claim does not make sense at all here. He was probably also murdered by the Romans.

Holy Grail - Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records ...
www.thehiddenrecords.com/grail.php
Theological scholars reading the altered gospels (already in Greek, not Hebrew or Aramaic) believe it was suicide. Such a claim does not make sense at all here. He was probably also murdered by the

NEWS - Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records - discovered ...
www.thehiddenrecords.com/news.php
This is perhaps where they are found and then silenced in many different ways, from smear campaigns, cyber attacks on listings of the book threats to distributors and
thehiddenrecords.com

He is believed to have had a paranormal encounter with beings not of the earth that is written of as some sort of angelic encounter and if true these beings not of this Earth no doubt showed him the hidden truth of the Christ story ref.

The 'angel' showed Constantine and his army one night where the Cross of Christianity resides and pointed to the sky. The image below of an old manuscript with the lamb of God on the hill of Zion defines the real Cross of the churches and the sun star and its crescent world associated with it.

It is compared to a 6000 year old petroglyph in Europe that Mártón Molnár-Gób of Hungary decoded that shows how Orion is a cosmic signpost using Orion's Belt alignment direction showing the way to the place of the star visitors. The references and comparison to something identical in Hinduism history is here ref.
This image is where Q mentioned PEOC. This is one of its three meanings—the most important one. It demonstrates that during that period, anybody trying to reveal the 'MAP' secret was literally murdered on a cross that symbolised the 'MAP' as a warning to others. You can see that it has the exoplanet in crescent (meaning its sun is behind it) with the 7 stars representing the 7 Pleiades. The most famous person to be
murdered on it is of course Jesus. He clearly upset the earliest BANKSTERS of his day when he entered the Temple and overturned their tables in anger.

---

The Hidden Records By Wayne Herschel, page 1 - Above Top Secret

www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread351591/pg1

1. Cached
2. Similar

29 Apr 2008 - 20 posts - 11 authors

There's a photo of me in uniform on page 300 of the book on Wayne Herschel and Judy Fallskog linked in my signature for verification of that. I'll tell you flat out that "Illuminati" are the very least of your worries at the Olympics, and if I still worked for G4S, I wouldn't work the Olympics on a dare. They don't...

Ancient star maps - Wix.com
anzoboma82.wixsite.com/ancientstarmaps/christian

1. Cached

Wayne Herschel on his dedicated site the Key of Solomon showed a row of breakthroughs that led to the ultimate secret of just what the sacred cross of the Christ was. One of the painters was Domenico di Michelino who took part in creating the murals for the Florence Cathedral, the signature monument of the city. ref He was...
The Vatican Altar with 7 Stars around it.

The Westminster Abbey 'COSMATI PAVEMENT' laid in 1268 with its 7 Stars....
The HALO with the face in front of it means SOL 1, whilst the upwards pointing 'HAND GESTURE' means -Man is from Sol 1..and can you see the top character is holding a book that depict the ALPHA & OMEGA symbols clear as anything!
And now for the real meaning of Christmas Day. In Washington D.C and Rome, late 24th December is when the perfect astronomical alignment is achieved with Orion's Belt Stars aligning 33 DEGREES with SOL 1 just below the Pleiades. The celebration was honoring Mankind's first EARTH arrival from SOL 1, which is why the Day was called SOL INVICTUS, until Constantine changed it to Christmas Day to try and conceal the secret and keep control of the MASSES.
If you remember the Egyptians called the Goddess depicting the Milky Way Star Map -NUT. It is metaphoric. The womb terminology means 'Mankinds' birthing/first arrival from SOL 1 (that forms a triangle with the other 2 exoplanets, and therefore resembles a womb shape). It's fascinating to discover that the chequered tiles on the Freemason Map are secret code for TIME Markers i.e. each tile represents a measurement of time, so an
Astronomer can calculate (by then Star positions) when this first Earth Settlement occurred. Note they are 13 tiles wide, so there you have the real meaning behind the number 13. And the Deep State mockingly have Police Officers all over the world displaying a chequerboard strip on their hats/caps with no idea what it means.

IT MUST BE POINTED OUT THAT 99.99% OF CURRENT 'Masons' DO NOT ENGAGE IN THESE TERRIBLE CRIMES,-NOR-DO THEY KNOW THE REAL 'STAR MAP' SECRET...
THEY HAVE BEEN MISLEAD & LIED TO, THE SAME AS EVERYONE ELSE...
THIS FACT IS CONFIRMED IN THE PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERS OF ZION... BUT THEIR MEMBERSHIP ALLOWS THE PERPETRATION OF EVIL ACTS IN THEIR NAME AS A CONSEQUENCE..A FACT THAT SHOULD OUTRAGE THEM ONCE THEY FIND OUT......

You don't get more blatant than this for the womb/birthing symbolism...
And here are 2 of Q's RR's-the Easter Island MOAI numbers 156 and 157. Despite being located thousands of miles away on a tiny mid Pacific Ocean Island, their carvings are a triple match for carvings found on carved stone statues at Gobekli Tepe, Turkey- a recently revealed 17,000 year old site. They reburied the MOAI to try and cover up this evidence.
WHY WERE THESE 2 MOAI EXCAVATED & THEN REBURIED?

BECAUSE THEY MATCH SAME SYMBOLS
ON GOBEKLI TEPE PILLAR, EGYPTIAN EIGHTH & SAME HAND POSITION AS GOBEKLI TEPE

AND WHAT IS AN EGYPTIAN STAR SYMBOL
DOING ON AN 'EASTER ISLAND' 'MOAI' STONE
STATUE 1000's OF MILES AWAY FROM EGYPT IN
THE PACIFIC OCEAN??

HE IS WEARING HIS BELT AROUND HIS WAIST....ORION's BELT STARS...

EGYPTIAN STAR SYMBOL FOUND AT EASTER ISLAND
AND ROSSLYN CHAPEL, SCOTLAND...
The Ultimate monument of Ra in Egypt and in DC

Most people think the Sphinx or the Great Pyramid is Egypt’s ultimate monument. That is completely incorrect. The Ra Obelisk was once the only monument to be capped in gold.

I offer this final piece of the hidden records of history fitting the same mystery of the lost meaning of the pyramids with their star connection. All 50 of the pyramids of lower Egypt map out a string of constellations and the proverbial “x” that marks the spot is the grand obelisk of RA and it is placed dead centre… in the pyramid field!
This is stunning. Why? Because the newly built DUBAI in the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
has had Q's Map included as part of the layout, in a massive way. Is it the New Babylon since it is a honeypot magnet destination for the Elite and swarms of desperate prostitutes, having been constructed using Indian/Pakistani/Philippino slave labour.
LEARN THE DOUBLE MEANINGS

The only choice of reaction possible by Schonberger to this publication will be to attack either the writing style or claim the interpretations are fantasy. I expect nothing less. Reasoning, logic and repeating measurable patterns are all on my side.

SPACE THEMED HOTEL

Fantasy Land
Space Sounds
Electronic - 13 Jul 2011

THIS MEANS THAT THE MAPS AND GEOGROMS CAN CLEARLY 'ONLY' BE SEEN FROM 40,000 FEET, YET THE ANCIENTS WHO BUILT THEM THOUSANDS OF YEARS AGO WERE SUPPOSED TO BE PRIMITIVES WITH NO KNOWLEDGE, NO ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AND NO CONTACT WITH EACH OTHER FROM CONTINENT TO CONTINENT... YET ALL BUILDING IDENTICAL MAPS WITH THE SAME 'MESSAGE'... AND WHO IS THE MESSAGE FOR? OTHER SPACE TRAVELLERS TO LET THEM KNOW 'WHERE' WE ORIGINATED FROM & THAT WE WELCOME ANOTHER VISIT FROM OUR BENEVOLENT ANCESTORS...

And what did SNOW WHITE's dwarfs do in the daytime? Mining.

Scientists detect a gold-endowing star collision (Daily Mail Online)

www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/.../Scientists-detect-gold-endowing-star-collision.html

Gold Extraction is complete.
Get ready for an interplanetary GOLD RUSH: Space mining laws set to spark explosion in extraterrestrial extractions

- President Barack Obama signed legislation at the end of November
- Allows commercial extraction of minerals and other materials
- Expected to kick off an extraterrestrial gold rush

By AFP
PUBLISHED: 07:19, 8 December 2015 | UPDATED: 09:46, 14 December 2015

Flashing some interplanetary gold bling and sipping ‘space water’ might sound far-fetched, but both could soon be reality, thanks to a new US law that legalizes cosmic mining.

Asteroid mining made legal after passing of ‘historic’ space bill in US

The dawn of the space mining age could soon be upon us thanks to the passing of a new space bill in the US
An evil billionaire man sets a plan to fly to the moon, mine its minerals, and steal the American flag put there by the Apollo XI team, Mike goes on an adventure to stop him by hiding in the space shuttle with his grandfather, Frank, and his friends Amy and Marty and a clever chameleon, Igor.

Mike blasts off to the moon to capture the flag and reunite his family!

Luxembourg's asteroid mining bid is Europe's first | New Scientist
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg2076253-luxembourgs-asteroid-mining-bid-is-europ...
3 Feb 2016 - Luxembourg's asteroid mining bid is Europe's first. Three satellites surround an asteroid. There's gold in them there asteroids. NASA. Outer space mining has now gone global. This morning, Etienne Schneider, the deputy prime minister of Luxembourg, announced a space resources initiative to encourage...

Q: FIND THE KEYSTONE
1) IS the SPACECRAFT called ROSETTA after the famous Egyptian Stone.

DANDALEITH STONE
CONSIDERED MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE ROSSETA STONE
www.thehiddenrecords.com

Q: SLEEPING BEAUTY-
SPACECRAFT NICKNAME

FINDING THE 'KEYSTONE' IN SCOTLAND
www.thehiddenrecords.com
Q: SLEEPING BEAUTY=ESA SPACE CRAFT spent 31 months in hibernation
Q: Fly Eagles Fly=‘eagle’s flight’ song lyrics from SLEEPING SATELLITE!
WHEN SEARCHING FOR THE SONG THE ONLY VERSION THAT COMES UP IF YOU add-SPACE IS THE ONE SHOWING THE ‘PLEIADES’ AS THE COVER! Q: THERE ARE NO COINCIDENCES

Since then, the discoveries made are mind-blowing
One door closes, another 3 doors open

Key - unlocks the door of all doors (info)
Stone - the force / strength capable of yielding power to act on info
Key+Stone= PROOF OF HIDDEN KNOWLEDGE / FREEDOM

Hidden Records: The Star of the Gods by Wayne Herschel, Birgitt
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/hidden-records-wayne-herschel/
1. Cached
31 Dec 2003 - I think it is way past time we look at the “hidden knowledge” that is left for us plain as day in “stone” around the world for us as humans to see. There is a reason for everything and I think that this book and in my opinion the much respected author “Wayne Herschel” nails it where other people, scholars and ...

Military intelligence, No Such Agency=LIES
key=WAYNE HERSCHEL thehiddenrecords
POTUS and Patriots = stone
PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES
WHICH WE MUST GET OUT THERE AND SHARE
You can't have Poo Poo without Pee Pee!

Astronaut Scott Kelly just recounted a terrifying experience with a 'gallon-sized' ball of pee.


28 Jan 2016 - The acid is added to the urine so the urine doesn't damage the machinery that moves it through the system. It keeps it from clogging up the...
Here's another of the 4 meanings for NK.

Natural killer T (NKT) cells are a heterogeneous group of T cells that share properties of both T cells and natural killer cells. Many of these cells recognize the non-polymorphic CD1d molecule, an antigen-presenting molecule that binds self and foreign lipids and glycolipids. They constitute only approximately 0.1% of all peripheral blood T cells. Natural killer T cells should not be confused with natural killer cells.

They are weakened during prolonged periods in SPACE.
And now you know who the BAKER is when Q asked is the Baker compromised.
Can you believe the NASA image of their supposed Space vehicle that will land on MARS is a Globus Cruciger in appearance. Q How many coincidences do you need before you believe?

And then they boldly display the ‘MAP’ on their Official 20/20 MARS Poster. And the Expedition NUMBER? 45. And the Pleiades astronomical identity marker is M45 (Messier 45).
It seems only the President gets a Free Pass. to where exactly? Remember Q said ORIG. Jeff Bezos's Space Company is called Blue Origin...
Jeff Bezos' Blue Origin successfully tests its space tourism rocket... [uk.businessinsider.com/jeff-bezos-new-shepard-rocket-test-launch-success-2017-12]

13 Dec 2017 - Blue Origin is also working on a larger and more powerful rocket system that could take people to orbit and even the moon. Jeff Bezos the founder of Amazon and the secretive rocket company Blue Origin, has successfully test-launched a rocket system with a dummy and several experiments inside.

Next Mars rover will have 23 ‘eyes’ - ScienceDaily [https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171103123016.htm]

3 Nov 2017 - NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before it: a grand total of 23 to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles, study the... [20/20 Vision] The cameras on 2020 will include more color and 3-D imaging than on Curiosity, said Jim Bell of Arizona State.

Sea plankton 'found living around International Space Station'... [www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science-space]

21 Aug 2014 - Russian cosmonauts claim to have discovered tiny marine creatures thriving in zero-gravity on the outside of the International Space Station. ... on the visually sensitive elements, like windows, as well as just the hull of the ship itself that will build up whenever they do thruster firings for things like re-boosts.


Although the cosmonauts did sample the outside of the space station and a window on one of the modules this week, they were not necessarily looking for traces of microbes, according to NASA.

Why NASA watches out for true UFOs - Technology & science - Space... [www.nbcnews.com/id/25147789/ns/...And_Space/why-nasa-watches-out-true-ufos/]

13 Jun 2008 - Since Mercury days, NASA engineers have realized that visual sightings of anomalies can sometimes provide clues to the functioning — or malfunctioning — of the spaceships that contain their precious astronauts. White dots outside the window could be spray from a propellant leak, or ice particles, flaking...
Hubble discovers vast evidence of water in rare exoplanet's atmosphere

Together, they must journey through the galaxy, following the breadcrumbs left by the ORION (HUNTER) in Greek Mythology.

How bad is the corruption?

FBI (past/present)

It's a message to DIT (the 4th PRESIDENT) to announce the truth concerning the MAP that involves the 7 DWARF Planets of the Pleiades, whose official constellation guide number was 45. It just so happens to be the expedition number for the upcoming 2020 MARS mission.

29 + 16 = 45

PRINTED 1985-1995

4G in space: Telecom giants to set up mobile internet on the Moon

Vodafone, Nokia and PTScientists to install 4G on the moon in 2019

metro.co.uk > Tech > Nasa

27 Feb 2018 - The moon will soon have a mobile internet network. Vodafone and Nokia have revealed plans to install a 4G network on the moon which will be used during the first private mission to the lunar surface. In 2019, a German firm called PTScientists will launch a pioneering expedition to the moon.
Russia aims to develop 'teleportation' in 20 years - The Telegraph
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/06/22/russia-aims-to-develop-teleportation-in-

22 Jun 2016 - It’s a question that physicists, philosophers, and science fiction writers have pondered for decades: how to travel from one place to another without travelling through the space in between. Now a Kremlin-backed research program is seeking to make the teleportation technology behind Captain Kirk’s ...

This means they ‘already’ have it.............

Proceedings of the Scientific-Practical Conference “Research and ...
https://books.google.co.uk/books?isbn=3319628704
Oliphant R.: Russia aims to develop «teleportation» in 20 years. The Telegraph
[Electronic source]. URL: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/06/22/russia-aims-
to-develop-teleportationin-20-years 8. Photonics21.org [Electronic source].

BREAKING: Army scientists successfully ‘teleport’ Soldiers

By Bob Ramen, USAF Public Affairs
April 1, 2016

April 1, 2016

THELEPORTATION DISCLOSURE CONCEALED AS AN APRIL FOOL'S DAY JOKE -2016

THEY LOVE TO MOCK US...

RELATED STORIES

NOVEMBER 1, 2017
New life after Hurricane Sandy

OCTOBER 30, 2017

George’s Secret Key to the Universe

by Lucy Hawking, Stephen Hawking
George’s Secret Key to the Universe #1

Synopsis:

Q: HELLO GEORGE

George’s pet pig breaks through the fence into the garden next door – introducing him to his new neighbour: the scientist, Eric, his daughter, Annie, and a super-intelligent computer called Cosmos. And from that moment George’s life will never be the same again, for Cosmos can open doors to the point in space...

Written by science educator Lucy Hawking and her father – the most famous scientist in the world – and illustrated by Gary Parsons, George’s Secret Key to the Universe will take you on an extraordinary ride through space to discover the
Domino's pizza has announced plans to conquer the final frontier by opening the first pizza restaurant on the Moon.
TRUMP'S UNCLE SEIZED ALL OF NILOKA TESLA'S WORK WHICH ELON MUSK NOW HAS AND IS BEING USED IN NORTH KOREA

DECLASSIFY THE TRUTH CONCERNING THE HISTORY OF ATLANTIS
EM was awarded $4.9 billion of TAXPAYERS money for private SECRET Space Projects ...

(ANTARCTICA) = ATLANTIS = NORTH KOREA
HUMAN CLONING FACTORIES

NK IS CLEARLY WHERE A REAL LIFE STAR GATE MOVIE SCRIPT IS TAKING PLACE
PERFECT DECOY COUNTRY AS NO ONE CAN GO THERE, NO ONE WANTS TO GO THERE, AND EVERYONE HAS BEEN MADE TO BELIEVE IT IS PUBLIC ENEMY NO 1 AND DANGEROUS.

THERE IS NO NUCLEAR THREAT WHATSOEVER. ITS A COVER ……
Kim Jong-un says North Korea will now 'CONQUER OUTER SPACE'...

18 Feb 2017 - KIM JONG-UN has moved beyond North Korean world domination and is now planning to 'conquer OUTER SPACE'. The fiery opinion piece, seen by Express.co.uk, is titled 'Conquering Outer Space Is Path of Revolution, Independence'.

READ MORE: What will Donald Trump do about Kim... CONTROLS KIM & N. KOREA

---

**THE HIDDEN RECORDS OF ATLANTIS**

---

Q: November 2, 2017 7:03 pm
UserID: KCI7sSpZ PostNo: 147679416
You can count the people who have the full picture on two hands.
Of those (less than 10 people) only three are non-military.
Why is this relevant?
Game theory.
Outside of a potential operator who has been dialled-in orders (specific to his/her mission) nobody else has this information.
Operators never divulge.
Alice & Wonderland.

---

*These star gates have the cosmic address that they appear to be 'dialled into'***

---

FEATURE ARTICLE: THE END TIMES - WAYNE HERSCHEL DISCOVERS RECORDS OF ANCIENT STAR GATE DEVICES. THEY ALL SEEM TO BE 'DIALED UP' WITH THE SAME TAURUS ADDRESS: THE SYMBOLS OF THE ALPHA & OMEGA ARE DECODED AND IT REVEALS A SHOCKING ALIEN MESSAGE IN THE BOOK OF REVELATION END TIMES QUOTE
"LESS THAN '10' PEOPLE KNOW"

You can count the people who have the full picture on two hands.
Of those (less than 10 people) only three are non-military.

Why is this relevant?
Game theory.

Outside of a potential operator who has been dialed-in w/ orders (specific to his/her mission) nobody else has this information.

Operators never divulge

Alice & Wonderland

HD283271/SOL 1 FROM HERSHEYEL'S MAP

A LARGE ION COLLIDER EXPERIMENT - COSMIC

WORMHOLE TRAVEL FROM CERN, SWITZERLAND

THE HIDDEN RECORDS

These star gates have the cosmic address that they appear to be "dialed into"

Q:

1/15/17 (Wed) 00:16
It's a tiny tiny world

1812
Snow White
AND THE SEVEN DWARFS

OMEGA "STARGATE" SYMBOL

OMEGA TECHNOLOGY HEALING POD/STASS CHAMBER

SNOW WHITE & OMEGA "STARGATE" INITIATION
NOW WE PICK UP AGAIN WHERE WE LEFT THE MINING STORY EARLIER. Q ’BE PREPARED FOR WHAT YOU FIND.’
12 Nov 2017 - Emirates Mars Mission, also known as Al-Amal or Hope, is the first Arab mission to Mars. It is under development at the UAE Space Agency. The Emirates Mars Mission will focus on the Martian atmosphere and climate. It will study how the lower and upper layers of the atmosphere interact with each other.

UAE drops hints on its quest to build a city on Mars - Daily Mail Online

10 May 2017 - 'In the UAE... we believe that we are on the cusp of a new age of exploration,' Saeed Al Gergawi, Program Director of the Mars 2117 program at the Mohammed bin Rashid Space Centre (MBRSC), announced at the Humans to Mars summit in Washington, DC. "There's a new space...

Q: The complete picture would put 99% of Americans (the World) in a hospital. And how can we go from - there's no atmosphere, water or life on Mars- just a few years ago to how boldly stating we are going to colonize it with cities. Unless they are not telling us about what they already know is up there...?? thehiddenrecords.com/cydonia

US taxpayers are paying for it all.

11392 13393 13394 13395 13396 13397 13398 13401 13402 13407 13411

Paolo Nespoli
ESA Astronaut, ASI – VITA mission

Red Cross flag in space with Paolo Nespoli

"Voi, ovunque e per chiunque" = "Wherever you are and for anyone"
It seems HOLOGRAPHIC PHONES (used by the CC -Commander in Chief) are the method of communication between other planets and Earth...
What better source of 'off world' slave labour? Young refugee children and people from deliberately created catastrophes (Tesla's earth quake/Tsunami machine) in Haiti/Syria where they can be removed on military aircraft to secret military airbases and D.U.MBs until their departure 'off planet,' avoiding all normal travel protocols.' And very young children, separated from parents, would not even know that they are no longer on Earth. A few years later they are then ready to be put to work mining the rare minerals that need to be mined by hand...Ex CIA Robert David Steel should know and the issue was brought up in CONGRESS and the question directed at NASA, who denied it...
This next one will blow the mind. Make sure you read all of it...
VIDEO OF TRUMP’S "NORAD TRACKS SANTA" CALL ASKING A KID ABOUT CHRISTMAS IS SO UNCOMFORTABLE

IF YOU’RE SEEKING A DASH OF AWKWARD TO SPINKLE OVER YOUR HOLIDAY, LOOK NO FURTHER. YOU MIGHT WANT TO WATCH THIS PRETTY WEIRD VIDEO OF THE TRUMP’S WISHING KIDS A MERRY CHRISTMAS ON THE PHONE VIA NORAD, THE NORTH AMERICAN AEROSPACE DEFENSE COMMAND. NBC NEWS SHARED THE PECULIAR VIDEO ON TWITTER ON SUNDAY, ELICITING REMARKS FROM SOCIAL MEDIA USERS ABOUT THE SLIGHTLY STRANGE NATURE OF THE CLIP.

AT FIRST, IT SEEMS LIKE TRUMP IS JUST POSING FOR THE PRESS POOL AS THEIR PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS CLICK OFF. BUT THEN YOU CAN HEAR THE PRESIDENT SAY, “GOOD, GOOD, OK, HI. CASPER. YOU’RE FROM VIRGINIA, RIGHT? SO, WHAT DO YOU THINK SANTA IS GONNA BRING YOU?” LITTLE CASPER FROM VIRGINIA APPARENTLY TELLS TRUMP THAT HE WANTS BUILDING BLOCKS THIS CHRISTMAS BECAUSE HE LOVES TO BUILD THINGS. “OH, BUILDING BLOCKS, THAT’S WHAT I ALWAYS LIKED, TOO. I PREDICT THAT SANTA WILL BRING YOU BUILDING BLOCKS. SO MANY YOU CAN’T USE THEM ALL.”

Perhaps the reason why the video seems a little off is because, well, the body language between both the president and the first lady doesn’t seem Christmas-y. The first lady can be seen sitting with her body in the complete opposite direction of her husband as she speaks in low tones on the phone. Trump’s voice, however, seems to echo.

ARE THEY BUILDING BLOCKS AS IN CITY BLOCKS?...

Perhaps the reason why the video seems a little off is because, well, the body language between both the president and the first lady doesn’t seem Christmas-y. The first lady can be seen sitting with her body in the complete opposite direction of her husband as she speaks in low tones on the phone. Trump’s voice, however, seems to echo.

CARRYING THE CONVERSATION ON WITH THE CHILD, TRUMP THEN ASKED ABOUT WHERE HE THINKS SANTA CLAUSE WAS. CASPER APPARENTLY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT THE SANTA CLAUS WAS IN ARIZONA. “WELL, YOU’RE CLOSE, YOU KNOW WHERE HE IS?” CAMERON. YOU KNOW WHERE CAMERON IS? YOUR MOM WILL TELL YOU,” TRUMP SAYS.

FOLLOWING THE TRADITION OF TRYING TO FIND WHERE SANTA IS, THE TRUMPS REPORTEDLY TOOK A TOTAL OF 15 CALLS FROM CURIOUS CHILDREN.

ARE YOU GETTING IT YET?

Recent Post

And what did SNOW WHITE’s 7 dwarfs do in the daytime? Mining.

Meaning they are ALREADY mining the Astroid belt for GREED & PROFIT
So now you know where the children have gone.
30,000 migrants—nearly all young children—MISSING from Germany...
Building blocks, as in City Blocks on MARS and the Moon...and openly bragging about it.....
By John Vibes

According to Senate subcommittee testimony last week, nearly 1,500 immigrant children were lost in government arranged foster homes last year, with the suspicion that many of them were kidnapped by human traffickers.

During the hearing, Senator Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota told child protection representatives with the Health and Human Services Department (HHS) that they were "the worst foster parents in the world."

"You are the worst foster parents in the world. You don't even know where they are. We are failing. I don't think there is any doubt about it. And when we fail kids that makes me angry," Heitkamp said.

Many of the children are still unaccounted for, but some of them who have been found were held captive by human traffickers in terrible conditions.
Q: SLAVE MINERS THEN SLAVE MINERS NOW INCLUDING CHILDREN....

On April 19 and 20, 1914, during a miner strike in Colorado.

On This Day in 1914, US Military Slaughtered Kids in Colorado and JD Rockefeller Had Media Cover It Up

On behalf of a mining company owned by John D. Rockefeller, the National Guard used a machine gun on workers and their children, then burned them alive.

Set up a machine gun on a hill overlooking the tent city and began raining bullets down on the workers and their families.

John Lewis joins with Age UK for "man on the moon" Christmas tear....

6 Nov 2015 - John Lewis’s eagerly awaited festive campaign tells the story of a young girl who brings Christmas to a lonely old man living on the moon. The retailer has partnered with Age UK and aims to raise awareness of isolation among the elderly with the new campaign, which is called "man on the moon."

The ad opens on six-year-old Lily who uses her telescope to look at the moon and then finds an old man living there, isolated.

THIS AD SAYS IT ALL....
Comet Dust Painted Red Planet’s Sky Yellow in Rare Mars Flyby
https://www.space.com/science-astronomy
7 Nov 2014 - The rare flyby of the Comet Siding Spring by Mars on Oct. 19 painted the Martian sky yellow with comet dust, scientists say. See how it happened here.

Apple offered millions for a WWII German bunker but city officials said no
https://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/apple-store-stuttgart/

21 Dec 2016 - Apple reportedly had retail designs on a World War II bunker in Stuttgart, Germany, but city officials rejected the company's offer.

Christian Boros, the art collector who lives in a Nazi-era bunker
https://www.ft.com/content/58d790c0-5cb3-11e7-8cb8-0050562644eb
5 Jul 2017 - He spent two years looking at possible sites, including a locomotive factory, school and a former swimming pool, before buying the bunker in 2003. He and his wife sprayed women and children as they tried to escape.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
DUE TO THE 1958 COMIC COVER: ALREADY SHOWING MEN SCRAMBLING OVER THE MARS FACE, IT APPEARS THAT THE 1953 NASA PROJECT MERCURY WAS REALLY PROJECT MARS, WHERE THE FIRST FULL SCALE MARS BUILDING PROJECT COMMENCED USING “SLAVE LABOUR” DRAWN FROM REFUGEES & YOUNG CHILDREN.
Astrobiologist Cyprien Verseux walks up the hill near the HI-SEAS habitat on Mauna Loa volcano, Hawaii. Mauna Kea, with its corona of telescopes, is visible in the background.

What I’ve learned so far from living in a Mars simulation | Aeon Essays
https://aeon.co/essays/what-i’ve-learned-so-far-from-living-in-a-mars-simulation
12 Feb 2016 - Mauna Kea, with its corona of telescopes, is visible in the background. Photo by Sheyna Gifford. Sheyna Gifford ... Five months after 'landing on Mars', my day begins in a white dome in the middle of a red lava field, and I wonder: do we have enough power to turn on the heat?

Let's be clear: simulated Mars (or sMars) is technically your world. The six of us landed on the big island of Hawaii in late August 2015. A few days of training later – this is how you use the power systems, that is the right way to tap on the water tank, here is how to get into a spacesuit without dislocating anything – the door to the airlock shut, and we were 'off planet' for a year and a day, camped on the slopes of Mauna Kea. As simulated astronauts, we are a deliberately diverse crew: a space architect, an engineer, three scientists and a crew doctor (me). When we emerge on 28 August 2016, we'll be veterans of the longest NASA-funded Mars simulation in history.

At first, our mission garnered only modest attention. Then *The Martian* was released, and all heck broke loose on sMars. The media came calling, only to be stymied by our mission’s inability to use a telephone. For this entire year, we are on a 20-minute communication delay, which applies in each direction, reflecting the maximum light-time travel between Mars and Earth essentially, how long it takes a message from one planet to reach the other when the two are as far apart as they can be. For good and ill, we can’t take calls or have Skype interviews; we can’t do live media appearances; can’t be filmed, photographed or recorded in any way, except by ourselves.
Rapid-fire space station crew swap on tap

In a rapid-fire end-of-year crew rotation, a Russian cosmonaut, a NASA astronaut and an Italian flier plan to close out a 130-day mission aboard the International Space Station with a fiery plunge back to the frigid steppe of Kazakhstan aboard their Soyuz MS-05 spacecraft early Thursday.

For Tingle, getting to carry out research in space is the main objective.

"At any given time, there's on the order of 250 experiments that are happening on board space station," he said. "It's a very busy laboratory. Some of the specific human research that I'll be working on includes a look at the spine. When we get in space our spines extend a little bit, and so we're trying to see what the big impacts are."

"We also take a lot of blood, a lot of urine, a lot of fluids to try to see what's going on within humans when they get into space."

He also will take part in an experiment to remotely control a robot in Germany from his perch aboard the space station.
"The one experiment I’m really looking forward to is operating the robot named Justin in Munich," Tingle said. "This program is set up to simulate operating a robot on the Mars surface as our space vehicle is orbiting Mars so that we can explore before we actually put boots on the ground.

"So we’ll be trying to control a robot in Munich with a controller up on the International Space Station to simulate that entire process. I think that’s some really cool operational research."

Along with a full slate of experiments, two spacewalks are planned Jan. 23 and 27 to continue ongoing work to replace the grapple-like "hand" on one end of the station’s robot arm. A Russian Progress cargo ship is set to arrive Feb. 11 and the Soyuz MS-06 crew -- Misurkin, Vande Hei and Acaba -- plan to return to Earth Feb. 27.

Shkaplerov will take over from Misurkin as space station commander and will welcome three fresh crew members aboard -- Oleg Artemyev, Drew Feustel and Ricky Arnold -- when their Soyuz MS-08 spacecraft arrives March 10.

Three days later, a SpaceX Dragon cargo ship is scheduled to arrive and on April 18, Shkaplerov, Tingle and Kanai are expected to return to Earth to close out a 122-day stay in space.

And the crew rotations will continue. All told in 2018, three Russian Progress cargo ships are scheduled for launch, three SpaceX Dragon supply ships and two Orbital ATK Cygnus space freighters.

Four Soyuz crew ships are scheduled for launch and, if all goes well, SpaceX and Boeing will launch their new commercial crew ferry ships on test flights, including two with astronaut crews on board.

"Research will be ongoing hot and heavy," Kirk Shireman, space station program manager, told reporters looking ahead to 2018. "We have two spacewalks planned for January ... we have three Progresses, four Soyuzes, we have a number of SpaceX Dragon and Cygnus flights and in addition, we’ll be preparing on orbit for commercial crew flights.

"So really, 2018 (is) a very pivotal year."
And the beautiful animals and creatures...
And they are so DESPERATE to keep their 'OFF WORLD' crimes secret, that the miniscule percentage of those with an inkling, are told that it is SIRIUS that is the all important EXOPLANET. Well here Q explains why that is impossible.
If you think you have seen the bottom of their EVIL by now, you are mistaken. WARNING: GRAPHIC - SHOCKING-DEEPLY UPSETTING Images follow.
29 Apr 2017 - In the first live 4k video stream from the International Space Station on Wednesday (April 26), NASA astronauts Peggy Whitson and Jack Fischer wowed viewers by playing with water in zero-G and in ultra-HD. The duo started off with a game of "space ping-pong," as Whitson called it, using a weightless...

Rosemary’s Baby (film) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosemary%27s_Baby_(film)

Rosemary’s Baby is a 1968 American psychological horror film written and directed by Roman Polanski based on the bestselling 1957 novel of the same name by Ira Levin. The cast features Mia Farrow, John Cassavetes, Ruth Gordon, Sidney Blackmer, Maurice Evans, Ralph Bellamy, Angela Doran, Clay Turner, and.

Produced by William Castle Budget: $3.2 million
Based on: Rosemary's Baby by Ira Levin Box office: $33.4 million

Kate’s appearance on the steps of St Mary’s Hospital as she and William proudly showed off Prince Louis of Cambridge to the world has already been the subject of much debate. WHERE HAVE WE SEEN RED DRESSES BEFORE........??

But now the conversation has taken an unlikely turn from the Duchess’ ultra-coiffed appearance hours after giving birth, to how much her red maternity smock resembles the dress worn by Mia Farrow in the 1968 horror film Rosemary’s Baby.
NOTE
THE
EMPHASIS
ON THE 'CA' IN UPPER CASE
SIGNIFYING CANNIBALISM
BEING THE THEME.....

Kreëmart at the MoCA Annual Gala 11/12/11 with Marina Abramovic and Deborah Harry
HOSTED AT THE MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

THERE ARE NO WORDS TO DESCRIBE
THIS WOMAN....THESE PEOPLE....

SPIRIT COOKING
The spirit cooking discovery is bigger than you know.

Follow Marie.

There’s a reason the word ‘conspiracy’ was made/pushed. Their weapon against the awakening.

Marina Abramovic: The Bridge / El Puente

AND HOW MANY BILLIONS OF CHILDREN INNOCENTLY WATCH THESE DEPRAVED ‘MUSIC’ VIDEOS DEPICTING RAPE, MURDER AND CANNIBALISM....THEY ARE BEING PROGRAMMED FROM BIRTH TO GROW UP THINKING THIS IS NORMAL BEHAVIOUR.

Human Meat Found In McDonald’s Meat Factory

McDonald’s history is not a good one, and fast food restaurants already are known to have a lot of mystery ingredients, but this tops the list.

Previously we brought you a web report that detailed disturbing audio admissions by a man that claimed McDonald’s uses human meat as a filler in their 100% beef hamburgers and the fact that McDonald’s has been accused of using worm meat fillers.

According to Huzler, forensics investigators have allegedly found human meat and horse meat in the freezer’s of an Oklahoma City McDonald’s meat factory. Human meat was also recovered in several trucks that were on their way to deliver the patties to the fast food restaurants.

According to various reports, forensics investigators have inspected factories and restaurants across the country and have found human meat in 90% of the locations. Horse meat was found in 65% of the locations. They found human “child” meat in 90% of the locations across the country that they tested & found only 65% was horse meat—so there was more human than horse meat.....do you understand this???

FBI agent Lloyd Harrison told Huzler reporters, “The worst part is that it’s not only human meat, it’s child meat. The body parts were found across the US factories and were deemed too small to be adult body parts. This is truly horrible”. According to Harrison, forensic examinations are underway.
Briton arrested in Thailand after being found with six roasted human foetuses

Reports say the six foetuses had been covered in gold leaf after being roasted as part of a black magic ritual. Police made the arrest after responding to information they'd received saying that infant corpses were being offered to wealthy clients via a black magic services website.

"The bodies are of children between the ages of two and seven months. Some were found covered in gold leaf."
Welcome to Skull and Bones. The Foundation for Art and Preservation of Embassies is made up of dozens of billionaire families and politicians with ties to the global elite who are able to ship artwork around the world without passing through conventional security channels. They have partnered with the Rothschilds, and Alefantis, The Podestas and Hillary Clinton are involved.

Group Photo (http://limgur.com/DuSqSGy.jpg) 50 years ago, the museum of Modern Art decided to spread "cultural diplomacy" by establishing a program whereby artworks could be spread around the world through American embassies. This matches similar exchange programs by the UK (GAC) and France (Foundation Pompidou, French-American Foundation). Hillary Clinton wrote an article for Vanity Fair 1 celebrating the 50th anniversary of the program.

"My research into the Embassy Art shipments began when the Howard Gutman Belgian embassy pedophilia scandal appeared on Voat, and somehow no one in the state department did anything to stop Gutman from doing his job. Picture here:

ABUSING CHILDREN ROLEPLAY

4-5 MONTH OLD BABY HEARTS SANDWICH, WHERE DO THEY COME FROM? PLANNED PARENTHOOD APPARENTLY

Next question - how are they allowed to operate? These people are SICK!

ALBA HODSOLL-PEDOVORE ARTIST SPECIALIZING IN BEHEADING/DECAPITATION THEME ‘ART’...

Q:...
A:...
"Rest in peace Mr. President (JFK), through your wisdom and strength, since your tragic death, Patriots have planned, installed, and by the grace of God, activated the beam of LIGHT. We will forever remember your sacrifice. May you look down from above and continue to guide us as we ring the gong of FREEDOM and destroy those who wish to sacrifice our children, our way of life, and our world. We, the PEOPLE." 

Prayer said every single day in the OOC

Inside Beatles' Bloody, Banned 'Butcher' Cover - Rolling Stone
https://www.rollingstone.com/.../inside-beatles-bloody-banned-butcher-cover-201606...-v
20 Jun 2016 - Half a century later, the image of a cheerful Fab Four posing post-baby-slaughter remains unspeakably bizarre. Though the cover was immediately withdrawn, the fact that it was produced at all is a testament to the band's unprecedented status. You couldn't show a toilet seat on an album cover in 1966, and...
Here are some very revealing Q posts hinting at what really has been occurring in NORTH KOREA.

First you have Hollywood Celebrities bragging about having 'baby penis facials,' without a care in the world for the pain and suffering endured by the babies.

And then even more sinister revelations confirming a DNA ancestry checking service called 23andMe set up by one Anne Wojcicki, who at the time was married to GOOGLE Co-Founder Serjey Brin, who helped finance it.

Anne Wojcicki also mysteriously comments: "IF WE'RE GOING TO LIVE TO 150 YEARS."

**Just what is that all about?**

In 2013 Google CEO Eric Schmidt made an unexplained trip to North Korea, a country we were lead to believe was public enemy number 1 and a major Nuclear threat.

North Korea is clearly NOT what it seems especially when Q posted this 1st NOV 2017:

"**Some things must remain classified to the very end.** NK is not being run by Kim, he's an actor in the play. Who is the director? The truth would sound so outrageous most Americans would riot, revolt, reject etc."

Apart from meaning GOOGLE, is Q's OO code speak for some very dark enterprise taking place in North Korea? Why is he praying for it? Is it some sort of baby factory for cloning/harvesting body parts, with the penis foreskins just the tip of the iceberg?

Is the OO also referring to China's OOCL Shipping Line Company? Q has already mentioned about Longbeach, California being a major hub for the arrival of Far East Shipping Containers. Do they contain children?
And then you discover that Anne Wojcicki’s sister is Susan Wojcicki. Susan Wojcicki is the CEO of YOUTUBE, which was purchased by GOOGLE.

And we all know that YOUTUBE is censoring and shutting down all and every channel discussing this type of material.
For those who may be unaware, circumcision is an unnecessary procedure that is painful and can lead to complications, including death. Not a single organization in the world currently recommends it, yet it continues to happen based on societal norms stemming back to utterly horrifying religious practices.

Anne Wojcicki is the co-founder and CEO of 23andMe. (Reuters/Stephen Lam)

Google founder Sergey Brin’s ex-wife shames hospital into treating her ...
www.dailymail.co.uk/.../Google-founder-Sergey-Brin's-ex-wife-shames-hospital-treating...
6 Apr 2018 - The ex-wife of Google co-founder Sergey Brin took to Twitter to shine a ... after he rolls out the White House red carpet for North Korean envoy and ... Thankfully, the CEO's campaign was successful and her friend has been moved to ... 23andMe founder Anne Wojcicki berates Stanford and Valley Med on...

23andMe has a problem when it comes to ancestry reports for people of color
I doubt that most 23andMe users realize how paltry the company’s data is for non-Caucasians. For example: The data set that 23andMe used to generate my report has 76 Koreans in it,

Eric Schmidt: Silicon Valley’s Only Grownup Wants to Have Fun Too
By Noreen Malone
January 11, 2013

Fraser said every single day in the Oo...
23andMe CEO Anne Wojcicki's defense of her ex-husband Sergey Brin's weird FiveFinger shoes is a glimpse into how she thinks. Take the famously weird shoes of Brin, her ex-husband. Brin's FiveFinger shoes have become a long running source of amusement in Silicon Valley, where sporting the coolest footwear is a status symbol.

To Wojcicki however, the weird shoes represented a proof of character. "Sergey's amazingly creative. I mean, that's the fun of him. The stuff that comes out of his mouth sometimes is just extraordinary. He really genuinely sees the world in a different way. He's also not worried about what people think of him," she told the Times, when asked about the shoes.

For reference, here's a photo of Sergey Brin's signature FiveFinger shoes.
Ted Heath inquiry condemned for giving a paedophile 'victim' status.

Ted Heath Was A PAEDOPHILE He Is Not The Only One., - You

Edward Heath 'linked to a murderous paedophile ring that killed 16 kids'

List the estimated wealth of religious organizations.
Billions.
Vatican bank.
$229B.
Board of Superintendence.
Supervisory Commission of Cardinals.
Clown connection. =CIA
1832 Rothschild loan to the Holy See.
Pope Francis admits ‘grave error’ in discrediting Chilean church sexual ...
https://www.theguardian.com/world/...pope-francis-chile-church-sex-abuse-scandal
11 Apr 2018 - The Pope blamed a lack of ‘truthful and balanced information’ in his missteps in judging the case that has tarnished his reputation.

Pope Francis: There were ‘grave errors’ in handling Chilean sex abuse ...
12 Apr 2018 - Pope Francis says he made “grave errors” in handling of the Chile sex abuse scandal in a letter Wednesday to the Bishops of the Episcopal Conference of Chile.

Pope Francis Admits ‘Grave Errors’ in Chile Sex Abuse Cases - The ...
11 Apr 2018 - In an extraordinary letter to the bishops of Chile, published on Wednesday, a remorseful pope then invited representatives of the abuse victims to Rome so that he could personally apologize. Francis has endured intense criticism over accusations that he had a blind spot on the issue of sex abuse in the ...

'Sorry' Pope Francis invites Chile sex abuse victims to Vatican - BBC ...
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-43733572
11 Apr 2018 - The Pope has said he made “serious mistakes” over a case of alleged child abuse by Catholic clergy in Chile. In a letter to the South American country’s bishops, Francis said he felt “sadness and shame” over comments earlier this year in which he accused the victims of committing slander. The letter ...

Pope admits ‘grave error,’ apologizes for not believing Chilean sex ...
https://www.washingtonpost.com/...pope-admits-grave-error-apologizes-for-not-believ...
12 Apr 2018 - Apologies have not been enough to calm the victims of the Catholic Church’s sex abuse scandal — at least not the kind of apologies the pope has been willing to offer. While seeking to soothe tensions, the pope drew ire in January after he came to the support of Juan Barros, a bishop accused of covering...
SUPREME SWAMP JUSTICE: RUTH BADER SUPPORTS...
https://www.fulcrumnews.com/.../supreme-swamp-justice-ruth-bader-supports-pedoph...
13 Feb 2018 - To summarize. Ginsburg not only suggests the law should permit 12 year old children to consent to sex. It should also prevent a felony punishment of those engaging in interstate sex trafficking. Is it any surprise disgraced former President Bill Clinton nominated and appointed Ruth Bader Ginsburg?

Supreme Court Justice Ginsburg favors decriminalizing pedophilia ...
https://fellowshipoftheminds.com/.../supreme-court-justice-ginsburg-favors-decriminal...
8 Feb 2017 - Since the age of consent in the United States which varies from state to state is from 16 to 18, lowering the age of consent to 12 would penalize pedophilia of children age 12 and above. That is exactly what Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, a Clinton appointee and daughter of Russian Jewish...

SHE WANTS THE CONSENT AGE LOWERED TO ONLY 12...TO PLEASE THE PAEDOPHILES

Beat Writer Pedophiles and the White Male Leftists Who Love Them ...
https://worldnewstrust.com/beat-writer-pedophiles-and-the-white-male-leftists-who-lo...
5 Dec 2015 - In case you’re naive enough (or twisted enough) to believe this “free speech” bullshit, please consider something else Ginsberg said this time during a 1997 interview with The Harvard Gay & Lesbian Review: “Everybody likes little kids. ... Naked kids have been a staple of delight for centuries, for both...

WHAT SHE SAID & SHE IS A JUDGE...

At the time Roe was decided, there was concern about population growth and particularly growth in populations that we don’t want to have too many of.”
-Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg

CIA files reveal Adolf Hitler ‘still alive’ as Nazi ‘spotted’ in 1955 | Daily ...
https://www.dailystar.co.uk › News › Weird News
1. Cached
29 Oct 2017 - Shock CIA files reveal Hitler ‘STILL ALIVE’... and there are PICTURES to prove it. SHOCKING declassified CIA ... The revelation comes as researchers around the world trawl through the newly declassified JFK files – hoping to shed some light on his assassination in Dallas in 1963. Adolf Hitler GETTY/CIA.

JFK files show CIA heard rumor that Hitler escaped ... - CBS News
https://www.cbsnews.com/.../adolf-hitler-escape-nazi-germany-rumor-cia-documents-j...
1 Nov 2017 - JFK docs show CIA heard rumor that Adolf Hitler escaped to South America. A photo sent from a CIA office in Maracaibo, Venezuela, dated Oct. 17, 1955, shows a man rumored to be Nazi leader Adolf Hitler in Colombia, after the end of World War II. CIA. Share; Tweet; Reddit; Flipboard; Email. The CIA was...

JFK files show informant told CIA Hitler was living in Colombia | New ...
https://nypost.com/.../jfk-files-show-informant-told-cia-hitler-was-living-in-colombia/
31 Oct 2017 - An informant told the CIA that Adolf Hitler survived World War II and was living with ex-
The 'Mission'

https://www.fox.com/story/2013-03-12/2013-03-12/5617391
21 May 2013 - Georgia Guide's mission statement hidden right

1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.
2. Guide reproduction wisely improving fitness and diversity.

So is there a time key stone in the middle, can a dog of a time arch be slipped?
What is a sequence?
Why is this relevant?
When does a map become a guide?
What is a key stone?

IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THEIR FIRST "GUIDE" ON THE LIST, IT MEANS KILLING 6.5 MILLION PEOPLE, WHICH MEANS ABOUT 50% OF THE WORLD'S POPULATION.

TO ACHIEVE THEIR SECOND "GUIDE" OF WISE (HUMAN) REPRODUCTION & IMPROVE DIVERSITY, IT MEANS ELIMINATING ALL SKIN COLOURS EXCEPT WHITE RACE USING EUGENICS & MASS STERILIZATION.

Clinton apologizes for 1996 remark on 'super-predators' after ...


25 Feb 2016 - At an event on Wednesday night, Hillary Clinton was vocally ... for 20-year-old comments about young, black "super-predators" as she and ... We can talk about why they ended up that way, but first we have to bring them to heel." ...

"Hillary Clinton, on the other hand, resorted to dog-whistle politics and ..

Trump Tweets Video Of Hillary Clinton Referring To Blacks As "Super ...

22 Aug 2016 - Donald Trump retweeted the video of Hillary Clinton referring to black gang members as "super-predators ...
European Royals Killing Naked Children for Fun at Human Hunting

HUNTING HUMANS set to become big business for the super rich within

FACT CHECK: Do White Businessmen Pay to Hunt African Children?

IF №14 on this, killed 10s of little black boys hunting them like rabbits America plays a blind eye because they are from surreal, and British, also America please share if you hate what is going on and want it to stop [THIS PICTURE IS REAL BEEN EXAMINE BY EXPERTS].

In parts of Africa people with albinism are hunted for their body parts...

Prince Harry with a Dead Elephant...

Here with a Crocodile

Most Politicians And Celebrities Have Been Scalped in Secret Rituals - What Is It?

COINCIDENCE?
Tavistock Institute: Social Engineering the Masses
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=6z6Wyd4Vv3cC
Daniel Estulin - 2015 - History
All the tradition tells us that some “experts” go the wrong way; the “brothers of the left-hand path” or “black magicians.” They use their hard-won knowledge and insight to further their own, very personal and self-interested, ends. A program of propaganda, mass trauma, celebrity worship, and murder… reconstituting our...

While another Tory council in Wales allegedly threatened homeless people with jail time if they bypassed the city when Prince Harry and American TV actress Markle visited at the beginning of January. Cardiff charity Beth Outside

Another Conservative council came under fire for distributing posters accused of “demoralizing” rough sleepers by cautioning the public against giving money to beggars as they might be taking their precarious conditions.

THOUSANDS HAVE SPECULATED THAT THERE APPEARS TO BE A VERY STRONG FACIAL RESSEMBLANCE BETWEEN ANTHONY WEINER, JOHN AND TONY PODESTA AND THE FACES FROM THE OFFICIALLY RELEASED POLICE MUGSHOTS OF SUSPECTS IN THE CASE...

Q: 836 Mar 04 2018 00:48:04 Q LUW.yye1fxo 545356
(VH interference) = INTERFERENCE WITH WAYNE HERSHEY’S WORK & BOOK
(WH directive) = WAYNE HERSHEY directive
NEWS - Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records - discovered...

Wayne Herschel, author of ‘The Hidden Records’ from Cape Town South Africa, now under a hoax smear campaign and “google bomb” attack (see below) has always had… Wayne sets a new directive here to have the freedom therefore to adhere to the repeating emotional claims the ancients...

Ref - Wayne Herschel - Author - The Hidden Records - discovered...
Operation Deep Freeze

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Operation Deep Freeze (OpDeep or ODF) is the collective name for a series of United States missions to Antarctica, beginning with "Operation Deep Freeze I" in 1955–56, followed by "Operation Deep Freeze II", "Operation Deep Freeze III" onward. There was an initial operation before Admiral Richard E. Byrd, known as the "Deep Freeze," given the continuing and constant US presence in Antarctica since that date. "Operation Deep Freeze" has come to be used as a general term for US operations in that continent, and in particular for the regular missions to resupply US Antarctic bases, coordinated by the United States military.

The U.S. Navy already had a record of earlier exploration in Antarctica. As early as 1839, Capt. Charles Wilkes led the first U.S. naval expedition into Antarctic waters. In 1929, Admiral Richard E. Byrd established naval bases at Little America I, led an expedition to explore further inland, and conducted the first flight over the South Pole. From 1934–35, the second Byrd Expedition explored much further inland and also "wintered over". The third Byrd Expedition in 1940 charted the Ross Sea.

Byrd was instrumental in the Navy's Operation Highjump after World War II from 1946–47, which charted most of the Antarctic coastline. In 1948, Commander Fish Bone led an expedition that photographed over 450,000 square miles (1.1 million km²) by air. Then in 1954–55, the icebreaker USS Akaka (AGB-3) made a scouting expedition for future landing sites and bays.

Operation Deep Freeze I

The impetus behind Operation Deep Freeze I was the International Geophysical Year 1957–58. IGY as it was know was a collaborative effort among forty nations to carry out earth science studies from the North Pole to the South Pole and at points in between. The United States along with New Zealand, the United Kingdom, France, Japan, Norway, Chile, Argentina, and the U.S.S.R. agreed to go to the South Pole, the last explored area on Earth. Their goal was to advance world knowledge of Antarctic hydrology and weather patterns; glacial movements; and marine life. The U.S. Navy was charged with supporting the U.S. scientists for their portion of the IGY studies.

In 1955, Task Force 43 was formed to carry out this work. Operation Deep Freeze I prepared a permanent research station and paved the way for more exhaustive research in later Deep Freeze operations. The expedition transpired over the Antarctic summer of November 1955 to April 1956, and was filmed by the U.S. Navy's Walt Disney Studio.

For having designed the emblem of Task force 43, Walt Disney became an honorary member of the expedition.
Admiral Byrd and operation HIGH-JUMP

In 1947 Admiral Richard E. Byrd led 4,000 military troops from the U.S., Britain and Australia in an invasion of Antarctica [Operation Highjump and follow-up], but encountered heavy resistance from Nazi submarines and had to call off the invasion. A Rear-Admiral who was in that invasion has retired in Texas, and said he was shocked when he read the "Fire From The Sky" material. He knew there were a lot of aircraft and rocket shot-downs but did not realize the situation was so bad.

On March 5, 1947 the "El Mercurio" newspaper of Santiago, Chile, had a headline article "On Board the Mount Olympus on the High Seas" which quoted Byrd in an interview with Lee van Atta. "Adm. Byrd declared today that it was imperative for the United States to initiate immediate defense measures against hostile regions. The admiral further stated that he didn't want to frighten anyone unduly but that it was a bitter reality that in case of a new war the continental United States would be attacked by flying objects which could fly from pole to pole at incredible speeds. [Earlier he had recommended defense bases AT the NORTH POLE.]

Admiral Byrd repeated the above points of view, resulting from his personal knowledge gathered both at the north and south poles, before a news conference held for International News Service. When Byrd returned to the States, he was hospitalized and was not allowed to hold any more press conferences. In March 1955, he was placed in charge of Operation Deepfreeze which was part of the International Geophysical Year [1957-1958] exploration of the Antarctic. He died, some have suggested he was murdered, in 1957. UFO researchers are also aware of strange sightings of 'flying saucers' with swastikas or iron crosses on them, 'aliens' speaking German, etc.
Kohnen Station is a German summer-only polar research station in the Antarctic, able to accommodate up to 20 people. It is named after the geophysicist Heinz Kohnen (1938–1997), who was for a long time the head of logistics at the Alfred Wegener Institute.

The station opened on January 11, 2001, in Dronning Maud Land. The station is located at 75°00′S, 00°04′E, and 2892 m above sea level. It is located 757 km southeast of Neumayer Station, which lies on the Fjøsanger ice shelf and provides logistics and administration for Kohnen Station. Like the United Kingdom's Halley V station, the base is built on steel legs allowing the station to be jacked up as the height of the snow surface increases.

A new shipboard coring technique
https://opus.lib.umn.edu/12067/1/006p03529

Glacial Geology and Polar Research Laboratory, The University

We went too deep. Attempted a pullback.

What is MW used for?
NASA Concept to use 100 MW beamed power for ion drive that is 20 ... https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2017/02/12-apr-2017-john-brrophy-at-nasa-jet-propulsion-laboratory-combines-a-near-term-100-megawatt-laser-beamed-power-system-to-enable-an-ion-drive-with-70.html

Kohnen station is the logistic base for the ice coring project in Dronning Maud Land, the European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA). A core was also drilled at Kohnen station, LC
Why Antarctic ice shelves the size of countries are disintegrating | The ...  

https://www.independent.co.uk/.../revealed-why-antarctic-ice-shelves-the-size-of-coun...  

17 Jul 2017 - The break-up of vast ice shelves in the Antarctic—such as the recent ice in Antarctic—could raise sea levels by more than 15 metres by 2500 if ... 1.5 degrees Celsius could lock in significant sea level rise for centuries.  

Sea level rise could be ‘disastrous for coastal regions and displace hundreds of millions of people worldwide’, scientist warns  

The break-up of vast ice shelves in the Antarctic—such as the recent massive iceberg—is being fuelled by a wave that moves at about half the speed of a bullet, according to a new study.  

The waves, which can travel at more than 690kmh (about 430mph) and circumnavigate the entire continent in less than two days, pushes warm water onto ice shelves onto the western shores of the Antarctic Peninsula, researchers found.  

Last week an iceberg about a quarter the size of Wales and weighing a trillion tonnes detached from the Larsen C ice shelf. While it will not raise sea levels as the ice was already floating, its calving could speed up the rate at which land-based glaciers enter the sea.  

It is thought melting ice in Antarctica could raise sea levels by more than 15 metres by 2300 if humans keep producing greenhouse gases. There is concern that allowing global warming to go beyond 1.5 degrees Celsius could lock in significant sea level rise for centuries.
Is there a lost city in Antarctica? Mysterious 'dome' building may have been created by an ancient civilization, bizarre theory claims

By Abigail Beall For Mailonline
Published: 12:58, 6 January 2017

- A 400ft wide structure found on Google Earth could be an ancient building
- The shape could mean there is a 'lost civilization', conspiracy theorists say
- Scientists first thought the discovery could be a sastrugi, a natural phenomenon

An image of a 'dome' in Antarctica has sparked claims there was once a civilisation living in the frozen continent.

'What if, in the distant past, when Earth and Antarctica — was much different than today, an ancient civilization developed there, creating fascinating structures, monuments and temples there?' a post on Ancient Code says.

The post says scientists initially thought the discovery could be a sastrugi — a natural phenomenon formed by years of battering by strong, freezing winds and heavy snowfall.
Another strange theory surfaced last year, claiming that there is a mysterious pyramid in the Antarctic had emerged.

Conspiracy theorists have posted a video on YouTube, in which they claim that US Secretary of State, John Kerry, visited Antarctica last week to visit an "alien base" within the pyramid.

The video suggests that the images have been taken from Google Earth, but it is unclear whether they have been edited.

The video was posted on the Moon, a YouTube channel regularly posting content on aliens.

It showed a pyramid-like structure in the snow, with a Google Earth-type label and pin.

The labels reads "Antarctica Pyramid" - a misspelling of Antarctica, which suggests that image might have been doctored.

Is there a Medieval Castle in Antarctica?

I try not to be too much of a sensationalist when it comes to my website but this formation did strike me pretty strongly. It sure does look like the ruins of a medieval castle! Now we do have that good old adage that "To a hammer every problem looks like a nail" and I am all about medieval castles so maybe I am just seeing castles everywhere. I better check my toast very carefully this morning. Maybe there is the profile of a castle in the burnt and brown surface of the bread. LOL!

And maybe a microbiologist would look at this picture and see an enormous amoeba. It is very similar to the whole face on Mars conspiracy. But I got to say, it sure does look like the footprint of a medieval castle!

(Keep reading, more below the two pics)

If you have Google Earth here are the coordinates so you can take a look yourself: 66°17'10.5"S 100°29'07.8"E
And now we can resume where we left off concerning the MOTHER of all FALSE FLAGS scheduled for early next year. You are about to discover the TIME, DATE and THEME- Pure EVIL is an understatement.
Zombie Alert? | Florida City Broadcasts Actual Zombie Alert; Warns Residents of “Extreme Zombie Activity”

As you may recall, a similar false alarm was sent out by officials in Hawaii earlier in the year warning about an incoming missile attack that never actually materialized. There was also a more recent false alarm about a tsunami that was issued in Alaska. Residents of Alaska’s Aleutian Islands were told that their area was under a tsunami threat, though no actual tsunami threat existed at the time.

All of these false alarms have occurred in relative succession to one another over the past several months, which begs the question: Who keeps sending out these false alarms and why?

As relayed by WFLA, the message erroneously stated that there were “far less than seven thousand three hundred and eighty customers involved due to extreme zombie activity.”

While it was true that more than 7,800 customers of the local electric utility lost power, there was no link whatsoever to zombies. City spokesman Ben Kerr reiterated this in a Facebook message, stating that “Lake Worth does not have any zombie activity currently.”

Meanwhile, the 7,880 utility customers who were ultimately determined to have had their power cut saw it restored within 30 minutes. They never did learn, however, what was the actual cause of the power outage.

Why are so many fake government alerts being sent out these days about zombies, missiles, and other non-events?
Here is the 4th meaning of NK...Nikita Kruschev....The Shot Heard around the World...

Buried in the Ha Ha Ha post was the TIME, THEME and METHOD of the FF...8pm EST...Now all we need is the DATE...
STUNNING: Q RESPONSE TO ROTHSCHILD
10 DAYS
AFTER ROTHSCHILD HA HA HA REMARK
CHECK DATE STAMPS

Q: REVEALING THEIR
EVIL, FAKE HALEVIENT
ALIEN THREAT PLAN
The mark of the successful
magician has been to create
illusions which appear to
be real, yet are unnatural.

Q: IYW YYYY 01/19/18 (Fn) 03:11:44 No.41
Why are American taxpayers subsidizing Tesla?
For the rich?
Private emails GOOG (No)
The Memo is only the beginning.
The Shot Heard Around the World.

Dr. Space: The Life of Werner von Braun
Nikola Tesla: The Man who
after offering his congratulations called the feat
the shot heard around the world.

Laser weapons 'riding the wave' created by Tesla, battery innovators
https://www.cnbc.com/.../laser-weapons-riding-the-wave-created-by-tesla-battery-inno...

17 Nov 2017 - The U.S. military can thank battery pioneers such as Tesla for helping
to make laser weapons smaller and more efficient, say experts.

PROJECT BLUEBEAM ALERT
which Werner von Braun
WARNED WAS THE LAST CARD

David Bowie placed his name with the seven stars cipher
personifying himself as the starman. He is Orion Man as the human blueprint message
found in the other ancient star maps ref. No surprise as he played this role in a movie some time back
as well. He possibly endorses secret knowledge, be it by spiritual gift or ...


1. Cached

HE KNEW THE STAR MAP SECRET...

Bowie personifies himself as 'Starman'

BOWIE PROPHETIC MESSAGE

David Bowie sadly passed a few days ago and the timing of his latest works have
the internet buzzing with prophetic encoded message claims.

He has always favoured cosmic theme lyrics since he first started in the 70's and had famous lines we all know well, where he questioned life on
Mars in one song and my favorite, the StarMan track, using these words:
How about ($22/Singapore)?

**space debris** | Law in Action - Alphabets

www.alphabets.info/international/tech/space-debris/

A Singapore-based venture company aspiring to enter the space business unveiled a life-sized model of a satellite that would achieve space debris, with which The Pentagon spends $22 billion on space programs and is investing an additional $5 billion.

https://www.space.com/16328-space-junk-international-response.html

**Space Junk Hazards Force International Response** - Space.com

https://www.space.com/16328-space-junk-international-response.html

25 Jun 2012 - Time is running out to get serious about fixing the problem of **space debris**, experts say. As more countries around the world build up their space capabilities, U.S. lawmakers are keen to address the growing issue of potentially harmful debris in orbit. But while policies have attempted to tackle the problem...

**Harmful space junk**

As these fragments zoom through space at 17,000 miles per hour (28,000 km per hour) they pose collision risks to the International Space Station and the roughly 1,000 working satellites in orbit.

---

'C *Satellite catcher* will use magnets to clean up space junk

By Jenny Marc and Katy Scott, CNN

(June 20, 2017)

(CNN) Japan’s **Space Sweepers** are taking it upon themselves to do a little spring cleaning in space.

---

**One hundred and seventy million pieces of space debris currently orbit the Earth**, according to estimates from the European Space Agency (ESA). Déjàfut satellites and other man-made objects rocket around the atmosphere at eight kilometers per second – 10 times faster than a bullet.

**Some chunks are as big as a truck**, others smaller than a dime. **But even the tiniest piece of cosmic junk poses an enormous threat to other satellites and spacecraft.**

A collision with a **one centimeter speck of space debris** at orbital velocity, for example, has the equivalent energy force of an **exploding hand grenade**, according to Heiner Klinkrad, head of the space debris office at the **ESA**.
Here is the second of Q's 'Remember this Day.' It is indicating 19 January 2019...a MARS theme and a hint of SPIDERS....remember those HOLOGRAMS...Q learn the term PROJECTION....

And here the masses don't yet realize that on the 5th February 2018, the Elon Musk 'Starman' stunt was actually DISCLOSURE and informing us that there is -'LIFE ON MARS...'
And that they want us 'TO PANIC...'
266


And they want us to panic because their ultimate, Mother of all False Flags is a FAKE MARS themed ALIEN INVASION using the TESLA Laser Death Rays, Holographic Spider and no doubt other Monster PROJECTIONS all washed down with a tsunami...This is why Q's CLOCK IS ACTIVATED and TICKING....
And here is the TWIST like no other. This attack was ALSO being predicted in the 1985 Back To The Future Movie. It's indicated on the TWO stop watch type clocks that display 119 and 119. 119 is the reverse of 9/11. The first 119 is Jan 19th, the second Jan 2019. Finally 1985 + the (Masonic) 33 (also on the BTTF MALL clock after the attack in the Movie) has one arrive at JANUARY 2019 and \( Q \) says: 'YES-2019.' Tick tock....Now you know why he keeps saying: 'These people are SICK.'

When \( Q \) said Phase (2), he meant phase 2 of the attacks coded into the BTTF Movie...
NASA even had a trial run while the MSM blatantly reported it...and no one did anything...
Declassified DoD Report Warns US At Risk of Total Collapse, Millions of Deaths from EMP Attack USING TESLA WEAPONS...

by Jay Symopoulos, May 15th, 2018

A newly declassified report by the recently re-established Commission to Assess the Threat to the from Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) Attack warns that the threat posed by an EMP attack could jeopardize “modern civilization,” return a lifestyle last seen in the 1800’s and leave millions of people dead across the United States.

The executive report, entitled Assessing the Threat from Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP), predicts that the smallest EMP attack on the US electrical grid could have a devastating effect on the supply chain for at least a year or more – depending upon the scale of the attack – starving much of the country of electricity, water, food, transportation and telephone Internet service.

“A long-term outage owing to EMP could disable most critical supply chains, leaving the U.S. population living in conditions similar to centuries past, prior to the advent of electric power,” said the newly declassified July 2017 report.

“In the 1800s, the U.S. population was less than 50 million, and those people had many skills and assets necessary for survival without today’s infrastructure. An extended blackout today could result in the death of a large fraction of the American people through the effects of societal collapse, disease, and starvation. While national planning...
And here again is an example of experimenting with these disgusting weapons on hundreds of innocent animals... and the creepy reference to the BTTF Clock Tower Lightening which means LASER Weapons fired from Space, whilst the Elite remove themselves 'off planet' for the duration... We won't be getting any FREE PASSES...
NASA Designs HAMMER Spacecraft to Deflect or Nuke Dangerous Asteroids

 Humanity might not be safe even if we tackle challenges like global climate change and perpetual war. An asteroid could fall out of the sky and knock us back into the stone age, or worse, end our brief reign on this planet. NASA and the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) are working on a new spacecraft design that could potentially deflect a dangerous asteroid before that happens. The craft is called “HAMMER,” and it does what the name implies.

 HAMMER, which stands for Hypervelocity Asteroid Mitigation Mission for Emergency Response, has two modes. In its preferred mode of operation, it would act as an impactor that collides with the asteroid to gently nudge it off course, so it doesn’t hit the planet. If there’s not enough time for that, HAMMER’s other option is to detonate a nuclear weapon in order to destroy or deflect the object. That’s where the NNSA’s involvement is key.

 In a new study, NASA used the asteroid Bennu as a hypothetical test for the HAMMER program. The agency’s OSIRIS-REx mission is closing in on the space rock with the aim of collecting a sample from its surface later this year. Researchers used the trajectory calculations of OSIRIS-REx for the hypothetical HAMMER mission. This wasn’t just a shortcut for the sake of sending time. There’s a small 1-in-2,700 chance that Bennu could collide with Earth in 2035. The 1600 foot (487 meters), 74 billion pound (33.5 billion kilograms) space rock would produce a 115 gigaton explosion if it struck Earth. That’s about 23 times larger than the most powerful hydrogen bomb ever detonated, and it’s far from the biggest asteroid out there.

 Each HAMMER spacecraft would weigh 8.8 tons. With a planned impact speed of 22,000 miles per hour, it could impart a lot of force. Still, one probe isn’t going to deflect even a modestly sized asteroid like Bennu. NASA suggests deploying a small fleet of HAMMER probes in the path of an Asteroid. Over the course of multiple impacts, the asteroid slows down slightly, and its orbital trajectory bends toward the sun. According to the study, this would be enough to steer Bennu away from an Earth impact.

 If we don’t know about an impact years in advance, it might be impossible to alter the asteroid’s course early enough. That’s why HAMMER also has a nuclear mode. The analysis says current US nuclear weapons are sufficiently powerful to knock an object like Bennu off course. Overall efficacy won’t be clear until we get a closer look at Bennu’s makeup.

 Mjölnir

 From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

 In Norse mythology, Mjölnir (/ˈmʃl.nɪr/) is the hammer of Thor, the Norse god associated with thunder. Mjölnir is depicted in Norse mythology as one of the most fearsome and powerful weapons in existence, capable of leveling mountains. In its account of Norse mythology, the Prose Edda relates how the hammer was made by the dwarven brothers Fjörmir and Brokk, and how its characteristically short handle was due to a mistake during its manufacture. Similar hammers (Ukonvasara) were a common symbol of the god of thunder in other North European mythologies. In the Viking age, they were identified with lightning.
ABOUT 'NUKES': IT IS CRITICAL TO UNDERSTAND THAT THE MODERN 'TESLA' LASER WEAPONS KNOWN AS 'DEW'S (DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS) CAUSE THE SAME DEVASTATION IF NOT WORSE, THAN THE OLD NUCLEAR BOMBS SUCH AS THOSE DROPPED ON HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI, JAPAN IN 1945.

1) THERE IS NO RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT
2) THEY PLAN TO BE OFF THE PLANET ON ONE OF THEIR MOON/MARS BASES WHEN THEY PLAN TO LAUNCH THE 'BIG ONE.....'

THE WEAPONS WORK ON SOUND WAVES AND PULSE FREQUENCY. ALL MATTER IS VIBRATING/PULSING, EVEN IF YOU CANNOT SEE IT, INCLUDING THE HUMAN BODY AND SOLID MATTER. IF YOU TARGET IT WITH A STRONGER VIBRATION/PULSE THE DOMINANT PULSE OVER RULES THE ORIGINAL, SO A HUMAN, ANIMAL OR BUILDING CAN LITERALLY BE 'VIBRATED/PULSED TO DEATH/DESTRUCTION'. SO LIVING THINGS CAN BE DESTROYED WHILST INFRASTRUCTURE REMAINS INTACT.

THE WEAPON CAN BE SMALL OR LARGE... LAUNCHED FROM EARTH OR SPACE.

THIS IS WHAT WAS USED ON THE 'TWIN TOWERS' AND Hence WHY THERE WAS VIRTUALLY NO DEBRIS Whilst STEEL BEAMS TURNED TO DUST AS WELL AS MANY OF THE VICTIMS...

THE OBAMA NEW YORK TSUNAMI CAUSING 'NUKE' THAT HE MENTIONS MEANS ONE OF THESE...:

THE FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR REACTOR ACCIDENT WAS BECAUSE THE TSUNAMI THERE DAMAGED THE NUCLEAR COOLING SYSTEM CAUSING A RADIOACTIVE LEAK.

THE PULSE SYNCHRONIZATION PRINCIPLE IS NO DIFFERENT THAN CLOCKS ALL PLACED TOGETHER AND KEEPING TIME. THEY ALL TICK IN SYNCHRONITY, OR CATS PURRING IN SYNCHRONICITY OR WOMEN LIVING TOGETHER MENSTRUATING AT THE SAME TIME.

IT CAN OF COURSE ALSO BE USED FOR GOOD. ROYAL RIFE AND PIETRO GARIAEY DISCOVERED CANCER CELLS CAN BE PULSED TO DEATH SIMPLY BY BOMBARDING THEM WITH THE PULSE/FREQUENCY OF HEALTHY CELLS... WITH NO SIDE EFFECTS...

ROYAL RIFE
American inventor

FOUNDED CANCER CURE 1920...
Destiny - SPARROW RACING GAMEPLAY! MARS MAP! - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zx14hSxS
6 Dec 2015 - Uploaded by MoreConsole
New Sparrow Racing Gameplay!
https://twitter.com/MoreConsole ...

Sparrow’s death: Mars domino record - World news - Weird news ...
18 Nov 2005 - Millions of dominos fall at the record attempt Friday in Leeuwarden, the Netherlands ...

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands — A Dutch television show claimed to have knocked down a chain of more than 4.1 million dominos Friday in a new world record, but organizers were not able to verify the claim, which was witnessed by only a few people ...

The Domino Day 2005 house sparrow, generally known as the domino sparrow (Dutch: dominozwaan) was a house sparrow, Passer domesticus, that was shot and killed by a hunter from the company Duke Faunaheer in the Frisian Expo Centre in Leeuwarden, Netherlands during preparations for Domino Day 2005 on 14 ...
Le immagini che vi mostriamo sono state registrate attraverso la Live Cam in diretta dall'ISS (International Space Station), su canale USTREAM NASA e riguardano un evento misterioso occorso il 5 dicembre 2014. Dal canale LIVE CAM della ISS (diretta streaming della NASA) Skywatcher Streetcap1 è riuscito a catturare uno strano fenomeno, ovvero quella che sembra essere una sfera rossa che compare dal nulla, sospesa nello spazio, spara una sorta di raggio laser rossastro che si dirige verso la Terra. In passato abbiamo avuto avvistamenti di sfere di luce che sparavano misteriosi raggi di luce verso terra, ma questo avvistamento nello spazio, sembra essere un rarissimo evento. Guardate il filmato!

**TRANSLATION:**

The images being shown were recorded LIVE from the ISS (International Space Station) Live Cam on the USTREAM NASA channel and detail a mysterious event that took place on December 5, 2014. From the ISS Live CAM channel (NASA live streaming) Skywatcher Streetcap1 managed to capture a strange phenomenon, ie what appears to be a red sphere that appears from nowhere, suspended in space, and shoots a sort of reddish laser beam that heads towards the Earth. In the past we had sightings of spheres of light that shoot mysterious rays of light to the ground, but this sighting in space seems to be a very rare event. Watch the video clip!

**Devastating electromagnetic RAILGUN fires'bullets' at Mach 6 and ...**


21 Mar 2016 - A video has appeared showing a weapons manufacturer testing a futuristic railgun capable of firing projectiles six times faster than the speed of...
9-11 Attacks: The Five Dancing Israelis Arrested on 9-11 (Network...)

www.todaycatholicworld.com/mossad-agents-911.htm

Network news reports on the five dancing Israelis arrested on 911. ... The Jerusalem Post later reported that a white van with a bomb was stopped as it ... Having thus pre-framed the Palestinians with this phone call, the Israeli bombers then ...
You've been banned from participating in r/conspiracy

You have been banned from participating in r/conspiracy. You can still view and subscribe to r/conspiracy, but you won't be able to post or comment.

Note from the moderators:
- repeated R 13

If you have a question regarding your ban, you can contact the moderator team for r/conspiracy by replying to this message.

Reminder from the Reddit staff: If you use another account to circumvent this subreddit ban, that will be considered a violation of the Content Policy and can result in your account being suspended from the site as a whole.

FOR POSTING THIS:
NOW WE KNOW THAT 'LOCK' IS CODESPEAK FOR ANTARCTICA, AND THE 'CORE' MOVIE IS ABOUT A THREATENDED INNER EARTH CORE MELTDOWN THAT RESULTS IN A POLE FLIP THAT CAN ONLY BE PREVENTED WITH A NUCLEAR WEAPON, ARE THE DEEP STATE PLANNING THEIR 19 JAN 2019 FALSE FLAG TO INVOLVE A MANMADE POLE FLIP USING TESLA ENERGY WEAPONS? MANY TRUTHERS ARE BEING TOLD THAT ASCENSION INVOLVES A POLE FLIP........
I always wondered what this stunt was about. Now it has an explanation.
EXCEPT THIS IS NOT A PRANK. IT IS PREDICTIVE PROGRAMMING TO PREPARE US FOR HOW THE REAL SPACE PROGRAMME WORKS & HOW TRAVEL WILL BE....

IT SEEMS 1ST APRIL IS THE DAY 'REAL' NEWS IS RELEASED....
It's time to learn the TRUTH.
Why are D's inspiring activist groups to remove history re: slavery?
Why are history books painting a different picture than before?
Why are teachers following a new false script?
"Republicans are racists."
Learn the term Projection.
Why are they threatened?
MSM has you brainwashed. They want you controlled. They want you enslaved. They want you divided. They want you dependent!
What has the D party done for the black pop?
What has the R party done for the black pop?
NOTHING
What has POTUS done in 1 year?
What is the net worth of black leaders today?
Why does Pelosi mention MLK 74% of the time during weekly addresses?
MLK was a conservative.
Learn the TRUTH.
Re_read drops re: slave grip of black pop.
Why do we look at skin color?
DIVISION.
IT'S TIME TO UNITE AND FIGHT FOR OUR FREEDOM. TOGETHER, we are STRONG.
APART, we are weak.
PATRIOTS HAVE NO SKIN COLOR.

How many coincidences do you need before you believe?
This is the biggest insider drop in the history of the world.
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= MARS/MASSACRE THEME TIME LINE

+ 33 - = JAN 2019

1985 COMPLETE YEARS

THE EXACT TIME AND DATE OF THE 19 33 YEARS = JAN 2019

9/11 REVERSED IS 1/19

1985 + 33 YEARS = JAN 2019

SAVE MY FAMILY

---

POTUS

President Of The United States

Prince Of The Underworld's Servant

People of the United States

QdUW.yye1fxo 03/15/18

= 1ST MONTH OF 2019 ON 19TH
And now we move on to the fascinating and uplifting part—the Solution and Plan! There is a great twist here also.
I could not believe my eyes. There is one ornate readable line that holds what could be a daunting message aimed at my quest...
THE MESSAGE... WHAT IS IT? FOR WHOM WAS IT INTENDED?
www.thehiddenrecords.com

IS THE EGYPTIAN 'DEO PILAR' A SYMBOL FOR A SPACE SHIP INTRUSION LIKE AS SEEN IN THE 'MARILU' MOVIE 1994 AND SOME ZIGURAT'S? ALSO THE 'BLIND 20/20' MEANS WE ARE BLIND ABOUT THE TRUTH CONCERNING MARS....

SHOW the WORLD the TRUTH. DONT LET POTUS SUFFER FROM THE SOROS/LOSED BOTS THAT CONTINUALLY FLOOD. (P)EOPLE (O)F (T)HE (U)NITED (S)ATES

It's staring right at us. Want to hide a secret? Show the world the secret and see how blind we really are. Since then, the discoveries made are mind-blowing. One door closes, another 3 doors open.

Who unlocked the door of all doors? Wayne Herschel:
Here's the other PEOC Meaning! This concerns the research of Rene Peoc'h with his little orphaned chicks who believed a tiny robot with a light on it was their Mother. Such was their 'imprinting' and need to be close to their perceived Mother, that they were able to draw the robot to the edge of their cage just with their collective thoughts. Peoc'h placed a small light on top of the robot and then set it to move around randomly. In darkness the chicks (uncaged) would literally follow the robot and its light.

Then Peoc'h placed the chicks in a cage in complete darkness and left the robot nearby (with its light on) to again make random movements. After awhile the chicks were so desperate to be near their 'Mother' and its 'Light' that the robot started to make more than random movements towards the very edge of their cage. The chicks were remotely influencing the robot through their collective thoughts to come to the edge of their cage (and stay there) instead of just heading off away from it.

12/11/17 Q Light will overcome darkness.

04/03/18 Q Dark to LIGHT.

Thus we can conclude that like the chicks, WE can draw the LIGHT (goodness) to US using our collective consciousness if we focus on that outcome!
So one can see that as a collective we can all influence our group consciousness for better or worse, good or bad. Q is so correct when he says the thing they the Deep State fear more than anything is all of us finding out important research such as this, since it is this that will free us all.
THE ISLAND FROM P.43 THE ALPHA OMEGA TAURUS REVELATION STAR GATE-WAYNE HERSHEY

Imagine travelling on a small 100 passenger capacity ship on a holiday cruise and the worst imaginable solar flare has just knocked out all electrical systems everywhere around the world. It knocks out all communications and electrical systems on the ship too. The ship then sails blindly onto an island coral reef because it went far off course in the chaos. All 100 survivors jump off with sacks of fruit and vegetables before it sinks and are on the beach with literally just the clothes on their backs and the produce that they can plant.

A group of environmental scientists who were on the cruise and were supposed to be heading to a convention explain to all how serious the flare situation is that they were monitoring. They reveal that the world is literally going to go through a period of no technology for some years. Nobody would be coming to rescue them either or even know that a rescue is needed. The 100 survivors are now on their own and they will be alone for a long time on a tiny uninhabited island. But fortunately, it is an island that can be planted with food since it has great resources of water, trees, deer and no horrible insects or predators.

It is decided they urgently need to build shelter, make fire and separate a small group of temporary leadership based on their experience of survival skills. The scientists then hold a meeting and propose the best way forward would be to separate the different vegetables with care taker groups who will watch over specific plantations, as well as deer hunting and breeding.

They also propose that a barter system is the best way ahead where each group needs to have a good harvest to trade with others. What is more, there would be rewards for those that work hard so all are motivated to do their best.

For many mouths, the community grows and everything is going well because of the great abundance of resources and motivation with the crop reward system. The first problem they have as a community is a religious matter. They argue over what place of worship they would need to prioritise with three religious groups involved.

The group of temporary leadership of scientists is not keen on having its leadership responsibility continue since the task is not something it likes at all. It wants one leader to take all the responsibility. A meeting is held to discuss new leadership. At the same time, the holy temple solution is debated.

Since we have all seen how people discriminate so much among religions and how so many wars are being fought based on belief, the scientists proposed that this island should do something different. Something that should have been done in the world a long time ago. It was agreed that all keep their own differing beliefs very private. Additionally, it was agreed that only the common grounds of religion had a place in this community, namely believing in a Creator and the general agreed teachings on morality with a much more private spiritual way forward of 'Oneness' with nature. It was decided prayer would be reserved exclusively for private places like one's own home. Very importantly, nobody would exhibit their religious traditions openly in the interest of an experience for all based on greater peace and harmony.

A year later a complete village was built and there were a lot of new children being born and everyone seemed happy, worked well and traded fairly.
But then one day an arrogant greedy bully who had control of the most valuable supply of nourishment, the sweet potato crops, decided to build a fence around them and set new laws. He decided that these were the crops that he had developed through hard work so he would manage them as he pleased.

One single person, representing merely 1% of this whole new colony then demands a better exchange deal because he feels his produce is of higher worth than the others' produce. He also decides he should be the leader on the island because of his new exaggerated claims that he had earned the position. The 99 people on the island discuss the situation and agree they had already talked about the need for a leader and hence accept his demands. After all, this is how it worked in cities and all were used to the capitalism way. They do not want a confrontation so they allow his demands to be met.

The new leader then settles in and not long after this, raises the exchanged value amount for his produce. This is followed by getting others to do all the harvesting, planting and watering and the reward is these workers get some extra produce since it is the main food and needed by all.

This arrogant individual sat and did almost nothing each day other than boss around others. He found a way to get his life rewards for free simply by manipulating people.

Over time this one man began to manipulate a band of workers who would also carry out his bullying tactics. The bully wanted more land and more control of the other produce. He began trading others' lands rights for more shares in the sweet potato harvest as he extorted his different produce values further.
It reaches a point where the leader owns everything on the island and has all the people working for him. Obedience is mandatory or he will inflict harm on those who are not obedient. He finally inflates his produce value now to the point that all on the island basically work all day every day just to have enough food and shelter to survive. He tells these enslaved people to be thankful and count themselves lucky they have food in this difficult time where more work is needed to make more produce.

Is this moral or fair?

We all know what would happen next on this small-scale island colony because it is much easier to solve a situation with a small colony.

All 99 people, who started calling themselves the "99%", had a meeting where all agreed life was better when all shared the resources fairly. They agreed the most humane deal is when everyone does their bit and each receives the same rewards for a comfortable day’s work. They agree leadership is more effective having a group of seven people rather than the risk of one leader who could easily become a dictator. Having a wise ethical based group of seven watching and managing all matters would be better for the 99%.

Eventually the strongest men walked over to the bully and grabbed him, chained him to a tree like an animal and it was decided they needed a new revived island resource share trade where all worked reasonable hours, had food, shelter and happiness. Since the capitalist way had failed and they all knew that the communism model was absolutely out of the question, they asked the scientists what model would work.

The only humane system at hand at the time would now have its beginning. A resource shared economy plan. It simply means all the resources on the island belong to everyone. Each continues in groups maintaining the produce as before. But it means no profiteering is possible, just sharing and special incentives designed to treat those that work hard by allowing them larger rewards.

The 99% leadership group of seven then informed the bully after a week of being chained up and stripping him of his pride that he would have just one more chance to fit into their community. They said he could resume and be free as one of the community if he agreed to follow the shared produce and humane life ethics agreement. They warned him too that there will be no second chances if he breaks these laws. He will get locked up permanently in a jail that they would then have to build.

The moral of this 'Island' story:

The 99% need to find a way to retain power to control the laws governing society. Happiness and harmony is only possible if the 99% work as one with a private spirituality of 'Oneness' and with a resource shared system and work reward incentives. Thus, removing the old ways of the 1% dictatorship manipulated society and preventing catastrophic greed and profiteering. Will the world find a way to do the same?

THE BIG CON OF A SINGLE COUNTRY LEADER

Just as presented in the 'Island' scenario, the only way for a non-corrupt transparent way forward for world government is as follows.

Having one leader in power in any country opens the door to the worst possible potential for manipulative conniving personal gain options. We all know corruption is the biggest downfall in many governments worldwide.
It is easy for one person of power to hide illegal activity if he can boss all those around him that want to check his activity.

The simple answer:

THE COUNCIL OF SEVEN

Every country should vote for a Council of Seven shared leadership with positions that share every decision made as one council by voting on everything they make decisions on.

The choice of people for candidates need to be those who are not even near multi-millionaire status and people with long public records of humane activity who are strong in the good traits I have shown and that are easy to measure.

Candidates also need to be banned from having sponsors for media campaigns. We all know sponsors will want something back when they spend a fortune on promoting a candidate.

Each council ought to prioritise mixed multiracial ethnicity, a balance of 4 women to 3 men since men sadly have a little too much war hungry testosterone handicap.

Every member must be open to substantial ongoing auditing whereby no deals are made behind closed doors. Massive auditor teams always rotating and having new people join frequently so no permanent members can be bribed.

Why has this not happened before in powerful countries? That is because destructive billionaires have had the reigns for so long that they have found all the loopholes that need controlling to prevent such an unprofitable disaster for themselves.

SAVING A WORLD FROM CRISIS

I have studied many sources of prophecy that seem to identify a world crisis event and period ref.

Many of us like me believe this period of chaos will be one that will include a cosmic messenger that reveals the hidden records about the meaning of life and human rights. A messenger not of this Earth that inspires and empowers humanity to find their way forward, peacefully removing the cause of all that is wrong with society ref.

There might also be no cosmic messenger event at all. We need to prepare for this too. If so, humanity will need to find its own way forward somehow with the least violence possible. The logical goal with all humanity in mind: To implement new laws preventing elite profiteering making a fortune on very little physical or mental effort. New laws increasing minimum earnings and better earnings for any hard-working people dedicated to social development. In time, manipulating billionaires will become extinct as all of humanity should logically share its resources. It would constructively evolve into a resource shared economy ref.

A world where ownership of anything is gradually replaced with free usage agreements for individuals and even more benefits for productive family units. ref A comfortable luxury life is possible for all, especially those that have worked the most for the benefit of the community ref.

It is important for humanity therefore to believe in the human spirit and to find a peaceful way in the struggle against the elite rather than depending on a messiah.
The promise of accession or to be saved and taken to another paradise world in your current biological state is unlikely. The human form is ravaged with microbes and disease and horrific bacteria types that are impossible to remove. Millions of contaminated humans being saved and moved to another paradise world is impossible.

However, what does make sense in a cosmic messenger event, that is if the past holy records or prophecy are based on something true: The concept of angels (cosmic visitors) arriving, probably taking from this Earth a few 'chosen' people, but it will be people chosen for removal, i.e., those that are the most destructive people.

Let us consider the references of casting evil people into 'Hell'. Hell, which in this instance is most likely another world perhaps already biologically infected beyond hope. A world with very harsh conditions to which destructive human beings are relegated.

There are historical images that follow that show a messenger of the cross, that experts claim is The Christ casting destructive people wearing bare minimum into this place known as 'Hell'. But my greatest interest in this depiction here is the green cosmic dragon mouth representing this Christ-interactive conduit.

Imagine for a moment you are an advanced alien space traveler from another world and you know all the secrets of the universe and Creation since there can only be one truth. Your scientists have been studying the Earth crisis with planned assaults and you want to help the crisis.

You have just landed on the Earth and you meet up with some people here to try and awaken them on the meaning of life to treat it as a gift.
The messenger states that he is the **Alpha** and the **Omega**, the beginning and the end while holding seven stars in his right hand. The seven stars, even Scholars have said that the Pleiades is the most common ancient obsession star cluster. He would obviously be introducing himself. Identifying who he is and where he comes from.

In more simple words, taking every single detail, we have found in the study so far. The cosmic visitor basically announces that he came from Taurus, from a star system (of our origins) near the Pleiades. He travelled by means of the Omega device star gate. He is also identifying who he speaks on behalf of with what is found encoded in the beginning and end of the Bible, the Tree of Life.

The messenger is basically delivering an action plan as well, when reading all the basic encoded Revelation text and a time clue which will look at in a moment. So, what we have is a full opening message covering his identity, who he is and to take this further and clearer. His appearance as a saviour is clear with a humanitarian mission on behalf of human interests while we appear to be in a real elite manipulated world crisis.

He speaks on behalf of interests of universal Creation of the Tree of Life and he is from the Pleiades area brings an important plan of action helping humanity find the best way forward. Humanity that is also sacred because it also has its origins in the same star area.

Who do you think is calling all the shots to be taxed as we are, for the very high cost of food, shelter, security, healthcare that government puppets are unleashing upon humanity? Even the current natural disasters and war and migration seem to be signs identified in the 'end times.'

FROM: THE ALPHA OMEGA TAURUS STAR GATE REVELATION PDF- WAYNE HERSCHEL

---

How is it even possible nuclear war potential has been allowed to escalate to what it currently is? It is all in the hands of the powers that be. The same elite who do not care enough to be sending in fast help for those who have lost their homes and are in crisis.

In the old days, it has a one-word answer: MONARCHY

But in modern times there are just a few of these kings and queens in power, or seen to have power as some might have been good to hide their real power. The new name of the most evil includes also these last few powerful monarchy system leaders, but under a new look: DESTRUCTIVE BILLIONAIRES

Firstly, I think in the near future, many billionaires will realize how destructive their profiteering has been. The world also needs a huge and very fast financial fund-raising plan to set in motion right away. I bet the messenger will call out all billionaires and say that there are some amongst you that have not been as destructive... and these people will have the chance to become real heroes if they do something that to them is far worse than losing loved ones.

To surrender their excess fortune leaving themselves only an acceptable few million to get on with their lives in a new capped earning potential monitored high audited society.

This sounds like the most humane logical way forward as fast resources suddenly rescue and feed the starving, set up decent fast accommodation and then real homes for the poor especially higher rewards to those who are hard working. Their earnings will be more humane instantly as the new subsidies set in globally. The world then is saved from further wrath of the manipulating ascendant elite with new laws preventing property ownership.

A resource shared economy begins where any person working hard, be it labour or with intellect, are they well rewarded.

A golden age where star visitors are safe to visit us and help us develop our world in far more advanced ways too.

**Up to now, the world protocol is to shoot any flying craft not of this world and arrest and lock up any visitor in case they are a threat. Then steal their technology to make bigger weapons and war machines.**

---

**THE TIMELINE – WHEN MIGHT THIS ALL HAPPEN?**

There is currently another decoded Revelation prophecy that researcher Patrick Archbold found ref a few years ago where the stars positions match the Revelation 12 prophecy wording ref.

This ebook launched during the time marker. A prophecy that seems to occur on the 23rd September 2017.

I personally think this time marker does not mean right away but very soon after the 23rd September. How soon? My thoughts here are, it could be anything from the date shown to a year or two after this date. Prophecies are meant to be important events that are given to humanity to inspire extra changes to prevent the disasters they warn of. Prophecies are also watched by the elite and believe me they are trying everything to avert first contact.
This is spectacular! Can you imagine if they were all sent off planet to a penal colony on a ONE WAY TICKET just like they inflicted on those poor kidnapped children....NEVER ABLE TO RETURN...
In the illuminated manuscript #1150 Winchester Palace The opening mouth and often referred to as "the beakings of Hell" or "shows the Cosmic Dragon and messenger being of the very dangerous animal. Do you go through the front door? Do you signal ahead of time you will be attacking?

Three powerful sousporns and others that no doubt qualify on this level by how much greed and prostitution they have amounted upon humanity. They are on the other side of the star gate. A disabled anger lies this time for a period colony destination. No doubt sent to a world of either early human evolution spirit beings or further alienated creatures who have dementia of a lost world that is very harsh.

If angels are real flesh and blood beings with the added symbol of that can fly (bird wings) what many should be asking is where is the messenger in this depiction. The top right corner holds the answer. He is the one wearing the Orion cross crown, as he is a teacher of the Cross of Orion and shows the way to sun star system that he originates from.

ARE THE DEEP STATE ELITES INTO THE DEEP STATE ELITES THAT KIDNAPPED DIOK TRAINED PEOPLE OR AND NOT PEOPLE ABOUT TO SUFFER THE SAME FATE...BEING REMOVED FROM EARTH?
Silent war (some gets out)

Q: BLACK FOREST + Test of Mars-bound instruments in the Black Forest

Read more: https://phys.org/news/2017-03-mars-bound-instruments-black-

The Trolls always mention Sirus and evil reptilians classic troll agenda to look out for.

You're right so is Herschel had written the same 'BS' and the troll is now agreeing with it and making it look as if I agree to.

Thank you for your input. The trouble is if you had actually researched Herschel's work you would realize that his work has nothing to do with Sirus ever being colonized and nothing to do with luciferian reptilians which are a deep state psy-op perpetrated on the alternative media truth seekers. Even mainstream scientists discuss and confirm that Sirus is not and never has been anything other than a huge sun like star that cannot be inhabited. It also happens to be the brightest hence it's nickname SNOW WHITE Herschel is a serious archaeoastronomy and history researcher. The ancient, carved in stone evidence shows that the big deal is an exoplanet HD283721 close to the 7 dwarf planets of the PLEIADEN. It is everything to do with that exoplanet and the Pleiades. His evidence reveals normal, human flesh and blood beings who simply had advanced technology using star gates and scientifically verifiable worm hole travel which is what CERN in Switzerland is all about. And hence Q's post about ALICE. With that type of technology and travel, it of course gives anyone the ability to travel extra dimensionally. Luna in Latin means light. Lucifer means light. The great secret is about this exoplanet. The Beatles Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds is about this planet and its nearby 7 Pleiades which sparkle like diamonds! This is why the Statue of Liberty has 7 spikes and sits on a star only visible from above! Happy research...

I'm not sure why it won't let me view the full reply you posted to me. Maybe his research doesn't cover Sirus as a colony, that's why I said 'apparently'. But yes, from what I've read, the 'Taur...'

This video is no longer available because the YouTube account associated with this video has been terminated.

Sorry about that.

star map paris france - The Hidden Records

thehiddenrecords.com/paris.php

Long story short... it has been hell... we have lost a fortune. The book and work is constantly sabotaged and interfered with especially in the USA ref. SIRIUS WAS NEVER THE SECRET Many of us know already that Sirus can't possibly be important because firstly who would obsess in a worthless star that scientists confirm ...

This is what happened to this YT channel (21 FEB 2018) the day after I replied to the troll comment which was part of a thread from this video.
Book burnings don't just look like this. They also look like this.

This video has been removed because its content violated YouTube's Terms of Service. Sorry about that.

---

Anonymous 1391481
May 13, 2017 22:57 (EST)

WE ARE NOT DIVIDED.

We are the concensus tell you otherwise... the CORE is finally healing with the bad actors out of the way.

WE ARE NOT DIVIDED.

We are finally communicating again, all is good. CANNOT SAY THANK YOU ENOUGH!

---

34pRcUA0BE 134870800
May 10, 2018 10:15:01 (EST)

https://mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/994556105222564343

Q TEAM:

Names?
No Name prev meeting(s)?
Panic?
Discussions of death/funeral?
Medical or escape?
Now comes the pain

---

Space travel: Going to space is a real pain in the back - CNN - CNN.com


26 Oct 2016 - A six-month stay in the International Space Station can be a pain in the … space travelers also need to include a core-strengthening program ...

---

Movie The Core

The Core 2003 ending features...

YouTube

Move The Core 2003 ending featuring Echelon by 30 Seconds to Mars

Scene Masters

ALL THE COMPUTERS TAKEN OVER!

---

IT IS NOW EMERGING THAT THE WORLD OWES ITS SURVIVAL TO THE HEROISM OF 6 REMARKABLE INDIVIDUALS & PROCEEDS TO NAME THEM...

WOW! IF THIS IS CORRECT THEN YOU NEED TO WATCH THE LAST 5 MINUTES OF THE ‘CORE’ 2003 DISASTER MOVIE. HERE IT REVEALS HOW THE WORLD IS ‘TOLD’ BY THE Q TEAM ABOUT HOW THE WORLD WAS SAVED FROM THE ‘MOTHER’ OF ALL ‘FALSE FLAGS.’ THE OPERATIVE KNOWN AS RAT GOES TO AN INTERNET CAFE, LOADS THE TOP SECRET ‘UNSUNG HEROES FILE’ AND THEN EVERY COMPUTER & MEDIA OUTLET IS TAKEN OVER BY THE Q TEAM AND THE ANNOUNCEMENT MADE SIMULTANEOLY AROUND THE WORLD STATING:
Here is the Link to the final minutes of the CORE Movie:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlfXkuldtVI

“LESS THAN ‘10’ PEOPLE KNOW”

An evil billionaire man sets a plan to fly to the moon, mine its minerals, and steal the American flag put there by the Apollo XI team, Mike goes on an adventure to stop him by hiding in the space shuttle with his grandfather, Frank, and goes to and from Earth and the moon and saves the American flag. He becomes the world’s new Space Scientist.

HAS A REAL LIFE EVIL ‘SPACE’ PLAN BEEN THWARTED BY A REAL CAPTAIN THRICE?

Lavender Castle - Wikipedia
It was produced in 1997
Lavender Castle is a British stop motion/CGI television series created by Rodney Matthews
Series overview [edit]
Lavender Castle: a place of mystery and legend, fabled throughout the universe, a floating city of light, a place of peace, harmony and all the things that have ever been dreamt of. It is the centre of the universe and the greatest source of power - should it be destroyed, the universe would be plunged into darkness forever.

Evil scientist Dr Agon plans to do just that. A lonely megalomaniac with technology-assisted powers of transmutation, he yearns for darkness and has pledged to destroy Lavender Castle from his fortress spaceship, the Dark Station, the most destructive power in the universe, crewed by unseen slaves working deep in the bowels.

In order to prevent this, Captain Thrice has set out on a quest to find the elusive Lavender Castle before Dr Agon. A previous encounter with Lavender Castle gave life to Thrice’s walking stick and left the Captain with a special knowledge of its power and abilities. Traveling in his carriage spaceship, the Paradox, Thrice assembles a crew of misfits to join him in his quest, combating evil wherever they find it as they travel the universe searching for clues that will lead them to Lavender Castle. But Lavender Castle works in mysterious ways and lends its power to the Paradox crew to protect them when they most need help.

Protagonists 🌟 Leading character in film/Champion of a particular cause

Captain Thrice: the wise, elderly three-eyed captain of the Paradox, always accompanied by his talking, Sentient Walking Stick. Years before, he fortuitously came across Lavender Castle during his space travels, and is since that time bent on finding it anew to try to protect it from Dr. Agon’s evil schemes.

Antagonists 🌡️ A person who actively opposes or his hostile to someone or something—an adversary

Dr. Cedric Agon: the series’ main antagonist, an evil megalomaniac mad scientist who is bent on destroying Lavender Castle, and thus plunging the whole universe into darkness and despair forever. Self-proclaimed himself “Destroyer of Worlds”, he constantly travels in pursuit of the Paradox and its crew, aboard the Dark Station, his own massive, heavily armed space fortress manned by an unseen crew of slaves imprisoned into the ship’s bowels.

Trump: Dr. Agon’s pet and sidekick, a flying critter resembling a cross between a bat and a tramped lizard. Capable of talking, Trump also enjoys emitting sarcastic raspberry sounds now and then.
Here is Q making reference to the Mark Passio infographic/slide from his collection called the CULT OF ULTIMATE EVIL that I downloaded onto my P.C. The Painful Truth one (about Order Followers) is # 23 from the collection that totals 97! Apart from altering the slide title to white (for easier reading) the original slide is the same, just with a red title instead.
The Painful Truth

The ORDER-FOLLOWER always bears MORE culpability than the giver, because the Follower is the one actually performing action, and in taking action, actually brings resultant harm in manifestation. One form of EVIL and can be seen as a “virtue” a moral human being has been personally responsible form of Slavery and has ever existed...
AS YOU'VE NOW SEEN THE MYSTERY IS FINALLY+++
SOLVED+++and your searching is OVER. YOU WON'T FIND IT ANYWHERE BUT HERE....

http://www.thehiddenrecords.com/index.htm

And as Q said read also THE PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERS OF ZION...

ProtocolsOfTheEldersOfZion.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cf8LjJRk2M4

It is now obvious that with ALL THE NATIONS SECRETLY WORKING TOGETHER behind the scenes, verified by the Q MEMO, Find the Spider(s) ETC), there is clearly NO ENEMY threat from any nation other than from the Leaders who control the Planet, by virtue of taking orders from the Deep State Hidden Hand ROTHCHILD owned Space Agency.

THEY ARE ALL DEEP STATE- having a laugh lining their pockets MINING THE ASTROID BELT AND BUILDING CITIES UP THERE using kidnapped HAITI CHILDREN & YOUNG ADULTS , on trillion dollar Space Projects using our money and secret advanced technology, whilst 4 billion people live in complete destitution and poverty around the world ON EARTH,...

ALL THE WHILE KEEPING SECRET THE MIND BLOWING TRUTH ABOUT OUR HISTORY...THE MAP AND WHERE IT LEADS..

Think about it...If there was nothing in SPACE as we've been fed for centuries, then why the trillion dollar obsession with SPACE??? You get in a vehicle or aircraft to go from A to B don’t you???

THE SPACE PROGRAMME PRESENTED TO THE PUBLIC INVOLVING ROCKETS, SHUTTLES AND LANDERS HAS BEEN AND CONTINUES TO BE THE BIGGEST HOAX EVER. THE REAL SPACE PROGRAMME INVOLVES INSTANTANEOUS WORMHOLE/STAR GATE TRAVEL USING ZERO POINT ENERGY (FREE ANTI GRAVITY ENERGY) DISCOVERED BY TESLA AND OTHERS OVER 100 YEARS AGO, AND KNOWN ABOUT FOR AT LEAST ...17,000 YEARS.... AS THE ANCIENTS USED IT...PROVEN BY CARVED IN STONE EVIDENCE EVERYWHERE......ITS HOW THEY GOT HERE IN THE FIRST PLACE....
Who is MORE responsible? **US OR THEM?** US because we CRAVE, WORSHIP, SUPPORT and VOTE for our own Slave Masters and their militaries. Until WE stop doing that nothing will change...their grip and power over us is lost once we know the TRUTH and tell them WHERE TO GO......by refusing to be part of THEIR system.

It requires a complete withdrawal on our part from their system...

Discreetly spread this knowledge... email people the **LINK**. Being too blatant will meet with immediate resistance from the bots, trolls and YT shut downs...

---

**I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING TRUE HEROES:**

- **Q Anon** for breaking THIS STORY
- Wayne Herschel - MAIN HIDDEN RECORDS RESEARCHER/AUTHOR
- Pakon Molbak-Gold - MAJOR CONTRIBUTARY HIDDEN RECORDS RESEARCHER
- Mark Scott - CONTRIBUTARY HIDDEN RECORDS RESEARCHER
- Mark Passio - Work on Understanding Natural Law/Order Followers
- Jonathan Klick - Decoding PAST/FUTURE ATROCITIES ON BANKNOTES/ VATICAN SYMBOLISM/ EVIL HIDDEN IN FILMS, BOOKS AND ADVERTISEMENTS
- Dr Rupert Sheldrake - Work on Understanding MORPHIC FIELDS and how it affects the GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS
- Dr William Tiller - Work on Understanding MORPHIC FIELDS and how it affects the GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS
- Cheryl Nelson - For hosting this Presentation on her Website
- Richard D Hall- Exposing the EVIL/ Madeleine McCann death/ 911 Cause with Dr Judy Wood
- Robert David Steele - Exposing the MARS Colonization using Child Slavery
- Cleve Backster - Morphic field Research discovering Plants also have Consciousness
- David Wilcock - For my early Introduction to this Genre (FROM HIS EARLIEST FREE ARTICLES ON HIS WEBSITE)
- All the many other ANONS doing their bit to save us from the tyranny and cracking

Some of the Q decodes utilized here: Wizard Of Qz meaning Gold, LV Shooting Clues (which first appeared on David Wilcock's Divine Cosmos website), MAMAN Spider Sculptures, Yellow Sky 1948 Movie about Gold, the 7 Shipping Containers, and the connection between Trump's Uncle and Nikola Tesla's research.

And Finally: My [11:11 Spirit Guide](link) showing me the way and guiding this Project to its Completion.
Open your eyes. Qanon is not a game.

Mar 8 2018 19:55:52 (EST) Q
ID: 27d57d 594016

>>593959
Thank you Kim. Deal made. Clowns out. Strings cut. We took control. Iran next. Q

North and South Korea vow to formally end Korean War

4-27-18

Both countries confirmed the common goal of complete denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula

Q !4pRcUA0lJBE ID: 349934 No. 1444682
May 17 2018 13:04:39 (EST)

>>1444632
The hard part for us is having to wait for the 'public' to 'know' what we've known for a very long time. There is no bigger threat to 'them' than the public being awake and thinking for themselves. Why are we here?
Q

Q !4pRcUA0lJBE ID: 349934 No. 1444808
May 17 2018 13:13:19 (EST)

>>1444682
What is the common theme when bad news is about to break (against them)? Stay vigilant.
Q

Q !4pRcUA0lJBE ID: 610b24 No. 1449911
May 17 2018 19:20:30 (EST)

Messages sent. END. Q
>>1444934
What had to happen first?
Think logically.
Think DOJ & FBI.
Think cleaning.
#64
Puzzle coming together?
We have reached our cruising altitude of 40,000 ft. long ago.
As we prepare to land, please fasten your seatbelt and make sure your seat back and folding trays are in their full upright position.
Q

>>1462048
Given we have now undeniable [in purpose] verified ourselves to be an inside source, expect the MSM [Clown Army] to attack in full cooperation w/ foreign and domestic assets.
Be prepared.
TRUST the plan.
Conspiracy NO MORE.
We are in full control.
PANIC
Q